


· •• ~·· .i' Foreword 

The desigl)-±hg. o,:f a . psy.ohiatric clinic, .especially of 

the ~:nature which t.:is . bei.ng ,. considered in .this program, is an 

undertaking by the people of two professions vitally con-

cerned with the comfort and well being of other people. 

One profession concerns itself with that which shapes one's 

self or personality and the other profession giving itself 

to that which shapes the environment in which the individ-

ual exists. 

This program represents the work of a person who is en-

tering the profession of architecture and who will be set-

ting forth to design a facility to serve not only the people 

of Houston but also the doctors who comprise the client. 

In the approach to the design of such a facility the 

architect felt as though an in-depth study of the develop-

ment of psychology was warranted in order to familiarize 

himself with the subject as well as help to create dialogue 

between himself and his client. Therefore the lengthy ac-

count of the development of psychology found in the text 

of the program is solely for the benefit of the architect. 

The information found in the text of the program is a 

collection of the material pertinent to the beginning of an 

analysis of the building and its function. In reviewing 

the material presented certain design criteria develops and 

is discussed but still many questions are left unanswered. 



Part two of the program, to be submitted at a later 

date, will involve itself with these questions as well as 

elaborate (graphically) upon the text found herein. 

It is hoped that the program will impart information 

in a realistic and forthright way and bring the reader to 

an understanding of the subject. 





Preface to the History of Psychology 

Part I 

The test of the history of psychology found herein 

was taken from the book "Abrnomal Psychology and Modern 

Life" by James C. Coleman, }?rofessor of Psychology, The 

University of California at Los Angeles. 

The text was edited to eliminate the unneeded por

tions for my purposes. 

In designing a psychiatric clinic, a basic knowledge 

of the history of the development of psychology is impar

ative to this innate understanding of the problem at hand. 

I believe the material found in this section is pertinent 

and will give a foundation to considerations in design. 

Demonology among the Ancients 

The earliest "psychiatry" of which we have any know

ledge was· that practiced by Stone Age cave men some half 

million years ago. For certain forms of mental illness, 

probably those where the patient complained of severe 

headaches and developed convulsive attacks, the early med

icine man treated the disorder by means of an operation 

now called trephining. This operation was performed with 

crude stone instruments and consisted of chipping away 

one area of the skull in the form of a circle until the 



skull was cut through. This opening, called a trephine, 

presumably permitted the evil spirt which was causing all 

the trouble to escape, and incidentally may have relieved 

a certain amount of pressure on the brain. In some cases 

trephined skulls of primitive men show healing around the 

opening, indicating that the individual survived the oper

ation and lived for many years afterwards (Selling, 1943). 

This early brain surgery left much to be desired in terms 

of technique, but it was even more inadequate in terms of 

the naive, unscientific theory of demonology upon which it 

rested. 

References to mental disorders in the early writings 

of the Chinese, Egyptians, Hebrews, and Greeks make it 

clear that they too attributed such disorders to demons · 

which had taken possession of the individual. This is not 

surprising when we remember that "good" and "bad" spirits 

were widely used to explain lightning, thunder, earthquakes, 

storms, fires, sickness, and many other events which prim

itive men did not understand. It was probably a very sim

ple and logical step to extend this theory to peculiar and 

incomprehensible behavior in their fellows. 

The decision as to whether the "possession" involved 

good spirits or evil spirits usually depended upon the pa

tient's symptoms. If the possessed person's speech or be

havior appeared to have a religious or mystical significance, 



it- was usually thought that the person was possessed by a 

good spirit or god. Such individuals were often treated 

with considerable awe and respect, for it was thought that 

they had supernatural powers. In the Bible story, David 

took advantage of this popular belief when he simulated 

''madness" in order to escape from Achish, the king of Gath 

(Samuel 2: 12-l~) . 

Most possessions, however, were considered to be the 

work of evil spirits, particularly when the patient became 

excited and overactive and engaged in behavior contrary to 

the teachings of the priests and temple worshipers. Among 

the ancient Hebrews, such possessions were thought to rep

resent the wrath and punishment of God. Moses is quoted 

in the Bible as saying, "The Lord shall smite thee with 

madness. . " Apparently this primarily involved the 

withdrawal of God's protection, and the abandonment of the 

individual to the forces of evil. For example, Saul pre

sumably disobeyed God with the result that the spirit of 

the Lord · left him and an evil spirit was thereby per

mitted to enter. In such cases every effort was made to 

rid the patient of the evil spirit. Christ reportedly 

cured a man with an "unclean spirit" by casting out the 

devils that plagued him into a herd of swine who in turn 

became possessed and "ran violently down a steep place into 

the sea" (Mark 5:1-13). 



J 
The primary type of treatment for demoniacal possession was 

~xorcism, which included various techniques that. were devel

o~ed for casting the evil spirit out of the body of the 

·afflicated one. These varied considerably but typically in

cluded prayer, incantation, noisemaking, and the use of 

various horrible-tasting concoctions such as purgatives 

made from shee~Ls ·· . dung. and wine. In extreme cases flogging, 

starving, and other more severe measures were often used in 

an attempt to make the body of the afflicted one such an 

unpleasant place that the evil spirit would be driven out. 

Such treatment was originally in the hands of medicine 

men, or shamans, but was eventually taken over in Greece, 

China, and Egypt by the priests, who were apparently a cur

ious mixture of priest, physician, psychologist, and magir · 

cian. Although these priests were d9minated in the main by 

beliefs in demonology and established exorcistic practices. 

they did make a beginning in the more humane and scientific 

treatment of the mentally ill. For example, as early as 

860 B.C. in the temples of Asclepius in Greece, the priests 

supplemented the usual prayer and incantation with kindness, 

suggestion, and recreational measures such as theatricals, 

riding, walking, ·· arid harmonious music. However, despite 

this modern note, treatment was not free of its barbaric 

aspects, and starving, flogging, and chains were still ad

vocated for recalcitrant patients. 



Membership in the medical priesthood of these Greek 

temples of healing was originally hereditary, but in time, 

as their influence started to wane, outsiders were admitted 

and various "schools" were formed. In one of these groups 

the celebrated Greek physician Hippocrates received his 

early training. As we shall see, however, Hippocrates was 

to stray far from the fold of demonology. 

Early Medical Concepts of Mental Illness 

Against this background of primitive superstition, 

there occasionally appeared an outstanding figure or group 

who approached mental illness on a mqre scientific basis. 

Especially during the Golden Age of Greece we find consid

erable progress being made in the understanding and treat

ment of mental illness. 

HIPPOCRATES 

The great Greek physician Hippocrates (460-357 B.C.) 

- has b~en called the "father of modern medicine." He denied 

the intervention of deities and demons in the development 

of disease, and insisted that mental disorders had natural 

causes and required treatment like other diseases. His po

sition was unequivocal: "For my own part, I do not believe 

that the human body is ever befouled by a God" (Lewis, 

1941, p. 37). As the basic explanation of mental illness 



H-ippocrates emphasized, the view, ea.rlier set forth. by 

Pythagoras, that the . braih · was the central organ of intel-

lectual. activity• .. and that mental illness · was due to brain 

pathology. Hippocrates also emphasi.zed the importance of 

heredity and predisposition' and pointed out that injm;:-ies 

to the head could cause sensory and motor disorders. 

All mental disorderswere classified by Hippocrates 

' into . three general categories--mania, melancholia, and 

phrenitis--and he gave detailed clinical descriptions of 

the specific disorders included in each category, such as 

alcoholic delirium and epilepsy. Hippocrates relied heav-

ily upon clinical observation, and his descriptions, which 

were based upon the daily clinical records of his patients, 

were surprisingly thorough in their coverage. It is inter-

esting to note that Hippocrates realized the clinical im-

portance of dreams for understanding the personality of 

the patient. On this point he anticipated one of the prin-

cipal concepts of contemporary psychoanalysis. 

Although crude, Hippocrates' notions of treatment 

were far in advance of the prevalent exorcistic practices. 

For the treatment of melancholia, he prescribed: a regular 

and tranquil life, sobriety and abstinence from all ex-

cesses, a vegetable diet, continence, exercise short of 

fatigue, and bleeding if indicated. For hysteria, which 

was thought to be restricted to women and caused by the 



wandering· of the .uterus to various · parts of the body be

cause of its pining for children, Hippocrates recommended 

marriage as the best remedy. He also believed in the im

portance of environment, and not infrequently removed the 

patients from their families. 

Hippocrates' emphasis upon natural causes, clinical 

observations, and brain pathology inrelation to mental 

disorders was truly revolutionary. Unfortunately, how

ever, he was handicapped by inadequate anatomical and 

physiological knowledge. (Greek physicians were poor anat

omists because they deified the human body and dared not 

dissect it.) Thus in his concept of the "four humors" 

(blood··,. black bile, yellow bile, and phlegm) , Hippocrates 

apparently conceived the notion of a balance of physiolog

ical processes as essential to normal brain functioning 

and mental health. In his work On Sacred Disease, he stated 

that when the humors were adversely mixed or otherwise dis

turbed, physical or mental disease resulted: "depravement 

of the brain arises from phlegm and bile; those mad~ from 

phlegm are quiet, depressed and oblivious; those from bile 

excited, noisy and mischievous." Although this concept 

went far beyond demonology, it was too crude physiologically 

to be of any great value. Medical treatment based upon 

such inadequate anatomical and physiological knowledge was 



to continue lf.or many centuries, often proving both humorous 

and tragic. 

PLATO AND ARISTOTLE 

The problem of dealing with mentally disturbed individ

uals who committed criminal acts was studied by the great 

philosopher Plato (429-347 B.C.). He made it clear that 

such persons were obviously not responsible for their acts 

and should not receive punishment in the same way as normal 

persons: " • • . someone may commit an act when mad -·or af

flicted with disease • • • let him pay simply for the darn

age; and let him be exempt from other punishment." Plato 

also made provision for mental cases to be cared for in 

the community as follows: "If anyone is insane, let him 

not be seen openly in the city, but let the relatives of 

such a person watch over him in the best manner they know 

of; and if they are negligent, let them pay a fine . " 

(Plato, n.d., p. 56). In addition to this emphasis on the 

more humane treatment of the mentally ill, Plato contributed 

to a better understanding of human behavior by pointingout 

that man, as well as all other forms of life, \.Yas rnoti vated 

by physiologic needs or "natural appetites." He also seems 

to have anticipated Freud's insight into the functions of 

fantasies and dreams as substitutive satisfaction, conclud

ing that in dreams, desire tended to satisfy itself in 



.ima.gery .when the pigher faculties no longer inhibited the 

~'.~passions." In :qis Republic (on the ideal type of state) , 

:j?lato emphasized the importance of individual differences 

in intellectua],. and other abilities, and pointed out the 

role .of sociocul~u,ral influences in . shaping the thinking 

and behavior of the individual. Despite t!h:ese modern id,eas, 

however, Plato could not transcend the ignorance and super

stition of his t~me and considered mental illness as partly 

organic, partly .moral, anp. partly divine. 

The question of whether mental disorders could be _ : 

caused by psychological factors like frustration and con

flict was discussed and rejected by the celebrated system

atist Aristotle (384-322 B.C.), who was a pupil but not a 

follower of Plato. In his extensive writings on mental ill

ness, Aristotle generally followed the Hippocratic theory 

of disturbances in the bile. For example, he believed that 

· very hot bile generated amorous desires and loquacity, and 

was also responsible for suicidal impulses. This rejection 

of psychological causes for mental disorders undoubtedly 

retarded the development of modern psychopathology. 

LATER GREEK AND ROMAN THOUGHT 

Work along the more scientific lines established by 

Hippocrates was continued by some of the later Greek and 

Roman physicians. Particularly in Alexandria, Egypt, which, 



af-t;.~r its founding in 332 B.C. by Alexanc1er the Great., be

carq~ the center of . Greek culture, medicine. developed to a 

high level, and the temples dedicated to Saturn were first

rate sanat<;>riums. Pleasant surroundings were considered 

of g.reat therapeutic value for . the mentally ill, and the 

patients wer~ provided ·with constant occupation entertain

ment, and exercise. Thes.e activities includedparties, 

dances, w.alks in the temple gardens, rowing along the Nile, 

and musical concerts. The later Greek ·and Roman physicians 

also utilized a wide range of other kinds of therapeutic 

measures, including dieting, massage, hydrotherapy, gymnas

tics, hypnotism, and education, as well as certain less de

sirable measures such as bleeding, purging, and mechanical 

restraints (R. W. Menninger, 1944). 

Among the Roman physicians who continued in the 

Hippocratic tradition were Asclepiades, Aretaeus, and Galen. 

Asclepiades (c.B.C. 124) was well versed in the medical 

ideas and philosophy of his day and made notable contribu

tions to psychiatry (Zilboorg and Henry, 1941). He was the 

first to note the difference between acute and chronic men

tal illnesses, and to distinguish between illusions, delu

sions, and hallucinations. In addition, he invented various 

ingenious devices designed to make the patients more com

fortable~ One of these was a suspended hammock-like bed 

whose swaying was oncisdered very beneficial for disturbed 



patients. Asclepiades' progressive approach to mental ill

hess was also · evidenced by his ·vigorous opposition to bleed

ing, · mechanical restraints, and dungeons. 

The first hint that certain mental diseases are but 

an extension of normal psychological processes was given 

by Aretaeus near the end of the first century A.D. People 

who were irritable, violent, and easily given to joy and 

pleasurable pursuits were·· thought t6 be prone to the devel

opment of manic excitement, while those who tended to be 

serious were thought to be more apt to develop melancholia. 

Aretaeus was the first to describe the various phases of 

mania and melancholia,. and to consider these two patholog

ical states as expressions of the same illness. His in

sight into the importance of emotional factors and of the 

pre-psychotic personality of the patient was quite an 

achievement for the day in which he lived. 

Galen (130-200 A.D.) did not contribute much that was 

new to the therapy or clinical description of mental dis

orders, although he did make many original contributions 

concerning the anatomy of the nervous system and maintained 

a scientific approach to mental illness, performing a major 

service in compiling and integrating the existing material 

in this field (Guthrie, 1946). In the latter connection, 

·he divided the causes of mental illness into physical and 

mental. Among the causes he named were injuries to the 



head., ·aitdoholic -excess, .- sl;lock i fear, adolescence, -menstrual 

changes, economic reverses, and, disappointment - in love. 

: - ~ : Although ' historians ' divide ancient history from medie

val by the fall -6f Rome to the barbarians in the later part 

of the fifth century, the Dark Ages in psychiatric history 

began with the death of Galen in 200 A.D. For the contri

butions of Hippocrates·and the later Greek and Roman physi

cians (which anticipated so many of our modern concepts of 

mental illness) .were shortly lost in the welter of popular 

superstition, and most of the medical men of later Rome re

turned to some sort of demonology. One notable. exception 

to this, however, was Alexander TralJ,.ianus (525-605 A.D.), 

who followed the works of Galen rather closely but placed 

a great deal of emphasis on constitutional factors, stating, 

for example, that people with dark hair and a slim build 

were more likely to be affected by melancholia than persons 

with light hair and a heavy build. Worthy of note also are 

some of the clinical cases he recorded (Whitwell, 1936). 

Among his patients he cited the case of a woman who had the 

delusion that her middle finger was- fixed in such a way 

that it held the whole worid within its power. This caused 

her great distress for fear she should bend her finger, 

thus, overthrowing the world and destroying everything. An

other interesting case was that of a man who was greatly 

depressed because he was convinced that his head had been 



amputated. Trallianus reported that he cured this case by 

suddenly placing a close-fitting leaden cap on the patient's 

head so that he cmi"ld feel the weight and thought: ,his ·head 

had been replaced. 

SURVIVAL OF GREEN THOUGHT IN ARABIA 

During medieval times it was only in Arabia that the 

more scientific aspects of Greek medicine survived. ·· Here 

the mentally ill received much more humane treatment than 

in Christian lands. The outstanding figure in Arabian 

medicine was Avicenna (c. A.D. 980-1037), called the "Prince 

of Physicians" (Campbell, 1926). 

Demonology in the Middle Ages 

TREATMENT IN MEDIEVAL TIMES 

The treatment of the mentally ill was now left largely 

to priests, and the monasteries served as refuges and 

places of confinement for many patients. During the early 

medieval period, the mentally ill~ when not too difficult 

to manage, were treated with considerable kindliness. Much 

store was set by prayer, holy water, sancitified ointments, 

the breath or spittle of the priests, the touching of relics, 

visits to holy pl~ces, and mild forms of exorcism. In some 

monasteries and shrines exorcism was performed by the gentle 



"laying on of hands." Such methods were often intermixed 

with vague ideas of medical treatment derived mainly from 

Galen, which gave rise to such prescriptions as the follow

ing: "For a fiend-sick man: When a devil possesses a man, 

or controls him from within with disease, a spew-drink of 

lupin, bishopswort, henbane, garlic. Pound these together, 

add ale and holy water~.· (Cockayne, n.d.). 

As exorcistic techniques became more fully developed, 

it was emphasized that it was Satan's pride which had led 

to his original downfall. Hence, in treating persons pos

sessed by a devil, the first thing to do was to strike a 

fatal blow at the devil's price--to insult him. This in

volved calling the devil some of the most obscene epithets 

that the worst imaginations could devise, and the foul in

sults were usually supplemented by long litanies of cursing: 

" . May all the devils that are thy foes rush forth upon 

thee, and drag thee down to hell! ... May God set a nail 

to your skull, and pound it in with a hammer, as Jael did 

unto Sisera! . May . . . Sother break .. thy head and cut 

off thy hands, as was done to the cursed Dagon! ... May 

God hang thee in a hellish yoke, as seven men were hanged 

by the sons of Saul!" (From Thesaurus Exorcismorum). 

This procedure was considered highly successful in 

the treatment of possessed persons. A certain bishop of 

Beauvais claimed to have rid a person of five devils, all 



of whom signed an agreement stating that they and their 

subordinate imps would no longer persecute the possessed 

individual (A. D. White, 1896). 

Had this been the worst treatment the mentally ill re

ceived during the Middle Ages, the world would have been 

spared some of the most terrible and tragic chapters in 

its history. Unfortunately, however, as theological be

liefs concerning mental illness became more fully devel

oped and were endorsed by the secular world, mildness and 

gentle treatment began to disappear. It came to be gener

ally believed that cruelty to "madmen" was punishment of 

the devil residing within them, and when "scourging" proved 

ineffective, the authorities felt justified in driving out 

the demons by less pleasant methods. Flogging, starving, 

chains, immersion in hot water, and other torturous methods 

were devised in order to make the body such an unpleasant 

place of residence that no self-respecting devil would re

main in it. Undoubtedly many men and women who might have 

been restored to health by more gentle and kindly measures 

were driven into hopeless mental illness by these brutal 

methods. 

WITCHCRAFT 

Today it is almost unbelievable that sober and pious 

townspeople could gather in the village square and cheer 



·the burning or torturing of a woman who was so demented as 

obviously not to know what she was doing. Yet only three 

hundred years ago people not only cheered but felt that in 

such practices they were doing their sacred duty. 

For during the latter part of the fifteenth century, 

beliefs concerning demoniacal possessions took a horrible 

turn for the worse. It now became the accepted theological 

belief that demoniacal possessions were of two general 

types: (1) possessions in which the victim was unwillingly 

seized by the devil as a punishment by God for his sins, 

and (2) possessions in which the individual was actually in 

league with the devil. The latter persons were supposed to 

have made a pact with the devil, consummated by signing in 

blood a book presented to them by Satan which gave them cer

tain supernatural powers. They could cause pestilence, 

storms, floods, sexual impotence, injuries to their enemies, 

and ruination of crops, and could rise through the air, 

cause milk to sour, and turn themselves into animals. 

Those who were judged to have been unwillingly seized 

by the devil as punishment by God were treated initially in 

accordance with the established exorcistic practices of the 

time. As time went on, however, the distinction between 

the two types of possessions became somewhat obscured, and 

by the close of the fifteenth century, the mentally ill were 

generally considered heretics and witches. 



· ~ More · and more concern was expressed in . official quar

ters, over -the number -of witches roaming ·around · and the g~eat 

damage" they were doing by pestilences; storms, sexual de

pravity, and other heinous crirrte.s. Consequently, on Decem

ber 7, 1484, Pope Innocent VIII ·sent forth his bull Summis 

Desiderantes Affectibus in which he exhorted the clergy of 

Europe, especially '·Germany, to .leave no means untried in 

the detection of witches. This papal bull was theologi

cally based upon the scriptural command "Thou shalt not 

suffer a witch to live" (Exodus 22:18), and although it was 

not intended as an endorsement of the torture or persecu

tion of innocent people, it was to lead to one of the most 

tragic periods of all human history. 

Further impetus to these persecutions was undoubtedly 

given by many of the suspects themselves, who, although ob

viously ill by our present standards, participated so ac

tively in the beliefs of the time that they often freely 

"confessed" their transactions with the devil, almost glee

fully pointed out the "marks" he had left on th.eir bodies, 

and claimed great powers as a result of their evil doings. 

Others, suffering from severe depressions, elaborated on 

their terrible sins and admitted themselves to be beyond 

redemption. Probably the majority of these unfortunate 

persons were so ill mentally that they were delusionally 

convinced of their powers or sins and had little 



reaJ.'ization of the . fate · that lay in store for them. .. (Even 

tO'day ·many psychotics are convinced of their hopeless gUilt 

and damnati01i.} For to be convicted of witchcraft was a 

most serious· mat·ter. The penalty Usually followed one of 

three general forms. •. · There wer~ those who were beheaded 

or strangled before being burned; those who were burned 

alive; and those whowere mutilated before being burned. 

However'·~ , the full horror of the witch mania and its 

enthusiastic' adoption by other countries including some 

American colonies took place during the sixteenth and sev

enteenth centuries. And though medical thought began to 

change gradually, the basic ideas of mental illness as 

representing punishment by God or deliberate association 

with the devil, which were developed in such elaborate de

tail during the Middle Ages, were to continue to dominate 

popular thought until well into the nineteenth century. 

Reappearance of Scientific Questioning in Europe 

Any criticism or questioning of the theological doc

trine of demonology during the Middle Ages was made at the 

risk of life itself. Yet even during the early part of 

the sixteenth century we find the beginnings again of more 

scientific intellectual activity. The concepts of witch

craft and demonology, which had acted for centuries as a 

drag upon medical science and especially psychiatry, began 



to ,be challenged and attacked by men greater than their: 

time-.':'"'men from the fields of religiOfl:·;. physics, medicine, 

·c;tnd philo'sophy •. ·· .. 

In the early;part of .the sixteenth century, Paracelus 

(1490-1541) . pointed out that ' the_ "dancing mania" was not a 

possession. bUta forrnof disease and that it should be 

treated as such (Zilboorg and Henry, 1941}. He also formu

-lated the, idea of psychic causes for mental illness and ad

vocated "bodily magnetism," which later became hypnosis, 

in treatment. Although Paracelsus rejected demonology, his 

views of mental illness were confused by belief in astral 

influences (lunatic is derived from the Latin word "luna" 

or moon} : he was convinced that the moon exercised a super

natural influence over the brain. Paracelsus paid a heavy 

price for his unconventional ideas and was hounded and per

secuted until his death. 

Johann Weyer (1515-1588}, a physician and man of let

ters who wrote under the Latin name of Joannus Wierus, was 

so deeply impressed by the scenes of imprisonment, torture, 

and buring of persons accused of witchcraft that he made a 

careful study of the entire problem of witchcraft and about 

1563 published a book on the subject. In it he pointed out 

that a considerable number, if not all, of those imprisoned, 

tortured, and burned for witchcraft were really sick mentally 

or bodily, and consequently that great wrongs were being 



committed against innocent people. Weyer's work received 

the approval of a few outstanding physicians and theolo

gians of his time. In the main, however, it met with ve

hement protest and condemnation. 

Weyer was one of the first physicians to specialize 

in mental disorders, and his wide experience and progres

sive views on mental illness justify his being regarded as 

the true founder of modern psychiatry. Unfortunately, how

ever, he was too far ahead of his time. His works were 

banned by the Church and remained so until the twentieth 

century. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ORGANIC VIEWPOINT 

From the early part of the eighteenth century, know

ledge of anatomy, physiology, neurology, chemistry, and gen

eral medicine increased rapidly. These advances led to the 

gradual uncovering of organic pathology underlying many 

physical ailments, and it was only another step for these 

early workers to look upon mental illness as a definite 

sickness based upon organic brain pathology. This concept 

of mental illness is called the organic viewpoint; it rep

resents the first great advance of modern science in the 

understanding and treatment of mental illness. 

The sequence of events in this long search shows graph

ically the way in which scientists working independently can 



utilize research by others in the field in advancing know

ledge bit by bit and developing a theory that will fit all 

the known facts. The major steps involved were: 

1. Differentiation of general paresis as a specific 

type of mental illness by the Frenchman A. L. J. Bayle in 

1825. Bayle gave a very complete and accurate description 

of the symptom pattern and convincingly presented his rea

sons for believing paresis to be a separate type of mental 

illness. 

2. Report by Esmarch and Jessen in 1857 of cases of 

paresis who were known to have had syphilis and their con

clusion that the syphilis caused the paresis. 

3. Description by the Scotchman Argyll-Robertson in 

1869 of the failure of the pupillary reflex to light (fail

ure of the pupil of the eye to narrow under bright light) 

as diagnostic of the involvement of the central nervous 

system in syphilis. 

4. Experiment by the Viennese psychiatrist Richard 

Krafft-Ebing in 1897, involving the inoculation of paretic 

patients with matter from syphilitic sores. None of the 

patients developed the secondary symptoms of syphilis, 

which led to the conclusion that they must previously have 

been infected. This was a crucial experiment which defi

nitely established the relationship of general paresis to 

syphilis. 



5. Discovery of the Spirochaeta pallida by Schaudinn 

in 1905 as the cause of syphilis. 

6. Development by von Wassermann in 1906 of a blood 

test for syphilis4 Now it became possible to check for the 

presence of the deadly spirochetes in the blood stream of 

a man who wou-ld not otherwise realize he was infected. 

7. Application by Plant in 1908 of the Wassermann 

test to the cerebrospinal fluid, to indicate whether or 

not the spirochete had invaded the patient's central ner

vous system. 

8. Development by Paul Ehrlich in 1909, after 605 

failures, of the arsenical salvarsan (which he thereupon 

called "606") for the treatment of syphilis. Although 

"606" proved effective in killing the syphilitic spirochetes 

in the blood stream, it was not effective against the 

spirochetes which had penetrated into the central nervous 

system. 

9. Verification by Noguchi and Moore in 1913 of the 

syphilitic spirochete as the brain-damaging agent in gen

eral paresis. They discovered these spirochetes in the 

post-morten study of the brains of patients who had suf

fered from paresis. 

10. Introduction in 1917 by Julius Wagner-Jauregg, 

chief of the psychiatric clinic of the University of 

Vienna, of the malarial fever treatment of syphilis and 



paresis. He inoculated nine of the paretic patients in 

his clinic with the blood of a soldier ,who was ill with 

malaria and found marked improvement in three patients and 

apparent recovery in three of the others. 

Thus the organic brain pathology underlying one of 

the most serious mental disorders was uncovered and scien

tific measures for its treatment developed. 

Let us pause for a moment, then, to examine the impor

tant advances that had been made in psychiatry up to the 

year 1915, which we may see as the last year that psychi

atric theory and practice were to be almost completely dom

inated by the organic viewpoint. 

1. The early concepts of demonology had finally been 

destroyed, and the organic viewpoint of mental illness as 

based upon brain pathology was well established. 

2. For general paresis and certain other mental dis

orders, definite underlying brain pathology had been dis

covered and appropriate methods of treatment developed. 

3. Mental illness had finally been put on an equal 

footing with physical illness at least in medical circles, 

and for the first time the mentally ill were receiving 

humane treatment based upon scientific medical findings. 

4. A workable, though not yet completely satisfac

tory, scheme of classification had been set up. 



' : ._·c·c: -,5 • . :. A .great· deai:·: of- research_ was under way ,. in anatomy, 

physiology, bioche~istry-, an.d -G:>ther . related medical sciences 

in.- an,,attempt. to~~ a.~ certain.: the -braih'• pathology (or other 

bodily .- pathology • which -might be -. a~fecting the brain) in 

other areas of mental , illness and ,to clarify the role of 

organic processes in all behavior. ·--

6. Emphasis -had finally been 'placed upon •the -impor

tance of public- education for the understanding,early de

tection, and prevention of mental illness. 

These were truly remarkable achievements and repre

sented the first great breakthrough in modern psychiatry. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PSYCHOLOGICAL VIEWPOINT 

As early _as the turn of the .twentieth century, how

ever, a new current of psychiatric thought had been emerg

ing and challenging the dominance of the belief in brain 

pathology as the sole cause of mental illness. This was 

the "revolutionary" view that certain types of mental ill

ness might be caused by psychological rather than organic 

factors. 

According to this new view, the frustrations and con

flicts common to everyday living might become so overwhelm

ing that the individual would resort to the use of unhealthy 

responses in his efforts to adjust. For example, the in

dividual who felt he had failed miserably in life might 



become chronically discourage a-· and depressed, or· he might 

pr0ject the blame for his difficulties - onto other people 

"who- were supposedly- working against hiin. In other in

stances, the individual might simply have learned patterns 

of behavior--such as irrational fears or phobias--which 

were maladaptive. Presumably the accumulation of such 

faulty response patterns could lead to more extreme types 

of abnormal behavior •. Thus mental disorders might result 

from faulty learning or from the use of unhealthy reactions 

to everyday problems of adjustment. 

It might at first be assumed that the role of these 

psychological factors in mental illness would have been al

ready discovered and formulated by psychologists. But this 

was not the case. In 1900, psychology as an accepted 

science was still in its infancy, its inception dating back 

only some twenty-one years to the establishment of the first 

experimental psychology laboratory at the University of 

Leipzig ·in 1879 by Wilhelm Wundt. In addition, early psy

chology was rather naive in its approach to an understand

ing of human behavior and consisted primarily of experimen

tal studies of the physiology of sense pereeption. True, 

Willi~ James (1890) had published his monumental work, 

Principles of Psychology, in which he attempted to explain 

emotion, memory, reasoning, habits, consciousness of self, 

hysteria, and other aspects of human behavior. However, 



he was handicapped because little experimental work had 

been done in these areas, and his brief allusions to ab

normal behavior were mainly descriptive-and speculative. 

This is not to disparage the contributions of the 

early workers who helped psychology through its infant per

iod or to minimize-the importance of physiological studies 

as a foundation for what came next. Tne fact remains, how

ever, that psychology was still in its early stagesi and 

there was little systematic knowledge regarding the role of 

psychological processes in adaptive behavior. 

Mesmerism. Strangely enough, we find the origin of 

the psychological point of view in a somewhat unexpected 

place--in the study of hypnosis, especially in its relation 

to hysteria. Our story begins with one of the most notor

ious figures in psychiatry, Anton Mesmer (1734-1815), who 

further developed Paracelsus' notion of the influence of 

the planets on the human body. Their influence was be

lieved to be caused by a universal magnetic fluid, and it 

was the distribution of this fluid in the body that pre~ 

sumably determined health or disease. In attempting to 

find a cure for mental disorders, Mesmer came to the con

clusion that all persons possess magnetic forces which can 

be used to influence the distribution of the magnetic fluid 

in other persons, thus effecting cures. 



Mesmer attempted to put his theory into practice in 

Vienna and in various other towns, out it was not until he 

came to Paris in 1778 that he achieved success. Here he 

opened a clinic in which he treated all kinds of diseases 

by "animal magnetism." The patients were seated around a 

tub (the baquet) that contained various chemicals and from 

which protruded iron rods which were applied to the por

tions of the body affected; the room was darkened, appro

priate music was provided, and Mesmer appeared in a lilac 

robe, passing from one patient to another and touching each 

one with his hands or his wand. By this means Mesmer was 

apparently able to remove hysterical anesthesias and paral

yses and to demonstrate most of the phenomena discovered 

later by the use of hypnosis. 

Finally branded as a charlatan by his medical col

leagues, Mesmer was forced to leave Paris and shortly faded 

into obscurity. However, his methods and results were the 

center of controversy in scientific circles for many years 

--in fact, mesmerism in the early part df the nineteenth 

century was as much a source of heated discussion as psy

choanalysis was to be in the early part of the twentieth 

century. This discussion eventually led to a revival of 

interest in the hypnotic phenomenon as itself an explana

tion of the cures that took place. James Braid in England, 

for example, concluded that the removal of hysterical 



anesthesias and paralyses, · which had . been ascribed to the 

action of magnetism, was . actually due to .'.:the suggestive ef

fect , of ideas aroused in · .the patient 1 s mind by the doctor 1 s 

words·and gestures. Br,aid referred to these effects of sug

gestion as . "bypi),otism" an~ explained them in purely psycho

logical terms. Investigation of hypnotism lagged after the 

time of B:ra:i,.Ci, but during the latter part of the nineteenth 

century, hypnosis was used more or less successfully by 

some physicians in their medical practice. 

The Nancy School. One of the most successful of these 

physicians was the Frenchman Liebeault (1823~1904}, who 

practiced at Nancy. Also in Nancy at this time was a pro

fessor of medicine, Bernheim (1840-1919}, who became inter

ested in the relationship between hysteria and hypnosis 

primarily as a result of Liebeault 1 s success in curing by 

hypnosis a patient whom Bernheim had been unsuccessfully 

treating by more conventional methods for some four years 

(Selling, 1943}. Bernheim and Liebeault worked together 

on the problem and developed the concept that hypnotism 

and hysteria were related and that both were due to sug

gestion (Brown and Menninger, 1940}. Their theory was 

based upon two lines of evidence: (a} phenomena observed 

in hysteria, such as paralysis of an arm, inability to 

hear, anesthetic areas in which the individual could be 

stuck with a pin without feeling pain--all of which 



occurred when there was apparently nothing organically 

wrong with the patient--could be produced in normal subjects 

by means o£ hypnosis; and {b) symptoms such as these could 

be removed in hysterical sUbjects by means of hypnosis so 

that the patient could use his arm, or hear, or feel in 

the previously anesthetized areas. Thus it seemed likely 

that hysteria was a sort of self-hypnosis. The physicians 

who accepted this view were known as the Nancy school. 

Meanwhile, Jean Charcot (1825-1893), who was head of 

the Salpetriere Hospital in Paris and the leading neurolo

gist of his time, had been experimentally investigating 

some of the phenomena described by the old mesmerists. As 

a result of his research, Charcot disagreed with the find

ings of Bernheim and Liebeault and insisted that there were 

factors of an organic degenerative nature in hysteria in 

addition to suggestion. In this Charcot proved to be wrong, 

but work on the problem by so outstanding a scientist did 

much to awaken medical and scientific interest~ 

In one of the major medical debates of history, in 

which many harsh words were used on both sides, the view

point of the Nancy school finally triumphed. The recogni

tion of one psychologically caused mental illness spurred 

research, and it was not long before the role of psycholog

ical factors in morbid anxiety, phobias, and other mental 

illnesses was being uncovered. Eventually Charcot himself, 



a man of great scientific honesty, w~s . won over to the new 

point of view, and subsequently; dj,d much .: t,<::) promote an un

derstanding of the role of psychologica~ factors in various 

mental disorders. Pierre Janet (1859-1947) was another 

Frenchman whose . extensive research on hysteria further 

served to popularize the psychological viewpoint. He also 

worked out a psychological theory of psychoneurosis which, 

though not accepted t"oday, was a great step forward. He 

believed that a certai~ level of psychological tension was 

necessary for adequate unification and integration of men

tal processes, and that as a consequence of nervous exhaus

tion this energy level could be lowered to the point where 

mental synthesis would be disrupted and neurotic symptoms 

might appear. 

Toward the end of the nineteenth century, then, it was 

clear to many that there were mental disorders with a psy

chological as well as an organic basis, but one major ques

tion still remained to be answered. How do these psycho

logically caused mental illnessses come about? 

Psychoanalytic thought and its offshoots. The first 

steps toward an understanding of psychodynamics came about 

through the astounding contributions of one man--Sigmund 

Freud (1856-1939). Freud was a brilliant young Viennese 

physician who at first specialized in neurology and re

ceived an appointment as lecturer on nervous diseases at 



the University of Vienna. On one occasion, however, he in

troduced to his audience a p~ychoneurhtic patient suffering 

from a persistent~ headache and mistakeftly ~ diagnosed the 

case as chronic lo9alized meningitis .. _ .As . a result of this 

error in diagnosis, he lost his job, although, as he pointed 

out in his autobiography, great~r authorities than he were 

in the habit of diagnosing neurasthenia as cerebral tumor. 

Freud went · to Paris in 1885 to study under Charcot, and 

later became acquainted with the work of Liebeault and 

Bernheim at Nancy. He was greatly impressed by their use 

of hypnosis on hysterical patients and came away convinced 

that powerful mental proces ses may remain hidden from con

sciousness. 

On his return to Vienna, Freud worked in collaboration 

with an older physician, Joseph Breuer, who had introduced 

an interesting innovation in the use of hypnosis on his 

neurotic patients, chiefly women. He let the patient under 

hypnosis talk .about her problems and tell what had oppressed 

her. The patient usually talked rather freely under these 

circumstances, displayed considerable emotion, and on waken

ing from the hypnotic state felt considerably relieved. Be

cause of the regular discharge of emotions, this method was 

called the "cathartic method." This simple innovation in 

the use of hypnosis proved to be of great significance, for 

not only did it help the patient to discharge her emotional 



tensions by aiscuss ion of her problems, but it revealed the 

nature of the difficulties which had brought about her neu

rotic symptoms. The patient saw no relationship between her 

problems and her hysterical symptoms but the therapist could 

usually see it quite readily. 

Thus was made the discovery of the "unconscious"--the 

realization of the important role played by unconscious pro

cesses in the determination of behavior. In 1893, Freud 

and Breuer published their joint paper On the Psychical 

Mechanisms of Hysterical Phenomena which constituted one of 

the g reat milestones of psychodynamics. 

Freud soon discovered, moreover, that he could dis

pense wi th the hypnotic state entirely. For by encouraging 

the p atient to say freely whatever came into her mind with

out regard to logic or decency, Freud found that she would 

eventually ov ercome inner obstacles to remembering and 

would discuss her problem freely. The new method was called 

free association, and the term psychoanalysis was given to 

the p rinciples involved in analyzing and interpreting what 

the patient said and did, and in helping her to gain in

sight and achieve a more adequate adjustment . 

Freud devoted the remainder of his long and energetic 

life to the deve lopment and elaboration of psy choana l ytic 

doctrines. In the present contex t it must suff i ce to p oint 

out the direct effects of Freud's concepts on the 



development of the psychological viewpoint in relation to 

mental illness. It may be noted that it was not only his 

specific findings and concepts but his general dynamic 

orientation which proved so significant in implementing 

and expanding this viewpoint. 

1. The development of techniques--free association 

and dream analysis--for becoming acquainted with both con

scious and unconscious aspects of the menta l life of the 

patient. The data thus obtained led Freud to emphasize 

(2) the dynamic role of unconscious processes in determin

ing behavior, (6) the importance of early childhood experi

ences in later personality adjustment and maladjustment, 

and (c) the importance of sexual factors in mental illness. 

Although Freud used the term sex in a much broader sense 

than it is ordinarily used, the idea caught the popular 

fancy, and the role of sexual factors in human behavior was 

finally brought out into the open and made the subject of 

scientific study. 

2. The demonstration that abnormal mental phenomena 

were simply exaggerations of normal phenomena, and that 

the patient's symptoms represented the outcome of his at

tempts to meet his problems as best he could. The gap be

t ween normal and abnormal behavior was thus bridged at 

last. With the realization that the same fundamental psy

chological principles are basic to both, much of the my stery 



and fear surrounding mental illness was dispelled, and the 

mental patient was thus helped to regain his human dignity. 

These concepts are the basis of modern psychopathology. 

3. The development of a therepeutic technique--psycho

analysis--for the psybh0logical treatment of the mentally 

ill. Psychoanalytic therapy is an intensive and long-range 

therapeutic program which attempts a restructuring of the 

patient's personality· in the direction of greater integra

tion and more effective methods of coping with life's prob

lems. 

4. The development of a dynamic and systematic theo

retical framework which recognized the role of biological, 

psychological, and social factors in personality develop

ment and functioning. Particular emphasis was given here 

to conflicts arising within the individual as a result of 

social demands and prohibitions which are incompatible 

with the individual's basic biological needs. The compre

hensive nature of psychoanalytic theory made possible the 

integration of material from various research areas (nota

bly physiology, neurology, psychology, sociology, and 

anthropology) which, in turn, led eventually to the holis 

tic approach--the consideration of man as a unified org an

ism. 

Psychoanalysis was formally introduced to America's 

scientists in 1909, when Freud, together with his disciple 



C ~ : G.. Jung, de ·li vered a now-famo1:1s series of lectures at 

Clark University, Worcester., Massachusetts, at the invita

tion of G. Stanley Hall, , the eminent American psychologist 

who was then president of the University. These Introduc

tory Lectures on . Psychoanalysis led to a great deal of 

con troversy which helped to publicize the concepts of psy

choanalysis to both scientists and the general public. 

Freud ' s path was not an easy one, and for many years 

he worked alone in the face of great opposition. In Eng

land and America his theories received widespread criticism 

and condemnation by psychologists and psychiatrists alike. 

In fact, the English-speaking world did not take official 

cognizance of Freud until he was close to death. In 1936, 

on his eightieth birthday, he was elected an honorary mem

ber of the American Psychiatric Association, and in 1939, 

during his last illness, he was apprised of his election 

as a Foreign Fellow in the Royal Society (Zilboorg and 

Henry, 1941). 

As Freud's work gradually received recognition , an in

creasing number of now well-known names appeared among his 

special students and supporters. As early as 1906 the 

great Swiss psychiatrist, E. Bleuler, who is remembered for 

his epoch-making discoveries on the dynamics of schizo

phrenia, had b~come interested in Freud's ideas (Bleuler, 



1912 )· . · In 1910 Freud, Bleuler, and Jtmg founded the Inter

national Psychoanalytic Association, which played an impor

tant role in the development and dissemination of psycho

analytic doctrines -' (ZiU.l6org· and ~ Henry, ' 1941). 

· In the course ~ of t i me some of these students found 

themselves in serious disagreement with various aspects 

of Freud's system- and'·set up modified systems of their own. 

Among the more prominent of the dissenters were C. G. 

Jung and Alfred Adler, who both left Freud in 1911. 

Jung thought that Freud overemphasized the importance 

of . sexual factors in ~otivation and neuroses; accordingly, 

he developed his own systematic approach--the Zurich 

school of Analytic Psychology. Jung's personality theory 

is comprehensive in scope and different in many fundamen

tal respects from psychoanalytic theory. Three of its most 

distinctive concepts are the "collective unconscious, " 

" inner self experience, " and "psychological types. " 

In addition to the personal unconscious--consisting 

of the individual's experiences which once were conscious 

but have been forgotten, suppressed, or repressed--Jung be

lieved that the individual also has a collective uncon

scious consisting of "racial " memories established through 

the thousands of years of man's existence and inherited in 

the brain structure in the form of "primordial images " o r 

" archetypes. " An archety pe is a universal i mage or i dea 



which contains a large element of emotion and is elicited 

by some aspect of the individual's life situation. Thus 

the archetype of the mother, the primordial image of the 

mother figure, is elicited by the child's own mother. Such 

"collective" memories were used by Jung to account for sim-

ilari ties in folklore, symbols, and othtr aspects 

found among diverse peoples throughout the world. 

of culture 

In emphasizing the importance of inner self experience, 

Jung held that everything within the unconscious seeks out-

ward manifestation, and that the individual achieves true 

"wholeness" only as fantasies , images, and dreams from the 

personal and racial unconscious become accessible to the 

conscious self. When he is cut off or alienated from his 

unconscious,. it · may erupt into consciousness, taking various 

irrational forms such as phobias, delusions, and hallucina-

tions . 

Perhaps Jung's most popular, although not his most valu-

able, contribution was his distinction between extrovert 

and introvert personality types, a distinction which has 

been of practical v a lue in our understanding of adjustive 

behavior. Jung devoted many active years to research into 

the deep-lying processes of the human personality and is 

acknowledged to have been one of the most profound thinkers 

of the twentieth century. 



Alfred Adler developed the school of Individual Psy

chology, which holds that man is inherently a social being 

and that his most basic motivation is to belong to and par

ticipate in the group. Adler did not submerge the individ

ual in the group, however; on the contrary he emphasized 

an active, creative "self" that play s a central role in 

the individual's attempts to organize his experiences and 

fulfill himself as a human being. The individual personal

ity is unique and each person develops a " style of life " 

which reflects his basic pattern of motives, values , and 

action patterns. Inferiority feelings arise whenever the 

individual feels a sense of incompleteness or lack of ful-

fillment in any life area. Such interiority feelings are 

normal driving forces which push him toward improvement and 

superiority. Inferiority feelings, however, may be exag

gerated into an inferiority complex which leads to unhealthy 

overcompensation. Thus the neurotic person may strive for 

power and self-aggrandizement in order to compensate for 

underlying feelings of inadequacy and inferiority . Out o f 

such concepts Adler fashioned a human i stic view of man's 

nature emphasizing tendencies toward "social intere st " and 

self- direction--a view directly in contrast to Freud's 

more gloomy concept of man ' s irrationality and continual 

battle with his soci a lly disapproved instincts. 
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Others of Freud '·s students and followers stayed more 

: 'within the gen·eral theoretiC:al framework developed by Freud, 

.. ;further elaborating and modifying established psychoana

'lytic doctrine. It has . been these men and women, both 

American and European, who have played the prominent role 

in shaping ~sychb~nalytic thought~ Here we find such well

known names ·-as Karl Abraham, Franx Alexander, A. A. Brill, 

S . E . Jellife, Otto Fenichel, Anna Freud, Frieda Fromm

Reichmann, H'. Hartman, David Rapaport, William A. White, 

and the Menningers. 

Freud's theories met opposition, criticism, and some

times violent condemnation because of their conflict with 

religious ideas and because of Freud's emphasis on sexual 

factors in mental illness, his failure to give adequate 

consideration to cultural differences in personality de

velopment, and the lack of rigorous e xperimental verifica

tion of his clinical concetps. But despite the opposition , 

and despite the fact that many of his concepts have had to 

be rejected or revised in the light of later findin gs, his 

ideas have made themselves felt with tremendous force 

throughout the world, and his influence has probably been 

greater than that of any other man in the shaping of modern 

psychiatric and psychological thought. 



Experimental neuroses. Another major contribution to 

the establishment of the psychological viewpoint stems from 

the work of the great Russian physiologist, Ivan Pavlov 

(1849-1936). While performing a series of studies on the 

salivary response in dogs, Pavlov discovered the phenomenon 

of the " conditioned reflex " which was to become a fundamen-

tal concept in modern psychology. In 1914, while pursuing 

the study of conditioned refle xes in dogs, one of Pavlov's 

students reported an unusual and dramatic incident. He 

had conditi oned a dog to distinguish between a circle and 

an ellipse. The ellipse was then altered in shape so that 

it became more and more like the circle, until the dog 

could no longer distinguish accurately between the t wo. 

During three weeks of subseq uent experimentation, the dog's 

ability to discriminate between the two similar fi gures not 

only failed to improve , but became considerably worse , and 

finally disappeared altogether. At the same time the be

havior of the dog underwent an abrupt change. The previously 

quiet and cooperative animal began to squeal and squirm in 

its stand and tore off the experimental apparatus with its 

teeth. In addition ~ when taken into the experimental room , 

the dog now barked violently, instead of going q uietly as 

it had before. On testing, even the cruder differentia

tions between the circle and the ellipse which the dog had 



previously mastered could not be elicited. This change in 

the .dog's behavior was considered by Pavlov to be equiva

lent to an acute neurosis (Pavlov, ~927). 

Following this initial lead, later investigators have 

conducted similar experiments with rats, cats, dogs, sheep, 

pigs, monkeys and chimpanzee.s with comparable results. 

When the animals were forced by the experimental conditions 

to make discriminations which were beyond their capacities, 

they seemed to suffer the equivalent of a "nervous break

down"--usually referred to as an "experimental neurosis." 

Thus an unusual incident in laboratory routine , which 

might have been overlooked as merely trivial and annoying 

by a less astute observer than Pavlov, led to a whole new 

method of attack in the study of abnormal behavior. On 

the basis of subsequent experimental findings, Pavlov went 

on, after the age of eighty, to attempt a rather comprehen

sive formulation of human psychopathology (Pavlov, 1941). 

This formulation was based on the assumption that the dif

ferent reaction patterns shown by dogs to the conditioned

reflex techniques would be reflected on the human level, 

also, in reactions to life stresses. Among dogs Pavlov 

had found three general reaction, or constitutional, types: 

an excitatory group, an inhibitory group, and a central 

group. Each reaction type was found to develop a somewhat 

different kind of experimental neurosis. For example, when 



an animal of the excitatory type was forced beyond the lim

its of his discriminatory ability, he developed periods of 

depression or excitement comparable to manic-depressive re

actions in humans~ Under similar conditions, the inhibi t 

tory type developed schizophrenic-like reactions, whereas 

the central group developed what appeared to be mixed reac

tions. 

In applying these findings to human beings, Pavlov 

made certain modifications in order to take into account 

the factor of language. Thus he distinguished two person

ality types: (a) the artistic type, intense , vivid, and 

highly responsive to external stimulation, and (b) the 

thinking type, quiet, ruminative, and responsive to verbal 

concepts and ideas rather than to sensory stimulation. In 

the event of mental illness, the artistic type would pre

sumably be prone to hysterical and manic-depressive reac

tions , while the thinking type would be more prone to 

obsessive-compulsive and schizophrenic reactions. 

Although Pavlov•s concept of reaction types is still 

undergoing evaluation (Wortis, 1962) , his conditioning tech

niques and concepts of excitation and inhibition have paved 

the way for a vast amount of experimental work--particularly 

on the role of learning in maladjustment. 

Behaviorism. Pavlov•s principle of conditioning was 

seized upon by an American psychologist , J. B. Watson (1919-



\ 19 24 )· , as · a :procedure for studying h\:lman behavior mor.e ob

:j.ectively and avoiding , the "pitfalls of introspection im:-: L 

plicit in psychoanalytic theory ~ Combining the principle 

of conditioning ·with ,certain ideas of his own, Watson form

ulated a point 0f view which he called "behaviorism. " As 

might be .· expected,. this approach placed heavy emphasis upon 

the role of -the -social environment in "conditioning" per

sonality development and upon the importance of assessing 

the effects 0f given stimuli upon learning and behavior . 

Following the lead of Pavlov and Watson, many psychol

ogists have utilized conditioning techniques for the study 

of learning and have evolved a cluster of somewhat divergent 

viewpoints known as behavior or learning theory. And on the 

assumption that both normal and abnormal behavior are at 

least in part a product of learning and subject to the same 

principles, some experimenters have applied learning theory 

concepts directly to a study of the development and allev ia

tion of psychopathology. Such studies have contributed 

greatly to our understanding of abnormal behavior, and a 

number of them will be referred to at later points in our 

discussion. 

Self theory. In his Principl·es· of Psy chology , pub-

lished in 1890, William James had a famous chapter on the 

concept of self which set the stage for later contemporary 

theorizing. In his discussion, James viewe d the self much 
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as 't >W.e 'cdo today : (a) 'the self · as object--the individual's 

perception and evaluat~oti _of himself as an objecti and (~) 

the self as process""",-:-as ':. a , reference point and integrative 

center f~r evaluating new experiences and coordinating ad-

justive behavior. 

Both Jung and Ad],er emphasized the concept of a ere-

ative self striving toward wholeness and fulfillment, and 

the social psychologist George Meaa (1934) elaborated on 

the · social origins of self and the importance of the self-

concept· in understanding human behavior. The advent of 

behavioEism; however, with its emphasis on stimulus and 

reiponse and dis~egard for cognitive processes, diverted 

attention for a time from the study of the self. Eventually 

it became apparent that psychologists were losing sight of 

crucial process in human experience and behavior, and the 

self again became a reputable subject for scientific inquiry. 

Currently there are two · mainstreams in self theory : 

existentialism and . client-centered psychology. In contrast 

to Freud ' s essentially deterministic view of the individual 

as the prisoner of primitive urges, mental mechanisms, and 

past experiences, the existentialists view the individual 

as essentially free with the. capability of finding and being . 

himself and taking responsibility for his own existence. To 

flee from this freedom and responsibility or to be unable to 



find a meaningful and fulfilling way of life is to experi

ence ·existential frustration, anxiety, and despair~-in ex

treme form, to become neurotic or psychotic. 

The most clearly worked out and systematized self the

ory is the client-centered psychology of Carl Rogers (1951, 

1959, 1961), which is based largely on his pioneering re

~earch into the nature of the psychotherapeutic process. 

Rogers' approach (a) views the individual as having one 

basic striving--to maintain and actualize himself, (o J is 

phenomenological in character--emphasizing that the indiv i d 

ual always reacts to situations in terms of his uniq ue per

ceptions of himself and his world, (c) assumes that most of 

the individual's reactions are consistent with his self

concept , (d) emphasizes the self as the unifying and direct

ing force in behavior, and (e) stresses man's potential for 

self-growth and fulfillment. Experiences which are per

ceiv ed as incongruent and devaluating to the self are seen 

as threats; they arouse anx iety and force the self to under

take defensive measures. If the self cannot defend itself 

against such threats--particularly those relating to a de

q uacy and worth--the result is disintegration and catastro

phic psy chological breakdown. 

We have traced the development of the p s y chological 

viewpoint on into contemporary psy chological theor y. For 

the moment, let us retrace our steps and note that a lthou gh 
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hys.teri.a ang qther ~ menta-l , d:j..sorders · had' been w0rked. out' 

tbe:battle. foa;:" ;tb~ psyohologica.li viewpoint had not _yet been 

c;:qmpl&telyi won ... : • .:t~he;rs:e .. were sti:J-1 strongl)-olP.s of 0rganicists 

whq ·were bi'PteJ::ly :·;c;)pposed. to the newer the:ories. During 

WoJ:.l.-d Wa:r: _I ;:: J11f>wev,er t .: .se · Jp.any , cases .. -<i>f , psychologically in~ 

duced menta.l - illness occurred (hysteriawas the most •fre-

quently :OCC'\ll;'r-ing mental ill:t;1ess· ;in . the American - armed 

forces . ;j,;n :Wo:trld I an.d i~c;::apacitated almost as rnany men as 

combat woun.ds) . that ·it finally carne to be generally ad-

mit;.te¢1., even py-the most adamant, that at least certain 

ca,ses of mental illness could have a psychological origin, 

explanatiqn ., and .cure. Thus by the end of World War I the 

psychological viewpoint was firmly established although its 

particular formulations were to keep evolving and changing 

right up to the present time. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOCIOLOGICAL VIEWPOINT 

By the beginning of the twentieth century, sociology 

and anthropology had emerged as independent scientific dis-

ciplines and were making rapid strides in understanding 

the role of sociocultural factors in man's development and 

behavior. Soon it became apparent that man is almost in-

finitely malleable and that his personality deve·lopment 

is largely a p~oduct of the society in which he lives--of 



its institutions, traditions, values, ideas, and technology 

--and· of the specific family and other interpersonal rela

tionships to which he is exposed. Eventually, too, it be

came apparent that there is a relationship between socio

cultural factors and mental disorders--that the stressful 

social and cultural factors in a society are related to the 

incidence and types of mental illness that occur in it. 

Gradually these sociocultural findings began to per

meate psychology and psychiatry, adding a third dimension 

to modern thinking concerning abnormal behavior. Among 

the psychiatrists who early recognized these findings and 

were to give personality theory a new more socially ori

ented look were Alfred Adler, Karen Horney, Harry Stack 

Sullivan, and Erich Fromm. We shall examine the findings 

of a number of sociocultural studies in our later discus

sion of abnormal behavior. Suffice it for the moment to 

point out that with the acceptance of the sociological 

viewpoint, the almost exclusive concern with the individ

ual's biological and/or psychological functioning now 

broadened to include a concern with the role of the family 

and community context and other sociocultural factors in 

mental disorders. 



THE HOL~STIC VIEWPOINT 

As the research engendered by the organic'> -psycholog

ical viewpoints gradually led to a better understanding of 

the role of these factors in mental illness, it became in

creasingly apparent that each was incomplete in itself. 

Even in the organic disorder paresis, the pride and joy of 

the organicists, it was observed that some patients be-

came depressed and others expansive and happy with approx

imately the same underlying organic brain damage. Similarly, 

in psychoses associated with senile and arteriosclerotic 

brain damage, it was found that some patients became se-- , 

verely ill mentally with only a small amount of brain dam

age, whereas others showed only mild symptoms despite 

relatively extensive brain damage. Investigators gradually 

realized that the patient's psychological reaction to the 

brairi damage and to the resulting change in his life situ

ation was of vital importance in determining his overall 

symptom pattern. It also became apparent that the emotional 

support of family members and the kind of family situation 

to which he would be returning on leaving the hospital were 

significant factors in determing the prognosis. Finally, 

in certain functional psychoses, in which the patient's 

illness was apparently the result of psychological rather 

than organic factors, it was nevertheless found that the 



·:' ' 

use of organic therapies--such as electroshock and tranquil

izing drugs--produced dramatic results. 

Thus, with the realization that psychological and 

sociological factors play an important role in mental dis

orders formerly considered purely organic in nature, and 

conversely that organic processes are of significance in 

many functional mental disorders formerly considered purely 

psychological in nature, there was a fusion of organic, 

psychological, and sociological viewpoints into a holistic 

approach. From this newer point of view, every disorder 

becomes a medical problem, a psychological problem, and a 

sociological problem in diagnosis, understanding, and treat

ment. 

In dealing with a particular disorder, of course, we 

may be concerned primarily with one or another aspect. But 

every disorder is · a disorder of the whole individual and 

it will both affect and be affected by his life situation. 

What we must do is to evaluate the role of organic, psy

chological, and sociological factors in each case. 

The fusion of the organic, psychological, and socio

logical viewpoints into the holistic approach was a long, 

hard struggle. We have mentioned the systematic contribu

tions that psychoanalysis and several other theories made 

toward one or another aspect of it. In passing, we should 

mention also a great psychiatrist, Adolf Meyer (1866-1950), 



who·. tirelessly·. promoted the holistic point of view (Lief, 

1948; Bleuler, 1962). Meyer came to the United States in 

1892 from Zurichand afterworking in several mental hos..., 

pitals became a professor of psychiatry at Johns Hopkins 

in 1910. His broad, eclectic approach to mental illness 

was formulated under the heading of psychobiology and 

rests essentially on the holistic assumptions that: 

1. The study of the total personality of the patient 

is the only basis for an understanding of his behavior. 

2. The determinants of the patient's behavior are 

pluralistic and interactional, and all the many relevant 

factors--biological, psychological, sociological--must be 

investigated and coordinated into our understanding of the 

developmental pattern of mental illnesses. 

Meyer's broad approach attracted a larger number of 

outstanding students and followers including Samuel Kraines, 

Edward Strecker, F. G. Ebaugh, Wendell Muncie, Jules 

Masserman, Hardin Branch, and Roy Dorcus, to name only a 

few. Meyer played a prominent role in the development of 

American psychological and psychiatric thought and has ap

propriately been called the "dean of American psychiatry." 

Although the holistic point of view was fairly well 

established in psychological and psychiatric circles prior 

to World War II, there were still many who were opposed to 

it. In much the same way that World War I established a 



psychological viewpoint, we find World War II establishing . 

the holistic one. For the incidence "psychosomatic" dis

orders in the form of gastrointestinal distuJ:Jbances '(which 

were the leading medical problem of World War II) as well 

as the problem of "combat fatigue" finally led to the re

alization that human behavior can be approached adequately 

only in this broad way. 

Psychiatry Today 

Psychiatry has come a long way since its hospital iso

lation at the turn of the twentieth century. New methods 

of diagnosis and treatment--biological, psychological, and 

sociological-~have been developed. A more dynamic and 

flexible classification scheme has been worked out which 

is useful for guiding therapy and coordinating research 

rather than merely pigeon-holing patients in the 

Kraepelinian tradition. A healthy research orientation has 

developed which has led to many new findings and to the 

continual evaluation and modification of existing concepts 

and procedures in the light of new information. At the 

present time over forty scientific journals dealing with 

various aspects of mental illness bring the more important 

new findings to the attention of the various ~ersonnel in 

the field. 



CURRENT ADVANCES AND TRENDS 

A most spectacular new research development on the 

biological (organic) level has been in the field of chemo

therapy--in the discovery of tranquilizing and energizing 

drugs which have proven highly effective in the treatment 

of mental disorders. These drugs have made it possible 

for more patients to function in the community and receive 

treatment outside a mental hospital setting; they have led 

to the earlier discharge of patients who do require hospi

talization; they have reduced the severity of symptoms and 

made locked wards, restraint, and seclusion almost a thing 

of the past; and they have outmoded such drastic forms of 

treatment as insulin shock and psychosurgery. As R. W. 

White (1959) pointed out, it is interesting to reflect 

that Pinel's mission in striking the chains from the men

tally ill is now close to its ultimate fulfillment. On the 

hiolo9ical level we can also point to recent dramatic 

break throughs in the field of genetics and to the vigorous 

experimental work in neurophysiology and neurobiochemistry, 

which is gradually unlocking the secrets of the human brain 

and helping us to understand how damage to the brain or 

changes in bodily chemistry can lead to disturbances in our 

thought processes. 

On the psychological level great advances have been 

made in our understanding of human nature and behavior. 



~l:le old view of . man's . nature as basically evil and irra- · 

, tional is giving way :;o a 'newer view which emphc;1sizes man's 

te~dencies . toward gpodness and rationality under favorable 

circumstances~ Many ·studies . in the field of perception 

have shown the importance of the individual's "frame of 

reference"--the assumptions he makes about himself and his 
. . l. 

world--in . determining ~- the way he views and reacts to var-

ious types of stressfu~ situations. The new concepts cen-

tering aroundman's tendencies toward personal growth or 

self-fulfillment have broadened our concepts of motivation. 

Studies of how man learns and of the relation of learning , 

to other psycl'lological processes have contributed greatly 

to our understanding of personality development and malad-

justive reactions. The delineation of "task-oriented" as 

contrasted wit:h "ego defensive" reactions has proved of 

great value in understanding effective and ineffective be-

havior. Investigations dealing with :·conflict and other 

types of stress have demonstrated the relationship between 

severe stress and the disorganization of behavior. The re-

introduction of the concept of the "self" as the core of 

man's psychological being, around which his attitudes and 

behavior are organized, has proved highly useful in under-

standing many facets of behavior. The application of such 

research findings and concepts to practical problems in 

personality assessment and psychotherapy has greatly 



increased the effectiveness of these procedures. Currently, 

too, there . is active experimentation with '"behavior · therapy" 

--an attempt to correct maladaptive responses by applying 

the principles . of · conditioning developed in laboratory ·re

search. 

Advances are also evident on the sociological level. 

A concept receiving increasing research emphasis is that of 

the "pathogenic.farnily structure," in which unhealthy inter

personal relationships among family members foster mental 

disorders so that treatment of the other family members as 

well as r.of the patient may be required. Other research ef

forts are concerned with (a) assessing the nature and ex

tent of mental disorders in our society, (15) ascertaining 

the effects of social class, cultural patterns, .and other 

sociological factors on mental disorders, (c) a comparison 

of mental disorders in different societies, (d) the effect 

of mental disorders on society and culture as well as the 

effect of culture on mental illness, and (e) the concept 

of the mental hospital as a 11 therapeutic cornrnunity .. --a so

ciety in its own right--and the coordination of hospital 

and general community facilities. 

From both an administrative and a sociological view

point, there is a movement toward establishing small commun

ity in-patient hospital facilities, perhaps as part of a 

general hospital, instead of large state hospitals which may 



have several thousand patients. Patients can go to such 

community hospitals more informally and for brief periods 

with less disruption of their lives than that caused by go

ing to a large, distant, impersonal institution~ 

Coupled with these advances have been the establish~ 

ment of the "team approach" involving the coordianted ef

forts of psychiatrists, psychologists, psychiatric social 

workers, and related personnel; the establishment of out

patient clinics directed toward treating the patient in his 

family and community setting rather than sending him to a 

mental hospital, often far removed from his family and or

dinary life situation; the expansion of psychiatry into 

diverse areas of modern life including children's problems, 

industrial problems, and penal problems and the application 

of research findings to public mental health programs. 

DISAGREEMENT AND POINTS OF AGREEMENT 

Despite all these advances, we still have a long way to 

go. There are many aspects of the dynamics of abnormal be

havior which we do not fully understand, and our methods of 

treatment and prevention leave much to be desired. The 

newer drugs, useful as they are, do not represent the ulti

mate treatment of mental disorders, since they lead only 

to the alleviation and masking of symptoms. As Barsa (1960) 

has pointed out, the neurotic whose anxieties have been 



dissipated with tranquilizers still retains his unhealthy 

personality structure, and the schizophrenic whose delusions 

and hallucinations have disappeared through the influence 

of drugs still retains his schizophrenic make-up. In fact, 

R. W. White somewhat facetiously states that drugs have a 

curious double action--"that of calming the patient and 

elating the physician" (1959, p. 273). But we no longer 

expect that the final answers to man's problems will be 

found in the "test tube" alone for we realize that biolog

ical advances must be integrated with those of psychology, 

sociology, and allied scientific fields. 

A complicating factor has been, and still is, the 

welter of controversy and disagreement that has attended 

the gradual growth of our knowledge concerning the dynamics 

of human behavior. Research findings can be interpreted 

and organized to fit different "models" of man. Inevitably 

this has led to the emergence of several different "schools" 

of thought, such as psychoanalysis, behavior theory, and 

self theory. 

Often the warfare among these schools has been more 

destructive than constructive; ultimately, of course, only 

new research findings can settle the points of difference. 

Yet a body of fundamental principles has gradually gained 

general acceptance. Among the more important of these fun

damental points of agreement which may be said to underlie 



. I : 

contemporary psychi~tric and psychological thought are the 

following: 

1. Acceptance of the holistic approach to the diag

nosis, understanding, ~.reatment, and prevention of mental 

illnes;;. 

2. Agreement that the same fundamental dynamic prin

ciples underlie both normal and abnormal behavior. 

3. Emphasis on dynamics rather than symptoms. Symp

toms are viewed as signs that something has gone wrong 

with the adjustive efforts of the individual. Although the 

alleviation of symptoms may be extremely important, it is 

usually the underlying nature and etiology of the illness 

rather than the symptoms per se which receive emphasis. 

4. Agreement on the staff or "team" approach to the 

diagnosis, understanding, and treatment of abnormal be

havior. This involves the integrated teamwork of psychia

trists, clinical psychologists, psychiatric social workers, 

and other specialized personnel. 

5. Emphasis on the utilization of material from 

varied research approaches. This includes the integration 

and use of material from genetics, anatomy, biochemistry, 

neurology, physiology, psychology, sociology, anthropology, 

clinical medicine, and other relevant scientific disci

plines. 



6. Emphasis · .. o.n ·, bqth . social ,and individual pathology ,_ . ~ . . . .-. - .. - - :. . - ~ . 

in understanding and treat~~g ~normal behavior and a real

ization that society as well as the individual may be sick. 
·-~ ) : ; :·- :L-;;. t· tu; }_j_ -~}1i : •. ..-:·· _ ... _._ - ~- -~-- ,_ 

7. Emphasis on the importance of pUblic ~d,ucation 
I ~ ~' 1 · '-~ ··, - 'J ' ·' ~· . ,.. '. • •• ~ i - •. . . . 

and the 'early detection 'and .prevention of .abnormal behavior. 
;. ~- -



The History of Psychology 

'· ·· Part IT 

The EstabliEitJ:tnent of Mental Hospitals 

Being as it is that I'm designing a facility to serve 

the profession of psychology as well as related fields, and 

the people who require help through this facility, I found 

it necessary to re.cord here a brief history of the estab

lishment of such facilities in order to give a clearer idea 
I • 

as to the nature of the problem. 

Although my building will be an out-patient type of 

facility as opposed to t~e institutionalized mental hospi

tal type, I felt a study here was ;wa:tranted due to the in-

formation which could be extracted from such a study. 

Establishment of Mental Hospitals 

Demonology slowly gave way to the belief that the men

tally ill were sick people. From the sixteenth century on, 

monasteries and prisons gradually relinquished the care of 

mental patients to asylums which were being established in 

increasing numbers. The care of patients in these asylums, 

however, left much to be desired. 

EARLY ASYLUMS 

In 1547, the monastery of St. Mary of Bethlehem at 

London was officially made into a mental hospital by Henry 



VIII~ Its name soon became contracted. :to :, 'l:Bedlam," and it 

became widely known for :. the deplorable conditions and prac-

tices that prevailed. The more violent patients were ex-

hibited to the public for . one penny a look, and the more 

harmless inmates were forced to seek charity on the streets 

of London as did the "Bedlam Beggars" described by Shakes-

peare. 

"Bedlam beggars, who, . with roaring voices . . . 
Sometime with lunatic bans, sometime with prayers 
Enforce their charity."--King Lear, Act II, Scene 3 

Such hospitals, or "asylums" as they were called, 

were gradually established in other countries (Lewis, 1941). 

The San Hipolito, established in Mexico in 1566 by the 

philanthropist Bernardino Alvares, was the first hospital 

for the care and study of mental disorders to be established 

in the Americas. The first mental hospital in France, La 

Maison de Charenton, was founded in 1641 in the suburbs of 

Paris. A mental hospital was established in Moscow in 1764 

and the notorious Lunatics' Tower in Vienna was constructed 

in 1784. This was a show place in Old Vienna and the de~ 

scription of the edifice and its practices makes interesting 

reading. It was an ornately decorated round tower within 

which were square rooms. The doctors and "keepers" lived in 

the square rooms, while the patients were confined in the 

spaces between the walls of the square rooms and the outside 

of the tower. The patients were put on exhibit to the 



public for a small fee, and were in general treated like 

animals and criminals--a practice which, as we shall see, 

was characteristic of these early hospitals. 

The Pennsylvania Hospital at Philadelphia, completed 

under the guidance of Benjamin Franklin in 1756, provided 

some cells or wards for the mentally ill, but the first 

hospital in the United States devoted exclusively to men

tal patients was constructed in Williamsburg, Virginia, in 

1773. 

These early asylums, or hospitals, were primarily mod

ifications of penal institutions, and the inmates were 

treated more like wild animals than sick human beings. 

Selling gives a striking account of the treatment of the 

chronic insance in La Bicetre Hospital in Paris. This treat

ment was typical of the asylums of this period and con

tinued through most of the eighteenth century. 

The patients were ordinarily shackled to the walls of 

their dark, unlighted cells by iron collars which held them 

flat against the wall and permitted little movement. Oft

times there was also an iron hoop around the waist of the 

patient and both his hands and feet were chained. Al

though these chains usually permitted enough movement so 

that the patient could feed himself out of a bowl, they of

ten did not permit him to lie down at night. Since little 

was known about dietetics, and the patients were presumed 



to be animals· anyway, little attention was paid to whether 

the patient was a'dequately .fed or to whether the food was 

good or bad. The cells were furnished only with straw and 

were never swept or cleaned; the patient was permitted to 

remain in the midst of all the accumulated ordure. No one 

visited him except at feeding time, no provision was made 

to keep him warm, and even the most elementary gestures of 

humanity were lacking (Modified from Selling, 1943, pp. 54-

55) . 

Treatment of mental patients in the United States was 

little if any better, The following is a vivid description 

of the plight of those mentally ill in this country during 

colonial times: 

"The mentally ill were hanged, imprisoned, tortured, 

and otherwise persecuted as agents of Satan. Regarded as 

sub-human beings, they were chained in specially devised 

kennels and cages like wild beasts, and thrown into prisons, 

bridewells and jails like criminals. They were incarcer

ated in workhouse dungeons or made to slave as able-bodied 

paupers, unclassified from the rest. They were left to wan

der about stark naked, driven from place to place like mad 

dogs, subjected to whippings as vagrants and rogues. Even 

the well-to-do were. not spared confinement in strong rooms 

and cellar dungeons, while legislation usually concerned it

self more with their property than their persons" (Deutsch, 

1946, p. 53). 



Some insight into the p~evalent forms of treatment in 

the early American hospitals may be gained from a thesis on 

"Chronic Mania," written by a medical student in 1796 at 

the New York Hospital, in which cells or wards were provided 

in the cellar for the mentally ill patients. He considered 

that restraint should be avoided as long as possible, "lest 

the strait jackets, and chains and cells should induce a 

depression of spirits seldom surmounted." He also doubted 

the propriety of 11 Unexpected plunging into cold water, .. of 

11 two to six hours in spring water or still colder," . of the 

"refrigerant plan," of bleeding, purging, vomiting, streams 

of cold water on the head, blisters, and similar procedures 

(Russel, 1941, p. 230). 

Even as late as 1830, new patients had their heads 

shaved, were dressed in strait jackets, put upon a low diet, 

compelled to swallow some active purgative, and placed in 

a dark cell. If these measures did not serve to quiet un

ruly or excited patients, more severe measures such as 

starvation, solitary confinement, cold baths, and other 

methods of torture were used (Bennett, 1947). 

THE GHEEL SHRINE 

There were a few bright spots in this otherwise tragic 

situation. Out of the more humane Christian tradition of 

prayer;· the laying on of hands, or holy touch, and visits 



to shrines for help in cases of mental illness, there arose 

several great shrines where treatment by kindness and love 

stood out in marked contrast to generally prevailing con

ditions. The one at Gheel in Belgium, visited s·ince the 

thirteenth century is probably most famous. 

"Somewhere in the dim past there lived a king in Ire

land who was married to a most beautiful woman and who sired 

an equally beautiful daughter. The good queen developed a 

fatal illness, and at her death bed the daughter dedicated 

herself to a life of purity and service to the poor and the 

mentally bereft. The widowed king was beside himself with 

grief and announced to his subjects that he must at once 

be assuaged of sorrow by marrying the woman in his kingdom 

who most resembled the dead queen. No such paragon was 

found. But the devil came and whispered to the king that 

there was such a woman--his own daughter. The devil 

spurred the king to propose marriage to the girl, but she 

was appropriately outraged by this incestuous overture and 

fled across the English Channel to Belgium. There the king 

overtook her and with Satan at ··his· eJ:bow, slew the girl and 

her faithful attendants. In the night the angels came, re

capitated the body and concealed it in the forest near the 

village of Gheel. Years later five lunatics chained to

gether spent the night with their keepers at a small way

side shrine near this Belgian village. Overnight all the 



victims recovered. Here indeed must be the place where the 

dead girl, reincarnated as St. Dymphna, was buried, and 

here was the sacred spot where her cures of the insane are 

effected. In the 15th century pilgrimages to Gheel from 

every part of the civilized world were organized for the 

mentally sick. Many of the pilgrims remained in Gheel to 

live with the inhabitants of the locality, and in the pass

;ing years it became the natural thing to accept them into 

the homes and thus the first 'colony' was formed and for 

that matter the only one which has been consistently suc

cessful" (Karnosh and Zuck~r, 1945, p. 15). 

The ·colony of Gheel has continued its work to the pres

ent day. Some 2400 certified patients live in private 

homes, work with the inhabitants, and suffer few restric

tions except to refrain from using alcohol and visiting 

public places (Barton, 1959; Dumont and Aldrich, 1962). 

Many mental disorders are represented in this colony in

cluding schizophrenia, manic-depressive psychoses, psycho

pathic personality, mental retardation, and various types 

of organic brain disorders. Approximately one in every 

ten persons in the community of some 20,000 people is a 

mental patient. Each patient reports regularly to a super

vising psychiatrist and ordinarily stays in Gheel until the 

medical commission considers him recovered. It is unfortu

nate that the great humanitarian work of this colony has 



;r;~c;::~~ved ~0 litt.le "rego,gp.~,:tio~, ai'ld tha-t economic. and other 

;f~cgtors P:J?pearr:to.·l:?~J·§f!-9ing to a gra.dual bu~. st:.e~dy de,... 

pline in. r~s~d~nt. pijit~~!;.~ .(Hew~;tt, 1962) •.• 

-.· ·:. 

,, pespite the ';fact_ t]}at- the age of skepticism.-. had under

mined the o~4.,.pelJefs., the early asylum~, as we hp:ve ., noted, 

were.no bett~:r;-_..than concentration camps where the un~ortu-

nate i~~at~~- ;Lived and died amidst the most incredible filth 
i .' . - ,', -· • . ~ -- (, .. 

and crueltv. But as modern experimental science gradually 

emerged, there was an increasingly more scientific and hu-

mane approaC?h to.the mentally ill. In the year 1792, this 

new approach received its first great impetus from the 

work of Philippe Pinel (1745-1826) in France, and William 

Tuke in El'lglan(l. 

Shortly after the French Revolution, Pinel was placed 

in charge of La Bicetre (the hospital for the insane in 

Paris to which we have previously referred) . In this ca-

pacity he received the grudging permission of the Revolu-

tionary Commune to remove the chains from some of the in-

mates as an expe+,iment to test his views that the mentally 

ill should, be treated with kindness and consideration--as 

sick people and not as vicious beasts or criminals. Had 

his experiment proved a failure, Pinel might well have lost 

his head, but, fortunately for all, it proved to be a 



~-.;~~€: ' suc!c'~ss ~ ... ch.'ci.i'ni '~ei~ ; :terrioved ,· sunny rooms ;w~~r'e . p"ro

v:fd.t¥a iris 't~a·d '-'of du~~-~-8rt's, pati~nts were permitted to exer

cise ori "the hospi'ta.i groti~'d~ ~ - arid kindliness was extended 

to · these ''podr d~e~tufe§ ; ··· ~6:rrle of \~hom had been chained in 

durt4e6~~- £6t : tlii:Ft:Y· yeats or .mbre. · The effect was almost 

m.1raculou·s· ~·- rrh:~·- ;:te~i6lis ·' ·n~ise, .filth, and abuse· were re-

pl~ced by oi-der \izi"ci peac~- . As Pinel said: "The whoie dis

cipline ·w-as - ~~rk~d with r~gula:rity and kindriess which had 

the mOst favor'~le effect on the insane themselves, render-

ing even the most· furious more tractable~' ' (Selling; 1943, 

p. 65). 

The ieactions of these patients when all their chains 
.- .,. ' 

were :temoved .fo:t the first time is a pathetic story. One 

patient, art: ':En:4ti.:~h officer who had years before killed a 

guard in an attack of fury') tottered outside on legs weak 
• ' • J 

from lack of use, and f6r 'the first time in some forty 

years saw the sun and sky. With tears in his eyes he ex-

claimed, "Oh; how beautiful!" (Zilbo6rg and Henry, 1941, p. 

323). Finally when night came, he voluntarily returned to 

his cell, which had been cleaned during his absence, to 

fall peacefully asleep on his new bed. After two years of 

orderly behavior, including helping to handle other patients, 

he was pronounced cured and was permitted to ·leave the hos

pital. It is a curious and satisfying fact of history that 

Pinel was saved from the hands of a mob who suspected him 



of antirevolutionary a.ctivi ties by a soldier whom he had 

freed from asylum chains. 

Pinel was later given charge of the Salpetriere Hos

pital, where the same reorganization in treatment was car

ried out with similar gratifying results, the Bicetre and 

Salpetriere hospitals thus becoming the first modern hos

pitals for the care of the insane. Pinel's successor, Jean 

Esquirol (1772-1840), continued his good work at the 

Salpetriere and, in addition, helped in the establishment 

of some ten new mental hospitals, which helped to put France 

in the forefront of modern psychiatry. 

While Pinel was reforming the Bicetre Hospital, an 

English Quaker named William Tuke established the "York Re

treat," a pleasant country house where mental patients 

lived, worked, , and rested in a kindly religious atmosphere. 

This represented the culmination of a noble battle against 

the brutality, ignorance, and indifference of his time. 

Some insight into the difficulties and discouragements he 

encountered in the establishment of the York Retreat may be 

gleaned from a simple statement he made in a letter regard

ing his early efforts: "All men seem to desert me." This 

is not surprising when we remember that demonology was 

still widespread, and that as late as 1768 we find the Prot

estant John Wesley's famous declaration that "The giving up 



of witchcraft is in effect the giving up of the Bible." 

The belief in demonology was too strong to be conquered 

overnight. 

As word of the amazing results obtained by Pinel spread 

to England, Tuke's small force of Quakers gradually gained 

support from John Connolly, Samuel Hitch, and other great 

English medical psychologist's. In 1841 Hitch introduced 

trained women nurses into the wards at the Gloucester 

Asylum and put trained supervisors at the head of the nurs

ing staffs. These innovations, regarded as quite revolution

ary at the time, were of utmost importance, for they not 

only improved the care of mental patients but engendered a 

better public attitude, because mental illness was put on 

the same footing as physical illness. At last the mystery 

and ignorant fear which had always surrounded the mental pa

tient was being dispelled. 

EARLY MENTAL HOSPITALS IN AMERICA 

The success of Pinel's and Tuke's experiments in more 

humanitarian methods revolutionized the treatment of the 

mentally ill throughout the civilized world. In the United 

States, this was reflected in the work of Benjamin Rush 

(1745-.1813), "the father of American psychiatry," at the 

Pennsylvania Hospital, where he began his duties in 1783. 

Ruth encouraged more humane treatment of the mentally ill, 



wrote the first systematic treatise on psychiatry in Amer

ica, Medical Inquiries and Observations upon the Diseases 

of the Mind (1812) , and was the first American to organize 

a course in psychiatry. But even he did not escape en

tirely from the established beliefs of his time. His med

ical theory was tainted with astrology and his principal 

remedies were bloodletting and purgatives. In addition, 

he invented and used a torturelike device called "the 

tranquillizer." Despite these limitations, however, we may 

consider Rush an important transitional figure between the 

old era and the new. 

The early work of Benjamin Rush was followed through 

by an energetic New England schoolteacher, Dorothea Dix 

(1802-1887). Miss Dix was retired early from her teaching 

job because of recurring attacks of tuberculosis, and in 

1841 began to teach in a Sunday school for female prisoners. 

Through this contact she soon became acquainted with the de

plorable conditions prevalent in jails, almshouses, and 

asylums. In a "Memorial" submitted to the Congress of the 

United States in 1848, she stated that she had seen "more 

than 9000 idiots, epileptics and insane in the United 

States, destitute of appropriate care and protection ... 

bound with galling chains, bowed beneath fetters and heavy 

iron balls attached to drag-chains, lacerated with ropes, 

scourged with rods and terrified beneath storms of 



exe:cration and cruel blows; now subject to jibes and scorn 

and torturing tricks; now abandoned to · the most outrageous 

violations'.' (Zilboorg and Henry, 1941, pp. 583-584}. 

As a result of her findings~ Miss Dix carried on a 

zealous campaign between 1841 and 188l, .which aroused the 

people and the · legislatures to an awareness of the inhuman 

treatment accorded the mentally ill. Through her efforts 

many millions of dollars were raised to build suitable hos

pitals, and some twenty states responded directly to her 

appeals. Not only was she instrUmental in improving condi

tions in the United States, but she directed the opening 

of two large institutions in Canada and completely reformed 

the asylum system in Scotland and several other countries. 

She is credited with the establishment of some thirty-two 

modern mental hospitals, an astonishing record considering 

the ignorance and superstition which still prevailed in 

the field of mental illness. She rounded out her amazing 

career by organizing the nursing forces of the Northern 

armies during the Civil War. A resolution presented by the 

United States Congress in 1901 characterized her as "among 

the noblest examples of humanity in all history" (Karnosh 

and Zucker, 1945, p. 18). 

Most of the early American asylums had been under the 

direction of a warden or steward who was not medically 

trained, and medical attention was not provided on a 



continuous basis. Gradually, however, the superintendence 

of the inssitutions was placed in the hands of medical men, 

and in 1844 thirteen - superintendents formed the Association 

of Medical Superintendents of American Institutions for the 

Insane (Lowrey, 1946), which was to develop into the Amer

ican Psychiatric Association of today. 

PUBLIC EDUCATION AND MENTAL HYGIENCE ·. 

During the latter half of the nineteenth century the 

asylum, 11 the big house on the hill," with its high turrets 

and fortr.esslil<e appearance became a familiar landmark in 

America. In it the mentally ill lived under semiadequate 

conditions of comfort and freedom from abuse. To the gen

eral public, however, the asylum was an eerie place, and 

its occupants a strange and frightening lot. Little was 

done by the resident psychiatrists to educate the public 

along lines that ~ould reduce the general fear and horror 

of insanity. One principal reason for this, of course, 

was that the early psychiatrist had very little actual in

formation to impart. Even as late as 1840, no clear-cut 

classification of mental disorders had been worked out, 

and a German teacher, Dr. Heinroth, was still advancing 

the theory that sin produced insanity and repentance a cure, 

and that piety constituted mental health (Lewis, 1941). Un

til approximately the turn of the twentieth century, progress 



centered around the more humanitarian treatment of the men

tally ill. 

In America, attention to the importance of public edu

cation regarding mental illness was soon to be initiated by 

Clifford Beers, whose famous book, A Mind That Found Itself, 

was published in 1908. Beers, a Yale graduate, described 

his own mental collapse and told of the bad treatment he 

received in three typical institutions of the day, and of 

his eventual recovery in the home of a friendly attendant. 

Although chains and other torture devices had long since 

been given up, the strait jacket was still widely used as 

a means of "quieting" excited patients. Beers experienced 

this treatment and supplied a vivid description of what such 

painful immobilization of the arms means to an overwrought 

mental patient in terms of further intensification of inner 

excitement. He resolved that something should be done to 

make people realize that this was no way to handle the sick. 

In his effort, he was successful in arousing the interest 

and aid of many public-spirited citizens and scientists, in

cluding the eminent psychologist, William James, and the 

great psychiatrist, Adolf Meyer. In fact, it was the lat

ter who suggested the term mental hygiene as the appropri

ate name for the movement about to be launched to educate 

the people in an understanding of mental illness and away 

from the prevalent attitudes of fear and horror. The first 
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The Realization of a Need for such a Facility 

In Houston, Texas with a metropolitan population of 

well over one million people the Texas Research Institute of 

Mental Sciences in the year 1967-68 had thirty thousand, six 

hundred and forty-three (30,643) out-patient visits. Out of 

this figure, twenty-five thousand, nine hundred and sixty-

two of the patients were adult while four thousand six hun

dred and eighty-one were juvenile patients. 1 

This is an extremely staggering figure, especially 

considering the fact that these were all handled by one fa-

cility. To my knowledge, this is the only facility in Hous-

ton handling out patients other than private practices. 

Consider once again the figure 30,643 and also be aware 

of the fact that this facility (T.R.I.) is primarily a re-

search oriented organization. 

Then the need for a facility such as I am advocating be-

comes obvious, especially in the vacinity of the medical cen-

ter. To handle patients in ~ fielpful and accurate manner 

takes more than just a casual relationship with the patient 

and I believe that my facility will help alleviate this prob-

lem and significantly contribute to the Medical Complex as 

well as serve the owners in a prosperous way. 

1Texas Research Institute of Mental Sciences Annual 
Report 1967-68, p. 53. 

1 
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The following is ·an excerpt from The Texas Research 

Institute bf Mental Science annual report 1967-68. It will 

give an idea as to.the work being done and a possible direc-
i 

tion for my facility. 



Out-Patient Treatment Clinic Services Section 

Educational programs have played a large part in this past years' 
Treatment Clinic program. Approximately eight to ten student nurses 
rotated through the Treatment Clinic during their nine week psychiatric 
nursing rotation. Genrally, two or three students were assigned to us 
for a two week period. They spent approximately 15 hours a week in the 
clinic ~ During this time they were assigned to work with every nurse in 
the clinic, observing screening interviews, follow-up patient interviews, 
home visit interviews, and the handling of patient and family problems 
over the telephone. A few students were ob'servers in Dawn Kinsle!''s and 
Jon Reck's Tuesday morning group. However, with the development of the 
"Orientation to Group" group, a standing invitation to participate in this 
group was made. In 2.ddition, a few student nurses were provided the 
opportunity to work with individual patients under the supervision of a 
staff nurse. All student nurses observed Dr. Cos interviewing and evalu
ating new patients and follow-up patients. Whenever possible the students 
also observed the duties of the Social Workers, Vocational Rehabilitation 
Counselors, clinic reception desk, collecting of laboratory data and escor
ting of patients to obtain an over -all picture of the Treatment Cli11ic. The 
clinic nurses provided constantly available supervision for students. They 
participated in the weekly nursing care conferences. 

Four of the staff nurses have presented and assumed responsibility for 
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a two hour presentation on interviewing to two psychiatric rotations of approx
imately 30 students each at "Texas Women's University. 

On Monday, February 5, 1968, the Junior Medical Students began their 
. rotation through TRIMS screening clinic . This is a general psychiatric clinic 
evaluating and treating patients from Harris County coming from the many 
referral sources including the Austin State Hospital. An orientation to the 
forms to be used, proper techniques in intervieWing the different types of 
patients, the physical surroundings of the clinic and introduction to staff mem
bers was given prior to their fil'st day of clerkship. 

Each group of stude11ts was divided into two sections, one group atten
ding each Tuesday and the other attending on-Thursdays. 

They screened one patient each week, 'whenever possible, for one hour, 
after which they conferred with their assigned supervisor, before a decision 
was made and the best course of treatment was shared with the palient. 
Although they interviewed the patient alone, if it was fe lt that enough infor
mation had not been gathered they were able to ask the patient to return for 
a second interview, hav e tl H.:- r es i c1::: iit ur co ,-lsult ing psyc i'.i?.t::.-is i sec th,; patient 
or use the video-taping room at Baylor for gatherill.g of more information 
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prior to 'his final disposition. 

Between February 5, 1968, and March 7, after these facts were gathered, 
the student wrote the details ~n long hand and placed them in the patient's 
chart. After March 7, 1968, a computerized form was introduced for use in 
taking the history, thus enabling the student to better organize his interview 
and minimize the time writing the information in long hand. 

Members of the nursing staff, social service department, and a secre
tary were available to the student to assist in completion of the forms, proper 
disposition of patients so the patient knew when he left the screening clinic the 
next steps in the planning for his care. 

Therapy Programs 

Individual short-term treatment continues to demonstrate its value for 
the great majority of persons facing crisis situations in their personal lives. 
Psychotherapy is provided one half hour session over nine weeks. For those 
patients who require further help group therapy is available. 

Treatment Clinic has several on-going groups. Only one group meets 
during the day and the rest meet in the evening. Groups are organized as 
follows: married womens'·. group; married couples' group; two mixed groups'; 
chronic schizophrenic group which terminates and re-forms at intervals; and 
an "Orientation to Group" which is conducted for a period of eight weeks. This 
group attempts to scpool those who are not psychologically minded in the proper 
use of therapists and fellow group members, The latter group re-forms after 
a three week rest period and clients are admitted through out the sessions. · 
An evaluation of each individual is made before the last meeting and assignments 
are given at that time. Groups are conducted with co-therapists and each · 
nurse in the clinic as well as social workers and psychology interns partici
pate as co-therapist, supervised by psychiatrists or psychologists. 

Group therapists meet o;1ce a week with-nr, Jon 'Reck to discuss pro
blems related to on-going groups. 

T. W. U. graduate stude11ts participate in participant-observer role 
periodically as part of their learning program. Each group has had from 
one to two students as part of their group thoughout the summer. ~tudents 
meet weekly for supervision, 

Our continuing interest L1 psychopharmacological preparations has led 
to the conduct of 6 out-p:li.ici'it clinical tl'ials o.f prm:nlsi;;,g p.syc:10tropic medi
cations this past year. Further details on these studies can be found under 
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the Experimental Therapeutic. Research Section. 
! 

Currently the Treatment Clinic has 1850 active patients in its case 
files and admits new patients at the rate of approximately 150 per month. 
Our use of hospitals is minimal and the re-hospitalization rate from 
the clinic is at approximately the 5% level where it has remained for 
several years now. 

Research Programs 

A computerized psychiatric history which is described in further 
. detail in the Experimental Therapeutics Research report had successful 
use in the clinic where close cooperation among staff members makes an 
ideal setting for this kind of program to be carried out. Also developed 
this year is a biometric system which permits us to keep an accounting of 
patients admitted to the clinic, their treatment, and disposition . 

. C!!ild Study Clinic 
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This Section has continued its emphasis on resident training in child 
psychiatry. Two new residents began training in July 1968, and three 
residents finished their training August 1968, providing Houston with 16 
child psychiatrists. Dr. James Robinson and Dr. James Heald have . 
joined the teaching staff on a part time basis. This section has continued 
~o train psychology interns, medical students, and sub-professional personnel. 

The 587 new admissions to the Child Study Clinic during this fiscal 
year represents a substantial increase over the 1966-1967 fiscal year admis
sions of 303. There were 17 readmissions and 227 discharges. The following 
research projects were undertaken during the year. 

Organization of a Method to Assess the Formal Communication Patterns of 
Parents of Disturbed Children. 

In this long - term and multi-faceted study we will study the communi
cation style of parents of disordered children and compare this with those 
parents who do not have children with disturbances. This technique has 
produced results of interest in other populations and may lead to a better 
understanding of the communication of pathology . Possibly this will lead 
the way to predicting which children ever1tually will d,evelop schL:.ophrcnia. 
as work at the NIMH has suggested. 



Assessment of the Naural History of Learning Disorders 
! 

In the Houston Independent SChool District, 10 per cent of first
graders fail, mainly because of reading problems. Of this number, 
about 80 per cent are boys. Through the use of a retrospective and 
longitudinal study method, we hope to assess the cost of these child-
ren to the school system and to eventually make an estimate of the 
total social cost of this group. -This project has now entered its end 
phases with the collection of records on "051 first grade failures in 1950-
1951 i-a Houston Independent School District. 

· We are completing a year long study comparing neurologica.i a:1d 
psychological characteristics of first grade children who are failing with 
a control group with the development of a teacher check list that seems 
to be reliable as a predicting instrument. In addition we have compared 
two remedial techniques on the children predicted to fail to attempt to 
objectively assess some of the claims in the literature about certain 
remedial techniques. 

Psychodrama 

We are studying the effects of psychodrama on parents of disturbed 
children. Our preliminary work indicates that this is an efficient method 

·of treating such children. "The data is awaiting computer analysis. 
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The Client and Funding Resources 

The clients involved in my proposed psychiatric clinic 

shall consist of a group of doctors whose fields of work 

are not only found in psychology but also in related fields 

of medicine. 

In particular there will be 8 doctors occupying the 

clinic whose fields of practice shall include the following: 

(1) A Behavior Therapist 

(2) A clinitian 

( 3) _, Two Social Psychologist 

(4) Three Psychiatrist 

(5) A medical doctor 

Up until the present it hasn't been customary nor likely 

that these different types of doctors would be found sharing 

a common facility and even less likely that they would be 

found entering an endeavor such as this. 

It should be noted here that it is to be assumed that 

the doctors all know each other quite well through the fact 

that they've been practicing in similar fields over a per

iod of time. The reasoning behind the joining of these men 

in practicing under one roof, so to speak, is found in the 

idea that they all are aware of each others work and espe~ 

cially aware of the state of the profession in which they 

are involved and the appreciation of each others work as 

well as the understanding of the condition of their profes

sion, that has brought them together. 



It must be understood here that the physicians will 

practice not only jointly in the study of special cases 

possibly referred to them from the Medical Center but also 

individually, continuing their current practices. 

The physicians have come together due to the fact that 

they realize the need to ban together the individual dis

ciplines of psychology in order to make progress in the 

ways of mental sciences. This work will find substance in 

the fact that the clients will be handling out-patients 

referred to them from the Medical Center, as well as in 

their own private patients from their individual practices. 

The money for construction of the facility will come 

from each of the doctors who have set aside investment money 

for such an endeavor as well as from income from other in

vestments in which they have had dealings. 

The money by which the facility will be operated will 

come from their patients as well as from the Medical Center 

hospitals from whom the out-patient clientel will come. 

Also, from the nature of the facility and the fact that 

the doctors will be working together on a number of projects 

or cases, the possibility that grants from different founda

tions will be available to them thus helping in the overall 

operating expenses. 



The Relationship Between Architect and Psychiatrist 

Humphry Osmond, M.D. 

Col!aho_ration_l~etween :~r~:l~i~ects and psyc_hiatrists is so 
nch 111 excltmg possd>thltes that one !cars lest one 

fail to do justice to the potentials so that-instead of 
illumination-there is merely fizz, splutter ami smoke. 
Then there is that other danger, less likely but still there, 
th;H someone will seize upon a fragment of the.: prescnta· 
tion and end up in a huge muddle. 

However, I suppose we must accept these risks. ll we 
don't we shall go on making the same dreary old mi~takes 
at a cost of from $7,000 to $17,000 a bed-and I"n: heard 
even hugher sums mentioned. 

Since I am told that there are at least 100,000 bed~ w 
be replaced on this continent, and probably there arc 
many more than that figure, it would be a pity to repeat 
what has been done before so badly. I know of no one 
\vho can say what is the best way to spend money on 
mental hospital buildings and support his assenion from 
theory backed hy experiment. But-we can encourage 
ourseln:s to work out new, exciting and better \\·ays of 
ipemling this money. 

:\o building is ever perfect, but we cal\ at least ;1\·oid 
the mistakes we know, which have been repeated ad mw
senm all over the world. Let us try to make some really 
original mistakes of our own. 'Ve may find they don"t 
work too badly. 

The Architect's Ta,k 

\\'hen those- two unrealizables-the ideal cliL·~t and 
th~ ideal architect-meet, what will be the relationship 
between them? For we must surely "aim at some reflection 
of that ideal relationship. I suggest that in this etopia 
the client will tell the architect what he intends to do 
in the building which he hopes to acquire. 

He will discuss the activities which will go on in this 
building in the greatest detail, without once mentioning 
wall colors, lighting, heating, soundproofing, or \\·hat the 
building should look like. All these matters come within 
the purview of the architect. 

It will be the architect who will evolve the watwed. lie. 
sheltered, wholly appropriate space which will be ·:xanh· 
suited [or those actions "·hich his client has described. 
Iior it is he who must manipulate concrete, steel. mortar. 
bricks, glass and vinyl into a building which will exactly 
meet his client's wishes. 

In other words, it is the architect's task to produce a 
structure suitable for the functions \dtich his client cn
vis;lgcs will take place inside. It sounds so very simpk
but there is all too ample evidence that somc1dto.:rc we 
are failing. 'Vhat arc some of the rcasom for this failure? 

Let us look at some nf the nl>vious ones. \\'hen :t 
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government is planning a building, it is possible for the 
client and architect never to meet, if one means by client 
the persons who will be responsible for running tbc 
building and working in it. 

Instead, old plans from other buildings or left-over~ 
from previous works arc rushed together, and the build
ing "just gro,\·s." Governments especially-but they " ·ere 
not the only offenders-fur reasons of alleged economy, 
policy or slu;:er muddleheadedness, cannot find time to 
do preliminary ,,·ork. They rush helter skelter, us1ng "well 
tried" ideas and build a slightly daintied replica of some 
existing old favorite. 

That the new building may in bet be intcmkJ to do 
something quite different from the old one docs not 
strike anyone until too late. 

I hope that from this meeting will come idea~ and 
id.eals which will make it easier to persuade legislators 
that if they want the most and best from the public 
money they spend, then they must try to allm\· this 
relationship ben\·cen client and architect to de1·clop. 
:"rowhere is this relationship needed more than in the 
design of mental hospitals. 

Two Different Languages 

\Vhen foreigners meet, they usually ha,·e a great ach·an
tage. Tlu::y soon becom..: convinced that they don't speak 
the same language. T.· i k is d_ l\\' :md halting, hut ~:tch 
knows tc·rrr. it is provisic ,tal ar.d uncertain and an '-:fort 
is required to make sure the.othcr fellow understands. 

UnfOJ"'tmatel)' there is no such continuous warning 
betweeli people from different professions \\·ho speak the 
same language but use it in a different context. an altered 
conte~t. Architects and psychiatrists are no exception to 
this rule. In an enclcaYor to put the other fellm\· at his 
ease, they may both adopt the one time-honored way of 
leading one another to supp·~ ·;c that each kno\\'i \\·hat 
the other is talking ahout \\'hen in fact hoth parties arc 
entirely in the dark. 

Obligingness of thi. Jrt h •. s helped to produc,· the 
accumulation of errors in menta I hospi ta I design "·h idt 
has led to our meeting toda~·. I don't suppme anyone 
knO\\"S ,,·hat we require nf a ment~tl hospital. There arc 
doubtless a variety of clitlerent hospitals [or difiering 
needs, but an yonc "·fto has seen a [ew menta I ftospi ta (-; 
knows that there is a g-reat de~tl \\Tong- with them. \\"hat 
arc these errors allll-jtl.'it as important--fto11· did the\ 
come ~1hout? 

\\"hat information shoultl an architect require of a 
psychiatrist' \\'h:tt should P'Ycltiatrists in lllm ;t-k nr an 
architect? 



.\II architect may never have seen a mental hospital 
. . , 1-•r~" ;md perhaps he would be ·all the better for that. 
. . : it is difficult to sec how he could be preserved from 

• 1-"li• e. The n :ry name "mental ho.spital" uHrst e1·oke 
.· , , ,1 ic.., and as\ociations 1rhich n:1·crbcrate through hi-; 

,, .,·,.! l111W hdure he meets the jJS)'chiatri~t client: "men-
.. t. n 

1 .t"--11/1/tl, jJsyc!tiatric, crazy, nutty, buglwuse, on the 
.. m· ft ;1nd, and on the other, "hospital"-c/can, shiny, 
·, :o -!inti, hygienic, antiseptic, gleaming. And an image 
j,, ~in..; to form, a subliminal offspring of the wedding of 
tlr;"c disparate associations. 

['f 1e psychiatrist too will n~t have been idle in his 
·'""riations. Assisted by surreptitious sketchings, he is 

1,1,v;rring to right the wrongs of his patients in his own 
;"''. He is a medical man and he wants a real hospital 
111 ·11., way inferior to the sort the smgeons had when he 
.. ,·." at medical school. And so we are all set up for 
.tll•rther monstrosity. 

\\'e need to discover how p5ychiatrist and architect 
, .111 \\·ork together for those people who have been rightly 
, .died "The most helpless if not the most affiicted portion 
ol the human race." 

General Scheme for a :\!ental Hospital 

Before discussing the specific disabilities which affiict 
".me mentally ill people, and which will determine what 
,on of surroundings are likely to harm or help them, I 
,fr;rll outline the general goal of a modern mental hos
pital and the way in which that goal can be achie\·ed. 

l shall not, however, discus~ this in terms of the usual 
divisions such as acute treatment, long-stay units, insulin 
units, occupational and recreational units, etc. The psy
t hiatric paraphernalia or apparatus is small, .and very 
t~.:w of the devices which we usc arc of proven value in 
themselves yet in devoted and enthusiastic hands the 
rirost unlikely treatments have enjoyeLl success. 

.\'or shall I pay attemion to laboratories, laumlries, 
''flt':-atina theaters, morgues, kitchens, beauty parlors and 

0 • l 
•1th.:r necessary and indeed vital aspects of the hosp1t:•. 
1\'htch do not differ significantly from other places whi.:-tL 
1r~e them. 

[tis advisable perhaps in multi-story iJuildings that it 
,hould not . be too easy to get out of the windows. How
n ·cr, there arc a variety of well-tested devices ~n· ailable . 
Since proi>crly run mental hospitals do not seem to have 
greater suicide problems than general hospitals, 11·e neetl 
not spend too much time on that. Suicide is prevented 
by an alert and well-trained st:tff. 

Goals of a Mental Hospital 

It seems most useful to consider the function of tl c 
h11spital in social terms, because it is soci:tl atljustmellt 
;rlmost alone which determines whether a patient comes 
to a mental hospital or not. and whether he returns to 

the community. 
The goals of a hospital, then , can be simply stated: 

e To help people who have become alienated :md 
t:xpellcd from the community regain those o;oci;rl skillo; 
1rhich they have lost. 

• To prevent any further Jo.;s of social skills rent ~tin 

in.({ at the time of admission to hospital. 
e To help patients acquire ~ncial skills 1dtich ;rre 

lacking aml whose absence has reLluced social effectil·e
ness and so increase<! the chance of alienation . 

0 To prevent. the ac<.pri,ition while in the ltospil:rl 
of h<rhils ~i nc! a ttitudes 11·hich unfit the patient for life 
in the Ia rger communi l y. 

Quite apart from individual and group psychotherapy 
of a specialized type, to maintain gravely psychotic peo
ple in conditions of social ellcctiveness a minimum of 
one trained therapeutic person for every eight people 
for about 14 to 16 hours a day is necessary. 

Such trained people will work more effeuively in sur
roundings which encourage patients to maintain and 
acquire social skills and alleviate rather than aggravate 
the patients' psycho-social difficulties. Badly de~igned 

buildings can only be compensated for by a greater 
number of staff and so will be unnecessarily costly . 

Needed: A Functional Formula 

With the blind, deaf, crippled or old person, one might 
t.!o better to start with the individual and end with the 
organization which cares for these people. But with the 
mentally ill, so much depends upon the way in which 
their n eighbors feel about them, and 11·hat they do about 
them and have clone in the past-that without knowing 
this one can make little sense of their disabilities. 

I know of no book on the subject of mental hospital 
design "·hich is as useful as Kirkbride's, fmt published 
in the 1850's. Yet we knO\\' much more about mental 
illnesses than he did. In the light o[ our present knowl
edge we can not only develop the brilliant and intuitive 
suggestions which he made. but \\·e can show why they 
worked so well. 

'\Vith the help of our colleagues in psychology. soci
ology and anthropology, we can give om architects a far 
more complete and useful account of the way in which 
mental illnesses affect socia l functioning than Kirkbride 
could possibly have clone. Yet it is humiliating :tnd 
ludicrous that a century afte-· Ki!·Vbridc we have made 
no real progres• in mental hl ~pi tal ll<'sign. 

No group u: people have been studied as closely as 
the mentally ill. \Ve do not have nearly as much 
information ; bout the experience.; of those \l'llO suffer 
from other •llnesses. \Ve should be able, once we get 
down to the task, to define our patients' disabilities l'ery 
exactly and so present architects \l'ith a very clear func
tional formulation for which an appropriate structural 
expression can be dcvisell. 

Through the Patient's Eyes 

:\.t this point I should lr' :.- to touch o n the 11·ay in 
which the experience of a ;>articubr group of pa tients 
influences the way in \\·hich they relate to other people 
aml the world around them. Unless one knO\\'' th:tt 
people can be clisabkcl in this manner and m akes allo \\·
ances for such unexpected incapacitil's, mental ho-;pital-; 
can be built 11·hich are as un:;uitable as homes for the 
hliml liberally supplied 11·ith , h;rrp corners, uncxl'ectcl[ 
-;tq>s, cunningly contri,-cd tr;tp doors and other "'"'by 
traps. . 

The illness [ sh;dllli-;cuss will be schizophrclli;t hl'crusc 
it fills about every fifth hospita l bed o n this co ntinent. 

\Yc kt1·e muclt inl'nnnation a bout it: we cut undergo. 
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by means of suitable chemic.ds, experiences which clo~cly 
resemble those described by some schizophrenics. Schizo· 
phi·enia develops with certain characteristic changes in 
mood, thinking and perceptions. I shall only deal with 
perception, and cspeciafly with visual perception of one·s 
own body because these matters arc so important in 
architecture. · 

Let us take a brief excursion into the schizophrenic 
world and sec whether it affects design. 

The Schizophrenic \Vorld 

The schizophrenic world beggars description. The 
literature is immense and some of the greatest talents 
and poetic gifts have been deployed here. I can only 
discuss some simplified aspects of it which we haYe been 
exploring in Saskatchewan. 

vVe have evidence that many schizophrenic patients 
have a disorder of perception which affects constancy

. and this single though ma~sivc peculiarity can account 
for many of their difficulties. 

Constancy regarding size, for instance, allows one to 
see another person as being the same size at say ·1, 8, Hi, 
32 and 64 feet away. When one thinks of it, this is very 
remarkable-but we never do. For if our visual apparatus 
were the sort of camera it is often alleged to be, a person 
6'1 feet away would seem to be one-eighth the size of 
eight feet away. In other words, we would be hard put 
to tell a house cat at eight feet from a tiger at 6·1 feet
which would be inconvenient. 

vVhat else happens when constancy breaks dmm? Our 
perceptual world includes sight, sound, taste, touch, pain, 
temperature and smell, our sense of the passage of time, 
and, as we often forget, the perception of our own bodies. 
\Ve do not know how to measure many of these senses. 
So I shall restrict myself to a few aspects of the Yisual 
world, time and the perception of our bodies. 

A Differently Shaped Space 

So far our work in Saskatchewan has been restr=c ted to 

the size and distance of objects in the horizontal plane. 
We hope to deal with color, brightness, shape and the 
vertical plane. 

Time, as Russell Brain, the neurologist, has observed. 
is an abstraction from the more general space-time of 
the physicist. Our self-perception is closely related to that 
of time and space. It .is not easy to think of oneself apart 
from space-time. Closely linked to self-perception is our 

< -~b~lhy to perceive others. In spite of limiting ourselYes, 
\\r"e have already begun to outstrip current knowledge 
of these matters which were consillered by many to be 
"merely academic." Like many acallemic matters. 11·hen 
given imaginative thought, they are of great practical 
importance. 

Over short distances the schizophrenic seems to per· 
cei\'e .~pace much as the rest of us . (or possibly our check· 
ing techniques are still crude) .. \t greater distances up 
to ~00 yards ami more, the schiwphrenic seems to inhabit 
a very differently shaped space, in which con~t;tncy is 
less than for the rest of us. 

This summer my colleagues explored the outdoors 
with schizophrenic people. It seems that the 11·orld t-cscrll· 
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bles those pictures which Van Gogh painted during the 
Aries period when he was gravely mentally ill. 

·when the schizophrenic can summon enough confi
clencc ·lO cliscus~ his experience, it is clear that he very 
often knows that his \rorlcl is din'erent . hut cannot put 
this llilh:rence into words. This dilfercncc can be so 
bizarre that he seems sometimes to be inhabiting a two· 
dimensional world. (I have recently come across a 
patient whose sense of time seemed to be foreshortened.) 

\Ve have not been able to work out the architectural 
implications of these findings, but we can begin to 
suggest some of the directions in which to look. 

Architectural Influences on Perception 

\Veil people find that space with which they arc un
familiar, many strange people and ambiguity of the 
surroundings will produce rising tension 'rhich itself 
probably reduces constancy. To organize experience for 
social use we have to be aware of three separate sets of 
perceptions: ( l) ourselves, (2) other people and animals, 
and (3) other things. 

\Ve must locate these in time and space and ascribe a 
level of reality to them. Perception of self is so funda
mental that we take it for granted. Yet take it away ancl 
what remains? It is our central point of reference. Eut 
this experiencing self can ue greatly influenced by things 
outside it. 

Places of worship have often been on elevations or in 
bLlildings with much verticality. The cathedral builders 
emphasized the vertical to an extraordinary degree. 
Temple builders have used long flights of steep steps 
which are often climbed on bent knees. This has been 
done all over the world. 

Is it connected w_ith the fact that we can maintain 
constancy of perception less well in the vertical than in 
the horizontal plane? 

\Vhen we look up or clown. objects seem smaller am! 
we easil~· suppose that eley ::m~ further ~way than they 
really are . Great spaces .uake m feel small. 

Ruler.; ·.vho receive tribute on a raised dais, or at the 
top of a flight of stairs, do not do this simply to be seen. 
It allows ~hem to see their subjects as small, insignifi,·ant, 
hug-like· -while they themselv.~s are remote, thus enhanc
ing the socially necessary relationship. 

Furrher, if the subject has to walk slowly towards his 
ruler in a vast building, in a ceremonious way. the rising 
tension will probably greatly disturb his self-perception 
and so render his experience of the ruler more memo
rable . This can be enl•anced by bowing. prostrations. 
etc. \\'hile these devicPs 1ave lc:ng been known and . 11~etl.. 

little attention has been paid to what is implied by them. 
Our object in the mental hospital is exactly opposite 

from that of the tyrant. \\'e wish to allow our patients 
to pei-ceive their own and other people's bodies and the 
outside world a~ accurately as possible. Let me illustrate 
how we have failed to achieve this end in three psychia· 
tric buildings, one between GO aml iO years old. another 
30 to 40 years old, and the last completed in the bst 

three years. I sha II describe their entranCl' h:d Is hec1t1sc 
it is the first experience of the hospital that patients ha\"C 
ancl may inlluepce their suhselfllent fcclin~ :thnut it. 



Samples of Three Psychiatric Hospitals 

One reached the entrance to this well known British 
hospital hy a long flight of stairs. The outside of th C' 
building looked like a ·Gothic castle. The h all was high , 
gloomy and so dimly lit that in comrast to the outside 
it seemed dark. As the eye accommodated itself, one 
noticed the gleaming walls which towered about one. 

They were richly gilt and painted in a pattern of 
twining vines with green leaves, among which hung Ius· 
cious bunches of purple grapes. Every so often one saw 
something else which resembled an eye. The visitor 
wondered uneasily whether he was seeing things. But 
things were seeing him. Eyes stared out from the wall 
concealed among the leaves. Curious eyes, scornful eyes, 
some even malevolent. Even a casual visitor on a sum
·mer afternoon cannot easily forget those watchful eyes. 

In our own hospital in Saskatchewan there arc no 
neogothic horrors of this sort. But the patients who li\·e 
on small farms scattered over the great prairies drive up 
past the fa~adc of one of the biggest buildings in Canada. 
The ambulance pulls up under a massive open porch 
which must be 20 feet high, and the patient bundles out 
to climh two steep flights of stairs. He then traverses a 
grey marble corridor which must be 13 feet wide and 
75 to 100 feet long, flanked by doors. He then reaches 
a desk situated at a sort of internal crossroads. Beyond 
this desk where certain formalities take place, a flight of 
gleaming brass stairs rise and disappear upwards into 
darkness. At any moment one expects to hear the peal
ing of celestial trumpets or demonic laughter. 

None of these etTors is made in a certain modern 
American hospital. There the appointments a,re splendid. 
The entrance hall is reached by a variety of glass doors. 

. The place itself could pass as a modern hotel. To give a 
sense of spaciousness the ceiling is very high but the 
room is not proportionately large. One waits under a 
l'.'indow which is between 30 and 40 feet high, in whose 
light are disposed tables, chairs and magazines. 

One does not sit easily in these chairs, even if on~ has 
no business other . than sightseeing. The great expanse 
of plate glass double-crossed by spans of stainless s~ccl 
draws the eye upwards and upwards. One is so close. It 
seems larger than it can possibly be. One shrinks beneath 
the gaze of the enveloping window. Big Brother peers 
in from the other side at the insect in the cage. 

These three buildings arc structurally almost \rholly 
different, yet they show very similar functional errors. 
If the well can feel this way about them, what of the 
sick for whose benefit they were supposedly constructed? 
I will not weary you with other examples. ft is too easy 
to find them. 

A Psychiatric Yardstick for the Architect 

Fruitful cooperation between architect ami psychiatrist 
need not stop at the design of mental hospitals. I suspect, 
however, that as the architect explores the further re
gions of human relationships and the structures ret{uired 
to shelter them. he will require more speciali1ed com· 
pan ions. 

The module, or measuring standanl. of building h;ts 
so far been the human body. hut little has been done to 
explore the module to anv extent. \\Te knm1· little about 

the distance at which people can converse comfonal>ly . 
. The inside of our buildings is often molded hy the 
outside. Our rooms hear some rel a tionship to the pro
portious of the huma 11 bmlv and arc meant to tlcli ""lll 
the eyes. ' '" 

But thci1· size and shape arc often such that they are 
uncomfortable to live in, hecause the architect has for· 
gotten that conversation is not by eye but by car, and 
that we can only relate within certain fixed distances. 
This is odd because we have never been better able to 
discover social distances of this sort accurately and to usc 
the knowledge in an appropriate manner. 

Yet .because we often think in terms of a bogus 
aes{heuc rather than bother to enquire into oui· real 
psycho-social needs and limitations, architects often build 
places for people to live and work in that arc no more 
suited to the requirements of those who are housed in 
them than the three mental hospitals which I have dis
cussed. ..\ place is not rendered less dismal because the 
idiom of error is Victorian Gothic, pseudo-Georgian, or 
modern, allegedly functional. 

':\Ian Is the :\Ieasure of All Things' 

One cannot always be sure that man is the measure of 
all things, but surely in much architecture this is truly so. 

Perha ps by applying our measuring rods to the great 
needs of the mentally ill, we may emerge with something 
valuable for the mentallv well. That is we need here a 
"modLilc" deriving not f~·om the size of' man's body but 
from the way in wliicll he disposes of that body in social 
rclationsh ips. 

These social relationships certainly depend to some 
extent on the culture in which a particular man has 
b~en reared, but at least to an equally large extent on 
hts eyes, ears, nose. limbs. etc. , and to the mind-brain 
which din:cts and uses them. 

vVe can only "relate"' to .~ach other effectively in small 
groups. vr,~ can only resp mel to difficulties in relation· 
ships in a J:mited numbr:: 0f w:u~ . \Ve can go fonr:ul 
and attad physically or \·erbally, those who annoy us, 
or else we can withdraw physically or verbally. 

.\nother possibility is that wl·,ilc remaining physically 
present w,' may withdra"· psycl'ologically. It seems that 
this is an unpleasant experience. Not many people enjoy 
being with many people at one time except in situations 
which are specially structured. This may be done by 
ceremony, furniture-or alcohol. 

We do not like being pressell close to other people. 
except in certain specific situations. \Ve can observe and 
measure these matters ;1.· d explore their relc\·ance to 
the design of homes am! :•·urk places. 

~Ieasurements to Fit the Patient 

.-\rchitet"ts have discussed the house as a machine for 
living in and functinnal architecture is almost a cliche. 
Rut hm,· fa r ha\·e thcv been able to do more th;1n usc 
inspiration and intuiti;>n for their dc:~ign? 

.\[most everything worthwhile springs from intuition 
and irhpiration; so essential arc they th~tt t~wy should l>c 
reserved for thme matters where exact mea~UITIIlt:nt is 
not possible. o\re we reaching a time when in the i11tcr· 
nal design of building-s at least we can supplem::nt and 
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possibly 'enrich intuitive understanding with exact 
measurement? 

Perhaps only moderate exertion is needed to develop 
a psycho-social measure or standard whose possibilities 
arc very exciting. Perhaps I can encourage you to hunt 
in these directions. l\Iost of these notions will be dis- . 
carded but they may lead to something better. 

Scientific hypotheses claim no lasting validity. They 
are footholds cut in .mclling ice ·which must be .used 
before they vanish. 

A Brain-Picking Process 

These matters may seem remote from mental hospitals. 
Hut are they? 

I hope the psychiatrists will learn to express in clear, 
concise detail the function, the doings, the action which 
they hope will be furthered in the hospitalthey wish the 
architect to design. Function must be aimed at a goal 
and expressed in tenns of a policy . . 
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A building space of an exactly appropriate sort is often 
a necessary and inescapable part of policy. Buildiugs 
thought of in these terms cannot be permanent monu

·ynental structures, because \\'C must ensure that our 
knowledge increases (as imleed it is increasing) quick!; 
enough to make some policies obsolete because the goal 
can be reached more directly. 

The architect should learn that the psychiatrist, i[ 

pressed, can give a clear account of the needs of the 
mentally sick. He can provide information about the 
goals of his enterprise, the way in which these can be 
achieved and the exact disability from which his patients 
suffer. 

Let us hope that from this marriage of minds will at 
last come buildings to excel those developed so trium
phantly a century ago by .i\Ir. Samuel Sloane, architect, 
and Dr. Thomas Kirkbride of Philadelphia. ·we know 
so much more than they did. 

'\Ve need only the sustained devotion and the vision 
which was theirs in such rich abundance. 



The Function of a Psychiatric Clinic 

In approaching the functional aspect of my psychiatric 

clinic for Houston it became clear to me that first I should 

review the larger institutions in which the out-patient ser

vice is found, especially considering the fact that a facil

ity offering only out-patient service is not presently 

available in Houston. 

In studying the community mental health center type of 

ope~ation it will be first necessary to be aware of the pro

cedure under which they are established and to what disci~ 

plines they must adhere. 

Enactment of Public Law 88-164 in October of 1963 came 

as a major congressional response to President John F. 

Kennedy's dramatic call for "a new type of health facility, 

one which will return mental health care to the main stream 

of American medicine, an'"d· at the same time upgrade mental 

health services." The legislation, ear marking funds to 

assist localities in establishing Community Mental Health 

Centers, is a historic event for mental health. For the 

architect and planner it offers great potential for creative 

collaboration with the mental health profession. 

Under this program for A CMHC there are certain pre

requisits which need to be met. Among these is one which 

says that there are five essential elements which must be 

encompassed by the CMHC program. These elements are: 



(1) in-patient services (2) out-patient services (3) ~artial 

hospitalization services (4) emergency care services (5) and 

edu.cation. services .1 

It is my intention that only the out-patient service 

will be extracted from these elements because it is. my feel

ing that this is .the most over worked and under considered 

element of these institutions. 

In defining an out-patient in order to get to the 

function of the facility one comes upon a curious problem 

in that the definition varies according to the nature in 

which the doctor which one is interviewing practices his 

profession. 

The only applicable definition which one can use to 

openly define .the out-patient is that an out-patient is a 

clinic patient which is not hospitalized. Now this may 

seem over simplified but . it does have its implications. 

First, it establishes that facility will function to 

handle a large :· nurnber of patients needing psychiatric help 

and will handle them in a non-restrictive manner. (This is 

considering hours, area confinement, and the true ability 

of choice of whether he wants to be helped or not.) 

Secon4ly, it gives a connotation of a personal type 

of facility where there is a true interaction with the doc

tor or doctors offering their assistance. All too often 

1Planning, Programing and Design for the CMHC. Ch. 1. 



there tends to be a situation in the institutions where the 

visits by the doctors are short lived and the assistants do 

a c~nsiderable amount of the work. 

Thirdly, the facility will give a quicker access of 

the patients to the doctors and vice versa. This eliminates 

the condition where the patient may have to wait along with 

a variety of other peopie who may have entirely different 

reasons for being in a given place such as is found in in

stitutions ·where a variety of services are given. 

Fourth, the facility will function to cater to the pa

tients needs better due to the fact that it will be de

signed and· · layed out for his needs, regardless of his prob

lem. 

Fifth, the facility will provide specifics in the car

ing for and helping of individual patients, patients in 

groups and patients needing out of the ordinary help but 

not requiring hospitalization. 

Sixth, the facility will function as a "half way house" 

to a limited degree for the present, catering to the indi

vidual who is a victim of drug abuse. 

Seventh, it will serve the alcoholic and his psychi

atric needs. This will be on a basis where it is group 

help conducted by associates of the doctors in hours not 

otherwise devoted to specific clinic hours. 



Eighth, the facility will function as Day Hospital 

and to a limited degree due to the number of doctors =·arid 

staff available and the very personal nature of the facil

ity. 

Included herein is an excerpt from "Psychiatric arch

itecture "by the American Psychiatric Association published 

in 1959. The excerpt deals with the Day Hospital on a 

larger basis than is the scope of my thesis but I felt it 

was pertinent to the problem at hand. 

Ninth, and perhaps most important of all from the 

clients' standpoint, the facility will function to bring 

together the eight different clients in their work and help 

to make it easier for them to collaborate their work when 

it becomes necessary for this is the prime reason of the 

doctors coming together and building this facility. 



The Nature of the Day Hospital 

A. E. Moll, M.D. 

Day Hospitals may be considered under cliJieren t set
tings, as follows: 

(a) The Day Hospital as an integral component of 
the Psychiatric Department of a general hospital; 

(b) The Day Hospital aniliated with a general hos
pital but situated in a separate building; 

(c) "The Day Hospital as part of a Community sen·icc 
of O.P.D.; 

(d) The Day Hospital affiliated to a mental hospital 
and situated within its grounds; 

(e) The Day Hospital as a completely separate treat-
ment center. 

(a) Day Hospital as an integral component of a psyclll·
atric department of a general hospital and situated on 
the same premises. 

In this setting a Day Hospital cannot be considered as 
a unit independent from the rest of the psychiatric serv
ice, in that some of the personnel responsible for the 
care of Day patients may also be responsible for the care 
of the inpatients, of outpatients, of consultation sen·ice 
to the rest of the hospital, of the training of the resident 
and nursing staff, of medical students, social workers, 
occupational therapists, etc. In such a setting it is more 
difficult to determine the requirements for personnel, 
their_ distribution, functions and q11alifications. Sm~1e of 
the areas, such as for instance, the Day Room and )ccu
pational The1 <.py department, mav Je shared by r.hc in· 
patients. The Day hospital in su-::~, a setting may also 
have different aims from that of a Day Hospital existing 
as an autonomous unit. For in tance. some of the 
patients may be transferred from the inpatient side to 
the Day Hospital in order to facilitate their weaning 
and rehabilitation, or vice versa-some patients may be 
admitted directly to the Day Hospital for a period of 
observation prior to deciding whether inpatient c:~re is 
required. This refers particularly to patients~ pre
sent symptoms of a psychotic or pre-psychotic nature. 
The availability of an inpatient service on t!Je same 
premises or in the immediate vicinity may fost:->r the 
acceptance of more acutely disturbed patients than 
would be warranted in the case of Day Hospital existing 
per se. 

(b) Day Hospital affiliated with 11 gnu:ral hospital but 
5ituated in a separall' building. be it adjacnzt to the 
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jJarent hospital or be it ll'itlzin a certain distance frulll 
the parent IIOsjJital. 

At first glance one would expect this type of Day 
Hospital to be very similar, if not identical, to the pre
ceding one. I have had experience in both these settings 
and I am of the opinion that differences do exist. ln
llecd, they arc very real and they affect, amongst other 
things, the choice of personnel, their functions and their 
qualifications. The whole unit becomes more inde
pendent, the group dynamics more clear-cut, the "·hole 
atmosphere more breezy and expansive, leading possibly 
to more initiative and spontaneity. This setting, as in 
the autonomous Day Hospital, requires a therapeutic 
team with sufficient maturity to tolerate a looser organ
ization and to assume more incli\"idual responsibility. 

1c) Day Hospital as part of t!te cunununity service. 

I have not had any experience in a setting of this 
tvpe, but I am inclined to believe that the orientation 
would differ somewhat from that of a Day Hospital in a 
general hospital. Social sen·ice, for instance, may be 
expectell to play a much larger part, both in the thcrap~ 
and in the rehabilitation of the patients. One would 
also expect a m·ore frequent communication between the 
Day Hospital and the community surrounding it. This 
factor, in itself, rna:: affect the type of personnel 
requited. 

(d) Day Hospital aC1:iated with a mental hospital and 
situated withi11 its gro!inds. 

Here again one may meet with different character
istics, both as to aim, therapeutic orientation, selection 
of patients, etc., all of which will, in turn, cjetenninc the 
type of personnel required, their functions and quali
fications. The personnel requirements in this setting 
would largely depend on the aim of this treatment unit. 
Is the aim mainly one directed towards the rehabilita
tion of the patients wl:n ha\·e been discharged from the 
parent mental bospital: Is the aim the treatment of 
severe psychotic disturbances and character disorders as 
a transition to commitment to the mental hospital? Is 
the aim the care of any psychiatric disorder within the 
community, irrcspccti\·c of the se,·erity or lack of se,·erity, 
of the mental illness? ' 

Less than two years ago [ attended a conference at ' 
the vVorcester State :\fental Hospital during their early 
planning of _<I Day Hospital. It is possible that we may_' 
he able to learn from their experience and also to do; 
some research as to the causes for the failure of <;ome; 
Day Hospitals aililiated to memal institutions_ ' 



(e) Day Hospitals as a comfJletcly independent treat· 
ment tmit, that is, a uuit having 110 affiliation to any 
pm·ent lzqspital or mental institution. 

In such an organization the staff should include physi
cians as well as psychiatrists, since it would be unsound 
to treat patients suffering from ment~d illness without 
adequate physical examination and adequate facilities 
for physical care. 

At the Montreal General Hospital we have rigidly 
followed the rule that no psychiatric patient is to be 
seen at the Psychiatric O.P.D. until after the patient has 
been thoroughly examined at the Medical O .P.D. 

Therapeutic Program 

The orientation of therapy will determine the need 
for personnel, their functions and qualifications. Said 
program may include all or some of the following: (a) 
individual and/or group psychotherapy; (b) therapy 
other than psychotherapy, e.g., subcoma insulin, E.C.T., 
·narcoanalysis, chemotherapy, etc.; (c) occupational 
therapy; (d) educational diversional therapy, e.g., the 
use of films, discussion groups, social teas, etc.; (e) re
habilitation, vocational and training; (f) therapy of the 
patient's family. 

The Aim of the Day Hospital 

The aim of the Day Hospital may be considered on 
the basis of therapy and also on the basis of training 
facilities for medical students, internes, nurses, and gen
eral practitioners. If the Day Hospital is part of a teach
ing uniYersity or of a teaching center, the selection of 
psychiatric staff may well ha\·e to he restricted to those 
holding a teaching appointment. 
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Day hospitals may fulfill dilfcrent roles, and the thera
peutic management may emphasize one of many roles 
as follows: 

(a) The hospital may be geared to take care chielly 
of patients 11'!10 report daily and spend the whole cby 
at the center, e.g., from 8:31) a.m. to 5:00 p.m. In 
order to pre\·enl any · confusion in terminology 1re 
shall call these "Day Patients." 
(b) It may be geared to take care of over and above 
the Day patients, also of patients who spend only part 
of the day on the premises; for instance, the patients 
who report for elecu·o-shock therapy or for individual 
and/or group psychotherapy, or purely for occupa- · 
tiona! therapy. The function in this case is more 
that of active treatment as an outpatient service. 
(c) The Day Hospital premises may be used for the 
treatment of Night patients, that is, for patients who 
report daily after working hours, say about 6:00 p.m., 
receive treatment during the evening and, after spend
ing the night in hospital, report hack to work the 
following morning after breakfast. Again to avoid 
confusion in terminology, we will call these patients 
"Night Patients." In the Psychiatric Department at 
the l\Iontreal General Hospital, for instance, the Day 
Hospital beds are used by three different groups of 
patients eyery 24 hours, namely, by the Day patients, 
for subcoma insulin therapy in the morning; by the 
O.P.D. patients for electro-shock therapy in the after
noon; and by the Night patients from 6:00 p .m . to 
8:00 a.m. the following morning. The number of 
beds is 15, which in reality can be equated to ·15 beds 
because of the aforementioned 3 shifts of patients. 



Physical Facilities and Equipment 

Charles E. Goshen, M.D. 

The physical facilities and equipment needed to set 
up and operate a day hospital depend upon two 

major factors: (I) The nature of the affiliation, if any, 
with other psychiatric services which determines what 
facilities are already available to the day hospital, and 
(2) the nature of the therapeutic program. Secondarily, 
there wlll exist certain limitations imposed by such fac
'tors as ( 1) financial resources, (2) patient load, (3) size 
of available staff, (4) space limitations, (5) extent of 
community resources. A day hospital, more than any 
other type of psychiatric service, lends itself to extensive 
improvisations, and local ingenuity in the use and devel
opment of existing resources is more important than 
suggestions which might be construed as standards. 

The principal types of facilities with which a day hos
pital might be administratively and/or physically related 
are (1) Standard public or private mental hospital, 
(2) psychiatric service in a general hospital, (3) part of a 
community clinic or Outpatient Department, and ( 4) 
completely independent. The nature of t~le _rel~tionship 
between the two services imposes both lnmtatwns and 
resources for the day hospital. Some facilities may be 
shared or borrowed, to the advantage of one or both. 
and other facilities might interfere with the operation of 
one or both. 

Therapeutic Program 

The therapeutic policy of the staff of a _day ho:~i~al 
will further influence the choice of phystcal faCilities 
and equipment. Because of this, :1 decision must be 
made in the early stages of planning J.3 to what _treatmen_t 
plans will be followed or developed. The vanous pos~I
bilities would include: (I) A treatment program butlt 
on an emphasis on individua~ psychotherapy group 
socialization, employing the serviCes of a relattvelv brge 
number of psychiatrists and activity leat~ers; (2) _a _p_ro
gram which emphasizes integration of patients' acu:t~t~s, 
in which a relatively large percentage of the fac:I t~s 
would be found in the community; (3) a plan whtc•l ts 
centered on using a minimum number of full-time p_cr
sonnel, particularly psychiatrists; (4) a program w!Hch 
includes or particularly emphasizes the usc of such pro
cedures as shock and drug therapy; (5) a treatment 
program with a major emphasis on the reha_hilit.ation of 
hospitalized patients; (6) an appr?ac~l whtch ~~ based 
on an attempt to forestall hospttahzatt~n th~·ough w1_)rk 
with patients prior to adn~ission ~o. <~n mpatt~nt ~crvt,ce. 
or in the absence of hospital facthttes. Thc!>e cltffercnt 
approaches arc not necessarily contradictory to each 
other. 

Facilities and Equipment for an Independent Unit 

Since a completely independent day hospital will re
quire the most complete facilities, it would be appro
priate to consider this type first. 

Location: Accessibility to public transportation, and 
not too remote from patients' residence is of obviou~ 
importance. Either urban or suburban settings are 
feasible, but rural locations would generally be found 
unmanageable unless quite close to population centers. 
A strictly residential zone would usually impose un
necessary problems in that public relations would be 
more delicate, and there would probably be a. minimum 
of community facilities available. Access to public parks, 
civic centers, shopping areas ami other public and busi
ness activities would otier many advantages. i\Iain 
thoroughfare locations are probably not as desirable as a 
site on a side street. In general, it would usually be 
found most workable to have an inconspicuous, but, at 
the same time, an unhillden site. The same would apply 
to the architectural . features of the building. This 
would be for public relations purposes in order to make 
the unit unobtrusive without any attempt to foster 
secrecy. 

Size: The over-all dimensions, of course, will be de
termined by some compromise between what we would 
like to have and v·hat we can get. As a rule-of-thumb, 
it might be practi.::..tl to design the space for an average 
daily patient population of about 30, assuming that the 
minimum feasible patient load would be about half this, 
or 15, and the maximum about twice this, or 60. 

Public Areas: This would be centered in the waiting 
room, and would be freely accessible to the· public. A 
room of at least 200 square feet would usually be ade
quate. It would be equipped with the usual waiting 
room furniture, with seating for at least 10 people. 
Access to lavatories and drinking water is important. 
A public telephone will be found of great value. A bul
letin board would ue found useful. Adjacent to, or in a 
section within the waiting room, would be a reception
ist's station. Assuming that the receptionist would also 
be doing all or part of the secretarial duties. there 
would be needed the following equipment: telephone, 
desk, typewriter, typing stand, two <:hairs, filing cal~incts, 
card files, etc. If the receptionist is in an adpcent 
cubicle, there will be needed a minimum of 80 square 
feet, with a window or counter connecting with the 
waiting room. If this area is to house all the secretarial 
staff, an additional 80 square feet will be needed for 
each secretary. 
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Staff Space: A group of private ollices, at least six, will 
be needed, and since expansion of services wouhl create 
an immediate demand for more office space, it woultl be 
wise to make it possible to add at least two more. Each 
office ·would ha\'e at least 120 square feet of flour space, 
and would be et{uippe<l with a desk, at least t\m com
fortable chairs, and at least one office should have a couch 
or an examining table. Soumlr~roofing is of consitlerable 
importance, and distance will be found more effective 
than soundproofing material. To achieve this, the office 
·suite can he designed as a \Ving extending from the 
public and administrative areas, and, if possible, indi
vidual oflices can be separated with closets to make 
double walls. Thi-s area, also, needs to have access to 
lavatories and drinking water. If a psychologist is to be 
employed, there will be needed a storage closet for 
supplies. If training is to take place in the unit, it 
would be useful to have t\1'0 adjoining offices equipped 
with observation windows which can be sealed oft. 

Administration Space: :\"ear the public area, it would 
be advisable to locate the secretarial staff and director's 
office. As mentioned before, about 80 square feet of 
floor space will be needed for each member o[ the oHice 
staff, and it \\'OUitl be wise to allow facilities for at least 
two from the beginning, even if only one is expected to 

be used at the beginning. It is important to anticipate 
the probability that records, publications, correspond
ence, etc., will demand an increasing amount of storage 
space as times goes on, and allowance for this in advance 
will be appreciated later on. The director's office might 
be made large enough that it can be used for staff con
ferences, therefore larger in area than the other offices. 
A room of 225 square feet would be able to accommo
date a meeting of a dozen people. This would be 
equipped with standard desk and comfortable chairs, 
with folding chairs available in a nearby storage closet. 
The director's office, too, will need special attcmion to 
soundproofing. It is important to realize that hot air 
heating ducts and air-conditioning ducts l':!!Hl tr, make 
soundp~·uofing \·ery difficult. 

General Purpose, Large, .hilient Activity Spaa:·One 
large area which will sen·e as the patients' headt.[ uarters 
needs to be provided for. It would be most practical to 
locate this between the i'nblic area and the other 
patient activity areas. and separated by as much distance 
as possible from the staff offices because it is most likely 
to become a noisy spot. :\bout 400 square reet o[ floor 
space will be needed, with Yarious types of seating (or 
35 people. A ntnnher (say 5 or G) smal, tables (.d>out 
3' x 3') will he found useful. .-\ tele\·ision set, a ping
pong table, piano, platform or stage. proj. nion booth 
and movie screen, mag;11ine racks and boo~- shelvb \1·ill 
provide for many possible activities . . \dequate floor or 
table lamps, ashtrays, writing materials. and t\1"0 large 
storage closets will be foutHlnecessary. 

Activity 0/}ice: Adjacellt to the large, general-purpose 
room, anti easily accessible to it, an ollice of at least 1~0 

square feet would be needed. This would provide for 
.;upervision of patients' acti\·ities by the activity leader. 
It would be e<luipped as a standard ollice. 

Arts and Craft.~ Area: This would be an activity space 
for the more or less clean and quiet activities. It will he 
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found most economical of space to design it as a long. 
narrow room (such as l 0' x ·Hl') with a large windo~,. 
expanse, preferably with a northern exposure. The.: 
eq u i ptuen t would depend on the types o[ a ns <llld 
cr:1fts to he con::red br the OT Departme-nt, and tltc· 
selection will depend greatl}· upon the particular inter
ests and skills of the supervisory personnel. ~ umerou~ 
electric outlets along the walls will be found useful, <h 
well as at least one fairly large, heavy work table, storage 
cabinets with various drawer ami shelf sizes, and general 
purpose closets for storage. Ceiling spot lights placed 
every six feet, or long fluorescent fixtures will be needed. 
A large double sink with hot and cold running water 
needs to be provided for this room, with access to house
keeping supplies, towels, etc. 

Area for Heavy Crafts: This would include space fm 
activities such as woodwork, or industrial activities 
which are likely to create considerable noise ami dirt. 
A separate building, a basement or groumlfloor \1·ing 
would be desirable. About 250 square feet of space 
would provide for the basic types of heavy crafts. 
Higher ceilings would be useful (I 2') . Overhead elec
tric outlets suspended from various points of the ceiling 
will be found more desirable than wall outlets for 
machinery. This area will need to be specially wired 
with fuse boxes and main switches, and in some cases. 
with 220-volt current. A double door or garage door 
exit will be found advantageous, and located near access 
to automobile or truck entrances. During warm weather. 
part of the actiYities can spread c01n-eniently to the out
doors through these exits. A loft, or similar storage 
space for large pieces of lumber, etc., will be found neces· 
sary. Equipment in the \ray of machinery wil!, again. 
depend upon· the interests and skills of the supetTison 
personnel. Basic woodworking equipment consists of: 
usual hand tools, table saw (8"), jig saw, sanding disc. 
work benches, \~·ooclworking vise, electric hand dri!l. 
drafting table, etc. Painting supplies and equipment 
will be found .1ecessary, as well as tool cabinets and 
shelf spact:. 

Refreshment Preparation: A room set up as a kitchen. 
close to the general purpose room "·ill be found \·en 
necessary. It \\·ill be useful in the preparation of snacks. 
and can be a useful OT function as \\·ell. Standard 
kitchen equipment, in a room of at least 100 square feet 
area will be satisfactory. The large general purpose 
room can be used (or dining. 

Classrooms: .\ssuming th:u any activity which \rill 
include the entire patient popul<ttion will take place in 
the general purpose room. smal! cla-;srooms (at least ~) 
which c:n• accommodate about l~ people each \1·ilf be
useful. This 'multi require rooms of about 150 square 
feet. Flexibility can be introduced by loctting; t11·o or 
more of these side-by-side 1rith folding partitions be· 
tween in order to allcll1· for increasing the size. c\ dozen 
or so folding chairs, a simp!e table or desk. alit! ':i black· 
board wi II be needed as equipment. · 

Library . :\lusic Room: .-\ ronm o[ about 120 i 'l!ll~trt.: 

feet equipped \\·ith shelves on all walls will be d~eful :1, 
both' a librarv and :t music room; the sheh~s. 1ritlt 
hooks. assisting in the soundpronfing. This sp:ice m:l\ 
not be as necessarv as the ones mentioned above; 



' ~-

-.~,~;:dill Gam~ Rooms: "~hen sp~~ce and c:quipn_Jcnt an: 
'" ;1ilahle special rooms for bilhards, etc., 1mght be 
!I!"Odded. 

/l!:thin,!!;. Toilet Facilities: At least one, and preferably 
. ,.,. .. large bathrooms will be found useful, for dressing 
,;ud ~howc:ring in addition to the usual hathmom func
tions. It would be important to locate these in the 
111 id-;t of the activity areas. 

_ · . · lfnuseheejJing: A utility closet with sink, ami the 
11 , 11 al cleaning supplies will be needed, and should be 
1 cntrallr located. 

.\lcdical T1·eatment: The minimum medical f<tcilities 
1.-ould consist of a first aiel station located near or in the 
, 1;111 suite. Depending on the medical emphasis, and 
11 pe of patients treated, more complete facilities 1_night 
k found necessary. In this case, a standanl-eq lll pped 
mtdical examining room of 120 square feet will be u~e
{ul. If shock therapy is to be employed, this room can 
foe used for the procedure and an adjoining bedroom 

. ,,·ill be needed for recO\·ery. 
Outdoor Facilities: 'Yhenever space is available, the 

11 z;D:imum use should be made of outdoor facilities. 
( ;;mlcning; flower growing, badminton, tennis, volley 
lt:dl, etc., are some of the possible activities which can 
he employed. An important feaHJre, also, would be an 
nuttloor barbecue area. \\'hen outdoor space is not 
.n;•ilable, it would be highly essential that facilities 
ucarhy be found, such as public parks, beaches, swim
ruin~ pools, etc. 

Tmnsportation: A way of transporting large groups 
nf patients will be a valuable resource. This might be 
.t .. ne in a number of different ways, for example: volun
tn:rs might be asked to supply pri,·ate cars, buses could 
I><: l'hartered, staff personal cars might be used, or the 
uui[ might have its own station wagon or bus. (It is 
imponant to investigate the liability insurance aspects 
.,f this before going through with it) . 

Ilay Hospital Adjunct to a C01amunity Clinic 

\ communit} clinic would ordin :trily be equipeed 
·.,· ith the public areas, aclmiuistrati ,.e ami stall areas 
oln1rihed above under the Independent ·nay Hospital. 
In onler to add to a community di:iic the services of a 
d:tv hospital, it would onlr be necessary to add the 
l>. llicm activity areas described. If the community 
• linic has a great deal of daily trallic, it might he impot"
' .llll to create separate entrances, laYatories, etc., for the 
·!.1\' hospital for the simple purpose of reducing ~al 
;r :llfil confusion. 

Day Hospital AdjmKt to a 
General Hospital Psychiatric Scrvke 

l'ltc psychiatric service in a general hospital to \rhich 
' •by hospital might he added might consist of an in
... ,tiem am!jor an outpatiem serYice. It is mmt likely to 

· .,. rcbtetl to an existing inpatient service. (.\ project 
.,j imcrest along these lines has come to our allcntion ; 

' 1 this case plans were underway for the construction of 
rww wing to a general hospital to contain a psychiatric 

··!\ice. Because it would be required to wait about two 
r· .ar-; before completion, a day hospital is being- started 

. , :1 temporary substitute). 

The facilities ami equipment required fur a day hos
pital in a general hospital setting will depend upon the 
extent of the facilitic:; already available. F01: cxautpk, 
there may be alrc:acly :1n oc:cupation;al therapy · depan
ment, administrative and stal[ space, in which Gt~e only 
a few extra provisions will be needed .. Indepeudent Day 
Hospitals can be regarded as the minimum to aim for. -
Very often space will have to be found in existii1~; base
ment, OPD, or storage areas. lnasnntch as the day .hos
pital is likely to reduce the demand on inpatient hell 
space, it could be foun<l very l'casiblc to convel't some of 
the ward space to sta[[ offices, recreati(mal areas, et1'~ 

Day Hospital Adjunct to Existing Mental Hospital 

The same problems wOtild be encountered here as in 
the general hospital setting. Unless new buildings can 
be allocated for the day hospital, space will need to be 
adapted from areas previously devoted to other (unc
tions. Personnel quarters tend to be used less ami less 
in mental hospitals, and a building originally meam (or 
such a purpose can be adapted to day hospital use. Gen
erally, the principal changes will consist o( eliminating 
some partitions in order to create a few larger rooms. 
The hospital occupation aml recreational facilitib can 
be used in conjunction with the use matle of tltcm by 
the inpatient service. The outline of facilities suggested 
for the Independent Day Hospital can be used as a 
guide to determine what kind of space might he pro
vided for. 

Extramural Facilities for Day Hospitals 

In addition to the facilities specially created [or the 
· day hospital, extensi\·e use can be made o£ extramural 

facilities. The extent to which this is doue will ha\'e a 
lot to do with how etfe.ctive the community relatiom 
are. Furthermore, the more use that is made of extra
mural facilities, the less space needs to he designed 
within the limits of the day hospital. It is concei\'able 
that in any day hu~pita! having o\'er 25 patients, a siz
able group can be enga!(ed in actiYities outside the day 
hospital at all times. Fullowing are some examples of 
the possibilities, a;ai the limitations will he tho~e im
posed by the community itself: 

I. Public Parhs, Beacltcs, Swimt11i11g Pooi.L· Fxtcnsi,·e 
use can be made of these facilities, primarily for renea· 
tiona! purposes, but alsn for the purpo~c of hring·ing- w 
the patients opportunities for dealing "·ith the public at 
large. Picnics, swimming parties, nature explorations. 
etc., can be de\'elopetl, and need not be limited to ,,·a rm 
weather. 

2. Public E11lertai11111elll, a11d SJ}f)r/s: This could in· 
elude spectator sports, such as ba-;eba II, etc., a~ well as 
participating sports such as bowling in public howling 
alleys, tennis, goll', etc. Also, theater parties Gill he in
clutled. with attendance :tlso at concerts, public lcnures. 
fairs, exhibits, etc. 

3. Public Eati11g: .-\. ,·aluahle experience to offer p:•
tients is w schedule lunches in various public dining 
spots. One type o[ interesting program in larger Clllll

munities would he to visit, systematically, the variou~ 

foreign restaurants for me:1ls on various days . 
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4. Field Trips: A very essential feature in the re· 

habilitation of mental patients in a day hospital setting 
is the inclusion of an organized system of field trips. 
These would include' trips, under supervision, to 
museums, art galleries, historic centers, factories, courts, 
schools, newspapers, waterfronts, stock markets, etc. 

5. Chm-itable Functions: There are many possible 
charitable functions which the patients and personnel 
can either initiate, or share with regular organizations. 
Collection of old clothes, furniture and other salvage 
material can be made on a periodic basis, and the day 
hospital could have its own private charity to sponsor. 

6. Patient Staffed Busi11esses: Various kinds of busi· 
nesses can he established by the unit and staffed by 
patients in order to get valuable experiences in dealing 
with people. Arts and crafts shops which market the 
objects made by the patients the:mselves constitute one 
·possibility. A refreshment canteen located in a hospital 
or school could be operated by patients. Exhibits and 
sales at county fairs are other possibilities. 

7. Vocational Experiences: An informal sheltered 
workshop could be de,·eloped with the aiel of volunteers. 
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The latter could be organized so that business men, 
public officials, etc., would be prepared to accept day 
hospital patients on a part-time basis for on-the-job 
training positiom, while the patients spend pC1rt of the 
day in the day hospital center. 

8. Triwel: Mental patients generally exhibit a paucity 
of travel experience in their past histories, and this 
limitation on their experience has been one of the fac
tors which encourage a narrow view of the world. 
Although this might be expensive, assistance may often 
be found among volunteer organizations, it would be 
highly therapeutic to an·ange for fairly long-range trips. 
·week-end excursions would be the likeliest possibilities, 
as well as camping trips to state parks, etc. 

9. Educational Facilities: Arrangements might be 
made with various types of educational or training 
centers for placement of day hospital patients. Adult 
education programs, especially, can be used as an ad
junct to the day hospital facilities. A further extension 
of this would be for the day hospital to offer its facilities 
to the schools for a sharing of teaching programs. 



Spatial Considerations for 
the Psychiatric Clinic 

In approaching the arrangement and sizing of interior 

spaces for a psychiatric clinic of the scope of the one I 

am designing, there are several considerations which should 

be made regarding not only the spaces but the materials 

which comprise the space. First, I will cover the needed 

spaces and then will get into the different materials which 

might be used. 

Starting with the obvious spaces needed in the opera-

tion of the clinic we come to the reception space where the 

patients first are introduced to the clinic and here they 

first get their bearings, that is to say their orientation 

to the surroundings. :· .I At this point I wish to say that this 

area will be one of broad consideration in that this is an 

extremely important area as far as the patient is concerned 

in that it can, if poorly designed or oriented, create 

traumatic situations of its own adding to the patients di-

lemma. It may be that there is no need for a reception area 

at all or perhaps there should be several reception areas 

so as to not have all the patients in one area together. 

These considerations will be followed up and studied as the 

architect gets further into the design. 

Secondly, the administration areas become important due 

to their relation to the doctors offices or study areas and 



to tbe pe3.tients entry area. In reviewing previous studies 

of psychiatric clinic administration area1 I found several 

pad solutions (in my opinion) which should give vent to 

new ideas in concept of their design. For instance, the 

spaces usually become a secluded spot with bad circulation 

and also inadvertently be.come obvious usually due to the 

architects attempt to make them inconspicuous. The admin~ 

istration area is for record keeping, bill collecting and 

the general running of tbe clinic. Often it is this area 

that makes or breaks a clinic, not because of the personnel 

but because of the bad functional aspects of it as well as 

the problem of it not relating to the rest of the clinic 

activity. In the designing of these spaces I feel that a 

total feeling is needed in that all elements should be re

solved in a way that there is a feeling of importance for 

each of the people working in this particular area. In all 

the administration area should, in an indirect way, give an 

air of s ,olidarity and effectiveness in operation. 

The next obvious direction is the doctors offices, 

spaces or cubicles whichever they turn out to be. Since 

there is eight individual doctors occupying the clinic per

haps a direction is found. Freedom of motion is always ad

vantageous but privacy is of utmost importance. In studying 

1Planning, Programing and Design for the CMHC. Ch. 1. 



installations of.this nature in other localities I found 

that the doctors usually ended up with a small interview 

room off some sterile corridor which seemed to be depressing 

from the outset. I feel that this can be remedied several 

ways. For one, there can be a division of function between 

the doctors offices and the interview rooms. I feel this 

is a necessity due to the doctor needing a functional room 

for study plus ~nterview rooms for patients. The interview 

rooms may serve several of the doctors and be in direct re

lation to their individual offices. Herein lies a problem 

in that this calls for many individual spaces and tl:le severe 

chopping up of a larger space. Perhaps a solution may be 

found in way to divide up space without absolutely enclosing 

them and destroying the spatial quality of a larger space. 

Also the orientation of the interview spaces with two ways 

of access (that is to say to enter one way and exit another). 

This would give the patient added security in that he would 

continue through the building and not retrace his steps in 

trying to get out. He would better relate to the facility 

as a whole. 

Also there would be recreation facilities offered as 

well as group therapy and work areas. These areas take a 

very special connotation and offer the architect a chance 

to use imagination in their design beyond what has been 

done before in other solutions. The· configuration of· 



these ~paces as well as all related functional aspects of 

the spaces could all take on a new and intriguing quality 

while better serving the patients and doctors. For instance, 

the recreation area could have a variety of activities oc

curring at once and causing interaction among the patients 

while also giving an opportunity to the doctors to observe 

the patients individually. Also the group therapy area 

could be quite different than they have been before. The 

area could be void of furniture with the forms for sitting 

and reclining; etc. growing out of the floor and perhaps 

causing the patient to relax more and be more open rather 

than being stuck in a traditional chair and having to work 

in a traditional way in a group. 

As the architect gets further into the resolution of 

spaces there will obviously be more areas to consider as 

they become a neces.si ty. However, there should be a con

sideration of exterior spaces as well as interior spaces 

to provide a complete study of the areas needed. 

In considering the exterior spaces it will be important 

to note that a somewhat secluded exterior court or terrace 

will be included to facilitate out door interview br therapy 

sessions for individuals or groups. The location of this 

space is important in that conceivably it should relate to 

the interior interview areas if not visably then physically. 

Also to be considered carefully is the entry and approach. 



This is often an awkward and poorly related area of design. 

It's true that a building of this type should be one that 

is oriented in all directions,that is not having a front 

· and back but it also should have a sense of arrival about 

the approach to the entry and not have a tricky or showy 

way of entering. 

I could go further into the allocation of areas and 

spaces but at this point I feel it would be pushing the 

design a little too far for this stage of the project. 

The basic areas have been mentioned and others of some

what less importance will be added to complete the facility. 

I feel that the design of the basic areas will lead to 

other decisions as far as spaces are concerned and they will 

be covered then. 

Included below is an article called "A Review of Psy

chiatric Architecture and the Principles of Design 11 from 

the book Psychiatric Architecture by American Psychiatric 

Association, 1959; Washington, D.C. 

I felt this could be included as a study guide in area ~es

ignation and some what of a check list against areas needed 

in a clinic such as mine. 



PART I: COMAAUNICATION 

A Review of Psychiatric Architecture and the Principles of Design 

Charles E. Goshen, M.D. 

'rhe Architectural Study Project was established in 
I !.153, under the joint auspices of the American Psy

r.hiatric Association and the American Institute of Archi
tclls. and financed by grants from the U. S. Public Health 
.'idvice and the Division Fund of Chicago. The obj ective 
of the project was to survey the field of mental ho~pital 
·bign in order to develop certain principles of good 
'bign which could be applied by architects and adminis
trators to the building of mental hospitals. Perhaps the 
nao-;t important aim, implicit throughout our work, has 
lH.:en the development of effective communication be
£ween the two main professions concerned-psychiatry 
Jnd architecture. 

.\ll too often, however, it has been assumed that our 
rurpose was to develop and offer actual blueprints of 
ruodcl installations. This has never been the objective, 
nor is it regarded as a feasible or even a desirable goal. 
I n>H.:acl it has been the intention of the various people 
who have worked on the Project and of those architects, 
p'>ychiatrists and others who have functioned as Consult
,lflh, to work toward defining the basic principles which 
ctt:tcrmine good mental hospital design. For this purpose 
the Project has made various stllllics from different pro
f.:,,ional points of view and has sponsored many confer
t:rH't:S between architects and psychiatrists. \fuch sl ·_tdy 
rH.Ht:rial is now available, as a result of which many of 
rht: most important principles have been formulatell and 
. tre ·-.rated, elsewhere in this introduction, with a great 
•!:·.d of conviction. 

ro c.'it:tblish the background against which these prin
. tt•k, have been developed, some knmdedge of the his
•· ·n o[ mental hospital design is appropriate. It was 
rh .. tn :ts Kirkbride. a psychiatrist of Philadelphia in the 
! 'ill', and his distinguished architect. Samuel Slo:tne. 
.,Jt, first conceived of mental hospital architecture as a 
P• 1 i:tlited ticlll. Kirkbride ad\·oc:Hed two par:tllel and 

closely integrated sets of principles applicable to psychi
atric care. On the one hand he described "moral treat
men.t" of the mental patient, and on the other, he offered 
detailed specifications for the design of hospitals to house 
them. Curiously enough, his basic design-the Kirkbride 
building-survived nearly 75 years, but it has taken 100 
years before the value of this treatment philosophy has 
come to be fully appreciated. Only very recently have we 
become sufficiently disillusioned with our modern tech
nology that we can again regard the moral principles of 
the past as being sounder than anyone would have dared 
to believe .n the nineteen-twenties or thirties! 

In 1875, for instance, (-;till tr e era of "moral tre; t · 
ment"), m ~rita! patients h ;;re gi•.en more freedom th .. n 
they were given in 19-10. The ·trend for the first quarter 
of the 20th century had been to build the Kirkbride ty~)e 
of builclin~, but to isolate it from the surrounding corn· 
munity, to restrict the patients' freedom, and to discard 
its most important feature-its small size. Kirkbride hac! 
maintaitied that no hospital should be so large that the 
superintendent could not know every patient incli,·id
ually-250 was consiLlerecl the n' <'Ximum number of pa
tients who could be treated under this system. 

Together with these t•l'in trends of isolation and 
restriction, there wa.'i v;!·t :dly a complete cessation :~ f 

any progress in [hychiatric Lt eatment coming from the tax
supported mental hospitals. :'\early every bit of progress. 
during these dark decades of our enlightened centun· . 
came from other types of psychiatric centers. 

l\Ieanwhilc the Kirkbride building, for all its virtues. 
hatl become outdated simply because o[ new engineering 
:1nd a rchitecttt ra I aLh·ance:i. Thus hospi ta Is hu il t be t ween 
\\' orld \ \' ar<; I ;nad II were "human \\'a rehouses "-tht: 
dominant theme being the unima~in;uive -use of inde· 
structible reinforced concrete. Doth imide and oubidc 
the mu~t prevalent desig-n theme of these IHtilding-; is 
th eir similarity to pri,ons. 



During the 1930's, however, two examples of a new 
and clifferent trend in psychiatric care and hospital de
sign appeared on the North American continent. Similar 
examples had already appeared in Europe. fn this coun
try, Loth examples were in small private mental hospitals. 
At Chestnut Lodge, :\Iaryland, Dr. Freida Fromm
Reichman undertook the pa instaking task of trying to 
t?·eat chronic mental patients. Unfortunately her ap
proach did not succeed in liberating the design of the 
hospital from the · old traditional concepts until very 
recently, when new additions to Chestnut Lodge arc 
being designed in accordance with the needs of this en
lightened treatment program. The other example, the 
Austin Riggs Center in i\-Iassachusctts, never suffered 
from the limitations imposed by traditional hospital de
sign, for the simple reason that a. hotel, not a hospital, 
was used for housing and treating patients! 

The development of the "physiological therapics"
insulin and electric shock, and prefrontal lobotomy dur
ing the middle 1930's and 19'10's took place in pri\·ate 
hospitals, but were rapidly introduced into public mental 
hospitals. The physiological therapies still dominate the 
therapeutic scene there, with the well-known recent em
phasis on the so-called "tranquilizing" drugs. :\fore 
important, especially for its design implications, is the 
return to "moral treatment"-now called "the therapeu
tic community," or "the open hospital"-the essence of 
which is that patients need to be allowed their human 
dignity, and that every effort be made to help them make 
constructive use of freedom. Thus today there exists a 
serious contradiction between the treatment program 
and the existing hospital designs. 

In summary, it can be said that tax-supported mental 
institutions, in which about 95% of all hospitalized men
tal patients are cared for, have been designed during the 
past 75 years for one prime function-the custodial care 
and the isolation from the community of these patients. 
Few if any hospitals have yet been designed with modern 
treatment programs in mind. Today we invariably 
assume, when we design a new hospital, that we in tend to 
carry out a modern treatment program in it. Our s,:ccess in 
this program will depend on out~ ability to attract the 
proper staff. Our responsibility is to make sure that the 
design does not sabotage the treatment program. Unfor
tunately, the Architectur<i.l Study Project has found that 
we have very little to learn about functional design from 
any existing mental hospitals. 

From the foregoing, it will follow that a survey of 
hospitals now in existence will show us more examples 
of the wrong ways to design mental hospitals than it will 
right ways. But there are many ways, not one, of doing 
the job better than it has been t_lone in the past . Hence 
it is not possible for us to look for the right way of 
?uilding a hospital. Instead we must look for ancl try 
out new ideas. As Dr. Humphry Osmond suggested at 
our first Design Clinic, let us not make the samt: mistakes 
that were made in the past. Let us, at least, make orig
inal mistakes! 

Today with over 750,000 patients in tax-supported 
hospitals, most of which art: grossly o\·ercrm,·dccl. there 
is enormous pressure on the state governments to build 
more or bigger hospitals. Thus. we immedi:Heh· run into 
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the tendency to create the "institutional atmosphere." 
How can we avoid this trap under the existing pressures 
for more hospitals-bigger hospitals-more beds? 

There seems to he gcner;d agn:t:mcnt anHJilg· ps\ r:hi a· 
Lrists and sociologists 'th at in l;leiHal hospitalsc antl else· 
whcrt:, anything which contributes to ·an "institutional 
atmosphert:" is undesirable. It is frequently pointed out, 
and with good reason, that an institutional atmosphere 
is completely contrary to the mental hospital's avowed 
goal of rehabilitating its patients. The effects of "insti
tutionalization" on people in general and on mental 

· patients in particular are agreed to be a deterioration of 
morale anti a suppression of incentive to make construc
tive moves. 

Obviously the creation and maintenauce of an "insti
tutional atmosphere" are determined primarily by admin
istrative policy and personnel practices rather than by 
the intent of those who built the hospital originally. To 
some extent, hm,·ever, the design of the hospital itself 
either contributes to this atmosphere or stamls in the way 
of reversing it, by depriving the patient of opportunities 
for individual expression and making all patients seem 
alike. This might appropriately be called "the graying 
process" inasmuch as what we are referring to are those 
influences which tend to make all indi\·iduals a uni
form, characterless gray. 

Human beings consistently try to rebel against any 
influence which depri\·es them of individuality, ancl men
tal patients who still have the courage to rebel arc likcl y 
tcJ do so in an irrational way. In many institutions, 
clestn.lctiveness is the only way the patients find to ex
press themseh ·es: there seems to be a direct ratio between 
the amount of destructiveness in a hospital am! the 
extent to which its patients are being subjectell to the 
"graying process." In the past, destructi\-cnes-; was han
dled by a reinforcement of all these processes rather than 
a reversal, thus actually perpetuating the problem! Sine~? 
l900 there has been a steady increase in the number ol 
seem-it\ features built into mental hospitals. as if both 
psychiatrists and archi '• .·cts tr:t k great pride in the inge
nuity or their efforts .o ounvit patients' attem1JLs v·-, 
express themseh·es destructively! Yet hospital design in 
itself ca-1 offer many opportunities to obviate the "insti
tution<.! atmosphere" which fosters destructi\·e patient 
expression. 
Th~ mistakes of the p:~st make gloomy reading-yet 

they had to be isolated and faced before we could move 
ahead to formulate princi pies which can lead to good 
constructive design. The mei .. ncholy list which follm1·s 
were the practices which led to the construction of the 
" human warehouses" ·d10se atmosphere was in •lirect 
contradiction to the p. -pn>e d the mental hospita~ : 

I. The location of tht: hospital in a remote area-with 
a "cordon sanitaire" of groumls about it, to keep patients 
in and community nut. 

2. The construction of large. multi-story. unadorned 
brick buildings \\·i th i 11 extensive ground-;: conspicunus 
features were windo,,· scrct:ns or bars. ··,tuq}l)rches" hca \·· 
ily grilled, and high fence~ . 

:}. The ho using of large numbcts of po~tierlh in singlt' 
buildings am! in large \l·ards: by virtue n[ numbers a lone 
the occ_upant.-; were deprived of any npp.,rtunit; to ex
press thcmsciYes as indi,·itluals. 



·1. The use of obvious security devices, ·which not only 
depressed the· patients, but also had an adverse effect on 
-. t. tll' and community attitudes. ("This patient nutst be 
, : . 1 nt;crr.Hl~; he's in a b;nrcd room-en:n the toil~ts are 
, ,1 •<:ll to olJscrvation.") 

;,. The use of uniformly drab furniture and colors, the 
;dmost complete absence of accessories commonly rccog
niJed as being expressions of individuality-pictures, 
dr;tpcrics, floor covc1'ings, potted plants, a canary singing 
in a cage, and the absence of attention-getting and 
interest-holding design features such as picture windows 
;tnt! so on. 

li. The widespread usc of building material designed 
primarily for easy maintenance, such as tile walls, ter
rau•> floors, and so on. 

7. The absence of facilities where patients might store 
their personal possessions, and the lack of opportunity 
fnr displaying such personal items as pictures, family 
photographs and other personal trivia. 

H. The usc of uniform clothing for patients, somewhat 
resembling prison garb. 

9. :\lass feeding ptactices, with no choice of food, and 
the lack of a full set of tableware. 

10. The mass transportation-"hercling"-of patients 
from one place to another. 

II. The lack of privacy for bathing and toilet facili-
ties. 

I~. The scarcity of means for the identification of time, 
pbcc and persons-such as clocks, calendars, newspapers, 
photographs, telephones, and other "normal" means of 
keeping in touch with reality. 

l:l. The absence of the traffic and activities common 
111 ordinary communities, such as shopping, holidays, 
meal getting, the "living" activities of all kinds. 

1-l. The creation of construction features, such as a 
.. ,ecure" nursing station, which tend to limit personnel 
u1ntact with patients. - (How often do you see a nurse 
"'hiding" herself from patients by busying herself with 
paper work in her isolated nursing station?) 

15. The use of materials and engineering ft. ~wres 
,,·hich allow "institutional odors" to accumulate. 

IIi. The absence of objects which can become a matter 
of local pride for individuals and groups of patients, such 
.h pictures, tropical fish tanks, plants and so on. 

I i . The absence of facilities which would make it pos
,iblc for a patient to offer elementary hospitality-such 
,.., a snack, privacy, conversation, etc.-to his visitors. 

\\"!tile we must always appreciate that personnel prac
[ite' and administrative policies ,,·ill have the strongest 
intlucncco; on the rehabilitation of patients, it should LH.' 

·•Jl('an:llt that the lack of such elementary decencies as 
'·": h;t,·e listed will not only help develop an "it"titu· 
r i .. n;d atmosphere" but will in itself tend to foster in the 
i"J'"lllllel an "institutional attitude." 

\nv kind of building, be it home, hospital or hotel, 
., here human beings are to live, work or play must take 
!lt 1l a<"count certain obvious factor~ . . \mong these arc: 
< ~r;u tivt:ncss; adequacy of space: traffic p:tttcrns: ami 
· 'i rn.tte <:nntrol. .-\building designed for mental patients 

db for very ~pccial consideration of some of these 
· .I[ 11 rc, . 

\(, ·nt :tl ho-;pital patients exhibit certain charactcri-,tics 
., hidt arc either ditferent from . or ex:tggerations of. ll"lt;tt 

'::_C_ f:!Xpect in the average person. For this reason, tilt: 
c!~sign_ of mental hospitals docs call for certain features 
over and abo1-c those nccess:tr~' for other types of build 
ing-. .Some of these cktracteristics peculiar to ment:d 
patients are cletcnnined by their Oil"ll iJ articular need, 
and attitudes which arc esscmially/a part of their illncss : 
others arc determined only by the fact that they happen 
to be living in a mental hospital. 

vYith these ideas in mind, we can formulate certain 
h~s_ic ~principles upon which ll"ill dcpc11Ll a satisfactory 
design for a mental hospital: 

Principles of Design 
I. THE PATlE:xT's VIEWPOI/\T: 

../ The mental patient is more self-centered than the 
average person. His rehabilitation demands that we 
change this tendency and direct his attention outward
to other people and to his physical environment. Thus 
the design of a mental hospital must place maximum 
emphasis on features which tend to draw and hold 
human interest. Ideally the design must be cousidered 
from a therapeutic and not merely from an administra
tive or maintenance standpoint. 

2. THE PATl£1\T's .'\n:us: 

Because the mental patient may spend a considerable 
time-weeks, months or even years-in the mental hos
pital, he must be provided there with the means of satis· 
fyiug his ordinary human needs-means which other 
people find in their homes, communities and places of 
work. The mental patient then must have a little pri
vacy; must be able to express a little indiviJuality; find 
entertainment for himself; socialize with others; develop 
vocational and other skills; and have contact with people 
who can offer constructive leadership. Since most of his 
contacts in a hospital will be with other patients whose 
problems are as bad as or worse than his own, the design 
of the hu~pital must ma;.;,: it easier for the personnel of 
the hospital and people from t!1e outside to have :: )n· 
~act with r he indi1·idual ;:<ttient. 

3. EFFECTS OF !NSTITUTIO:\'.-\LIZ.\TIO/\: 

·The fa-· t of being in a mental hospital immediately 
creates fcc the patient a new problem which ordinary 
people do not have-the problem of returning and re
adjusting to ordinary society when he is ready to lea1·c. 
For this purpose, the patient must be kept in contact 
with the outside world; he needs to know more about 
it, and needs the chance to expedmcnt with better ways 
of adjusting to it. The design of the hospital facilitates 
this if it takes advant;•gt of all the ways of intcgraLing 
the hospital with the cm:•munity. For example , many of 
the recreational and even occu pacional acti1·ities of the 
patients can profttalJiy take place in facilities outside 
the hospital, in the community. To do this calls for 
abandonment of all the influences which ha\-e hitherto 

· tended to isolate the hospital from the comtttunit~ . 

-L OliSTACLES TO RE·SOCL\LIZ.\TIO:'\: 

The many forces which oppnse the social reh:dJiliu · 
ti<Jil of the mctttal hospital pa tient can he greally reduced 
-oy the design of the hospital. If hospitals are small rather 
than large units. and avoid the " institutional" look, there 
will he less concern on the part of the public. Our 
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~resent architecLUre, so prison-like .in appearance, tends 
!o re.i1~f.9rce the __ publk .ideas of niisiery and danger in 

_ rcl.iiiio_f1 to mental patients. i\Ion.:on:r, i[ the maximum 
security units foi· the "criminally imane'' m.:rc not lo
cated ncar intensive treatment units, public fears would 
be reduced. If treatment centers could be designed as 
adjuncts to general hospitals am! other community serv
ices, and were small in size, thcv would be at once less 
conspicuous yet not isolated anci hidllcn away from the 
community. 

5. DESIGN AND PEKSONNEL FV-'\CTION: 

Above all, the hospitalized mental patient needs the 
careful personal attention of adequate numbers of skilled 
personnel. The design of the hospital, including its loca
tion, has a lot to do with whether or not good people are 
attracted to work there. Design therefore must take into 
account the needs am! legitimate demands of professional 
personnel. 

The f~mdamental tenet of modern design philosophy 
is that form follows function. This fails when the design 
of a mental hospital emphasizes institutional rather than 
individual characteristics, discourages rather than encour
ages the recruitment of good employees, and perpetuates 
the traditional ideas of fear and mystery by isolation 
from the community it serves. 

Although the operation and construction of mental 
hospitals represent one of the largest portions of state 
bmlgets, the subject is largely a mystery to state legis
lators, administrators and architects who have to make 
many of the major decisions on the subject. The result 
is an unending series of poorly conceived legislative and 
building programs which bear little relationship to the 
realities of mental hospital function . If hospipl planners 
would adopt the concept of sjJace as the essence of mental 
hospital design, many mistakes could be avoided. 

The vast majority of mental hospital designs ha\·c 
;ecurity as their dominant theme. This assumes that most 
mental patients most of the time demonstrate tendencies 
toward violence from which the community must be pro
tected. The fact is that only about five percent of m,·ntal 
patients are sufficiently destructive-and these only part 
of the time-to require special measitres of protection, 
and the best way of curbing destructiveness is not neces
sarily through the use of coercion, security or other forms 
of restraint. 

Other people, perhaps more sophisticated, but still not 
familiar with modern psychiatric thinking, believe that 
the essence of mental hospital design should he to create 
a ''relaxed" environment. Still others are inclined to 
think of mental patients ;s "sick," implying that mental 
hospital design should follow that of medical-surtrical 
hospitals, with emphasis on bed care. nursing, opcr;•,ing 
rooms dnw storage, etc. Others arc [)l'imarilv concerned . , 0 • 

with the attitudes of the public, \1·hich they assume to be 
negative. They therefore think of hiding the hospital 
from the commuttity, by surrounding it with fences. 
hedges, and large grounds and making it as inconspicu
OUj...as possible. 
- It makes more sense to sec the problem as one of 
creating spnce in which personnel and patients Gtn en
oage in various activities. These activitie~ consist esscn
~ially of the same things \\'hich arc done ordin:1rih· in 

anyiJocly's home or place of work. They include eating, 
sleeping, bathing, using the toilet, walking, sitting, play
ing, watching television, chatting with companions, en
g:1ging in hobbies and working·. The design cmplta-;is 
then needs to be on creating- the space in which tltco;c 
various kinds of ac_ti\·ity can take place, individually 
and in groups .. -The role of the personnel will be pri-

·-marily- to supervise and develop these patient activities. 
The space of a mental hospital can be divided into 

functional areas, and the design of a hospital can appro
priately stan from this principle. These areas would 
consist of the following: 

A. PATIE:-;T AREAS 

I. SleejJing: These areas may consist of single, stand
ard bedrooms, four-bed \rarcls, six-bed wards, or large 
dormitories. (Two- and three-bed wards create social 
problems.) In general, it can be predicted that a design 
which includes a variety of these arrangements will prove 
the most satisfactory. Each nursing unit can usc at least 
25% of its beds in single bedrooms, and the rest in 
larger rooms, but not larger than 12-bccl units. In geria· 
tric units there are likely to be many paticnb. \rho are 
physically disabled to some extent and therefore nntst 
spend a great deal of their time in or ncar their heels. 

2. Eating: Older in\·alid patients probably will ha1·e 
to be feel in bed, but the majority of mental hospital 
patients can most ctfcctivcly be fed in central dining 
rooms or preferably cafeterias to allow choict' of food. 
By se.rving in shifts, each dining unit should haYe enough 
space for about a third or a fourth of the population it 
;erves. 

3. Bat/is and toilets: Sp:1cc for these facilities should 
be the same as \I"Ottld he prm·ided in schools, military 
establishments, etc. .-\ decem degree of pri\·acy must be 
provided. It is also nccessan· w prm·ide acleq uate toilet 
facilities near activity areas \dtich are away from the 
sleeping areas. 

4. Sto•·age: Patients tH' cd, hut seldom get, private 
storage spa•: ~ for person ;.: ! bclonr!ings, in the form l f 
lockers, cln ~.<:rs, bedsillc talJ!CS. !).tth room shelf space, and 
the like. In addition, central -;torage facilities are nccdccl 
for cloth in~ _ luggage, which are ilOt in constant usc. 

5. Lit.i•!g Space: By this_ is 'IH::111t the type of space 
created in a home for family li\·ing, and in a mental 
hospital -these areas arc often ctllcd "Day Room~," or 
"Day space." It is space prm·idcd for rather sedentary 
entertainment such as \1·ould he ~uitable for e\·enings and 
other relatively non-active pcriOl,'i. In a hospital, this 
space is usually adjacent to the -;leeping areas. Ideally, it 
-;(wultl represent about -[:1 1 :•-cent ,,f the total ward spat •:. 
It should be equipped \\·ir:' tdc1 j,inn, chairs, card table-;. 
lamps, reading bcilitic-;. :tnd -;o 011 . 

6. Activity SJHtn·: This i, -;p:1cc provided for the ac
tivity therapy pro~r:llll'i. indudin~ occupational and 
recreational thcr:q>~·. It is thu:tllv more satisl'an•H')' to 

locate these facilitie, <elllr:dh rather than in the li\·ing
units. \\'ithin this -p:al· ,,-,,ufd he the Llcilities for group 
acti\ ities of a rcnc:1tion :d "" ncc11pational 11:1lllre. F:lcili
tics such :h lihraric,, Clntn·tt-. gylllll.l,ium,;.. worbl1ops. 
barber shop-;, theaters. ctr., would be included. (Cnus· 
ual nppnnunitico; f,H- llC\\" ideas i11 p-;vdtiatric care might 



t.c: expc:rimented with by locating some of these facilities 
iu the community instead of in the hospital.) 

1. Jl'orking Space: In allllition to occupational 
,; 1, .1 :1py, p:atienls frequently participate:: in genuine:: voca
• ; , 11 ,d :1ctivities associated with the operation of the hos
pic:tl. This is usu:dly .called '~inclustri:ll th~rapy" a~1cl is 
., 11 e procedure which IS peculmrly subject to the evils of 
cxploit:llion of patients. However, it has many potential 
111 crits. if it provides means by which patients can learn 
11 ,eful vocational skills. 

l{. Outdoor Space: Architects consistently fail to 
;tllo11· [or the usc of outdoor facilities, and it is urgently 
1 ccommemled that in the design of any hospital, the 
111aximum usc be made of outdoor areas in which recrea
tional, occupational and industrial (and perhaps even 
1 linical) activities might take place during suitable 
,,-cathcr conditions. 

9. Individual Treatment Space: This 1vill consist of 
.,lfi<.e space for the therapists of the hospital where indi
'idual treatment sessions take place. These offaces can 
he located almost anywhere in the hospital. 

10. Visiting SjJace: The importance of each patient's 
111aintaining contact with friends and relatives cannot be 
"''l'rcrnphasized. To facilitate this, areas where patients 
cw meet with visitors in relative privacy is highly desir
.• hlc. 

B. PERSOI\NEL AREAS 

I. Nursing Station: Each nursing unit requires a 
,tation from which the personnel conduct their activities. 
fhis will consist of office space, storage space and facili
ties for refrigeration, cleaning, etc. 

2. Professional Offices: Office space for private inter
' icws between professional personnel and • patients or 
n.: lati ves is seldom adequately provided for. The follow
iug people will need such space: psychiatrists, consulting 
physicians, psychologists, social workers, occupadonal 
therapy department, recreation department, \·olunteers, 
::dministrative personnel. 

3. Personal Space for Persormel: Dining areas, h ·ker 
·ooms, toilets and lounges arc needed for all persounel. 

·L Administration: Ollices, record storage, steno
·.:raphic pools, receptionist station. and a public waiting 
mom arc needed, ami are most appropriately situated 
n:ntrally with easy access to the outside public. 

5. Training: .-\. progressive institution comluct5 
tr:aining programs for personn el. These may be as cxten
,i,·c as nursing schools and training programs for psy
' hiatric residents ancl medical students, or as limited as 
l•ricf training courses for attendants. To the extent to 
,,fairh training programs <Jre to be carried on, classroom~. 
dormitories for students, demonstration units. obsc ~·va 
t i1111 rcHHII.'i, aullitoriums, etc., are needed. 

C. .\ ( EHIC.\1.-Sl!lu;rcAL AREAS 

I. .\ny hospital having more than a re,,· hundred 
1 •.H icn h I Viii require space for the treatmcn t ;111d d iag
""'is of mctlical am! surgical problems. Except for geria
, !'it' 'en ions, these arc usually best located in an area 
· i>;tr.atc from the usualli,·ing- space of patients. :.\(cdical

' '"~icd l'acilities may be as limited as a simple fir-;t-aid 
·'.tti<>ll with a few medical beds. or as extensi\·c :lS a 
·• l•;tr;tte medical-surgical hospital. The space am! equip
'll' Ill would he similar to standard medical-surgical far.ili-

tics. On Lite wards where the more disabled geriatric 
patients. are housed, sLandard medical facilities for medi
cal and nursing care arc o[ten nccc'isary. 

2. In hospitals having large populations, it is ol!.t.:ll 

necessary to pruvide separate space for coi!t:agious lli-.t·asc 
care. This may be chronic care, such as for tuberculosis, 
or acute care for epidemic diseases. The facilities arc 
the same as those needed in any contagious unit. 

D. SERVICE SPACE 

I. Centralized services: Food preparation and stor
age, heating, laundry, and maintenance departmenls are 
needed as required by the patient-personnel population. 

2. Local Services: Space for housekeeping supplies 
and equipment is needed throughout the institution. 
Facilities for food service and dining are needed on each 
ward housing the more disabled patients. 

E. STORAGE 

l. Once provision is mmle for all the activities and 
services of the hospital in the design, it is important to 
go through the plans and add storage space both locally 
and centrally, e\·eu 1rhen it is not known what might be 
stored. It is safe to say that, as in the aYerage home, 
enough storage space is nc:ver provided in the original 
plans . 

The Future of Mental Hospital Design 

·we are undoubtellly reaching a major turning point 
in tlie history of psychia tric treatr~lent facilities. All the 
evidence today indic:ues that the traditional mental hos
pital-large, isolattll and prison-like-·is no longer con
sidered desirable either by the psychiatric profession or 
by the public. 

The progressive hospital of tomorrow will be different. 
It will be smaller. It will he closer to the community it 
serves. It will more closely resemble a hotel, perhaps, 
than a pris01n. 

The ne . ..:t few decades Nill fy~ taken up mainly ),,. 
minimiziw~ .mel graduall)' ~.boli:,':ing the mistakes Ill< r 1.:! 

in the pa~~- For those plannin5 new construction, the 
following comments might be. horne in mind in order 
to further 11e emerging trend: 

l. It wo,<ld seem unwise to expand the bed capacity 
of existing institutions. Small hospitals closely integrated, 
socially and geographically, with the communities they 
serve are consillercd more effective than larger, more 
centralized or more remotely situ:ttcd hospitals. 

2. A "small" mental hospital Is more likely to have 
500 beds, whereas only a fr:w years ago, a 1,500-bed hos
pital was considered "sma L " 

3. Rather than allding ~mther beds to existing ho~pi
tals, it would make more sense to attempt to relieve 
overcrowding by obtaining more and better personnel. 

4. In planning a new (acility, the first step should be 
to determine the availability of professional pcrsoiHtd
who could be recruited and who could be traint.:d-aml 
then de,ign the facilit>· to meet the pt.:rsonnel situation. 
for instance, if tllt.:re arc a number of psycbi : ttri ~ ts in 
private practice in the comanunity, it wnultl be better to 

establish psychi;Hric units in general hospitals anll psy
chiatric clinics which could employ these physicians on 
a part time or consult;ant basis. 
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5. A major portion of meutal heallh budgets shouhl 
be devoted to training of personnel in order to develop 
effective treatment centers. 

6. Since psychiatry is advancing so r;tpidly on so many 
fronts; it would be wise to "build in·· as much flexibility 
as possible into new designs. Small, one-story builtlings 
. (5,000-10,000 square feet), each designed for a specific 
. func.tion, best lend themselves to changing needs. 

7. Screening and follow-up clinics should be incorpo
rated into a mental hospital if it is to provide an ade
quate treatment program. It would be both wise am\ 
feasible to fh·st establish a clinic, and then decillc upon 
the location and size of the proposed hospital. Experi
ence in operating clinics will almost itn-ariahly result in 
the modification of building plans. 

8. State departments of mental hygiene might find it 
profitable to make more usc of psychiatric units in general 
hospitals. If state authorities would contract with com
munity general hospitals to pro\·ide psychiatric service, 
it would provide the needed . support and necessitate 
fe\ver men tal hospital heels. 

6 

9. Day hospitals arc a new dcvclopmellt and can often 
reduce the demand for more inpatient beds. This is a 
logical facility to develop. 

10. State govemmcnts should take 110t.e ol' the fan 
that hospital admissions for the over-G5 age group are 
greatly increasing. It would be Lctier to establish "retire
ment communities" for older people, than to continue 
admitting them to memal hospitals primarily for want 
of more suitable facilities. 

ll. Combining the res6urces of several states under 
one program is both economical and efficient. This is 
especially applicable to the recruitment and training of 
personnel. 

12. The i\Iental Hospital Design Clinics, inaugurated 
hy the Architectural Study Project, provide a valuable 
forum for discussion of all the above points, as well as 
for providing specific information about new ideas ;md 
developments in the fields of architecture and psychiatry. 
Submission of plans or programs to the consultants of 
these Clinics has proved \·aluable in the appraisal of pro
grams and plans. 



A Check List for i\i\enl"al Hospi\·al Planning 

. The following is .a list of facilities, equipment, and 
policies which should be considered as early as possible 
in the planning of new psychiatric facilities. This list 
docs not represent any sort of recommendation, for it 
incl~ules items which will come up for consideration, but 
which would best be discarded. The list is intended 
solely to indicate the many items which must be con-

.~idered in the carlieH stages of hospital plannin;; . 
At the beginning is a group of items under the h~.:ading 

of "Preliminary Design Decisions." It is suggcstt:d thar 
the first step in designing psychiatric facilities consi,h 
of making these decisions. Thereafter, the list is mort · 
or less random, with no pretense of arranging the variou~ 
headings or items in any particular order of importanct:. 

PRELIMIKARY 
DESIGN . DECISIOl\5 

A. Location, in rc: 

VI. Space available 
V 2. Urban, suburban or rural sites 
V3. Personnel available 

4. Training facilities 
Y' 5. Transportation. personnel, VISitors 
.-"'6. Types of patients treated (e.g., if 

children, are schools ncar? etc.) 
7. Referring agencies 

tl' 8. \Vater supply, drainage . . pm,·er 
supply, sewage disposal 

B. Size, in re: 
·1. Bed space 

., 2. Cost 
V 3. Personnel available 
V 4. Long-range program. expansion 

c. Types f'f patients: 
(Speci.olized Facilities) 

1. Acute cases 
2. Custodial, con tinucd care 
3. Children 
-l. Geriatncs 
5. Court observation cases 
6. Crir:!inally insane 
7. Tuberculosis 
8. ~ledical-surgical 

9. Physical rehabilitation 
10. Training 

D. Training facilities 

l. .\ldical 
a. Psychiatric rc>idents 
b. Medical students 
c. Medical-surgical internes 

'l Nurses 
a. Nursing school 
b. Affiliate nurse trainin~ 

3. Attendants training 
4. Teachers of retarded children 
5. Occupational therapists 
ti. Social workers 
7. Psychologists 
8. Chaplains 

l Oi) . _,_ 

9. Recreational therapists 
10. Audio-visual, closed circuit TV 

E. Personnel quarters and/or 
maintenance 

\rl. Medical and administrati\"e staff 
2. Graduate nurses 
3. Student nurses 

(including infirmary) 
V4. Attendants 

5. Fire department 

F. Grounds 
1. Space for buildings 
2. Space for expansion 
3. Space for landscaping 
4. Space for outdoor patient activity 
5. Parking; staff, public 

G. General types of buildings 
1. Cott:~ge plan 
2. One-floor type 
3 Mult: ; tory; elevators 
4. Colomes 
5. Renovation vs. restoration 
6. Cent:alized vs. subdi\·ided admin-

istration of different units 
7. Centralized activity areas 
8. Ward activity areas 
9. Separate medical-surgical 

10. Separate facilities for different 
types of patients -H. Services 

1. Centralized food scn·ices 
'! Build:,,g food services 
o. Centralized dining 
4. Ward dining 
5. Centralized heating 
6. Individual unit heating· 
7. Institution laundry 
8. Air conditioning 
9. Centralized nnintenancc 

10. Transportation 
II. Centraliled storage 
12. Public vs. local trash :111d garbage 

disposal 
13. Individu:tl building storage 
1·1. Type of cloth in~ wnrn hv patients 

15. Type of clothing worn by 
employees 

16. Fire protection 
17. Quarters for basic maintenance 

personnel 
18. Public vs. local water and SC\\·age 

disposal 
19. Emergency electric power 
20. Parking; personnel and public 

I. Materials 
I. Type of exterior walls 
2. Type of exterior facade 
3. Type of roof 
4. Treatment of interior walls 
5. Movable or stationary partitions 
6. Types of windows 
i . Window coverings 
8. Flooring in corridors 
9. Flooring in offices 

10. Flooring in lavatories, baths 
11. Flooring in public areas 
12. Flooring in bedrooms 
13. Flooring in auditorium, gyuu1:1 · 

sium, etc. 
14. Draperies, venetian blinds 
15. Color schemes 
16. Types of patient furniture 
17; Soundproofing 
18. Ventilation 
19. Air conditioning 
20. Types of door and windo,,· h;lr<l · 

ware 

J. Treatment policy, emphasis on: 
l. Psycho-social therapy. group thcr:opv 
2. Activity therapy 
3. Attractiveness of em·ironm<:nt 
-!. Home-like qu;~litics 
5. Attracting personnel 
6. Physiological therapies 
7. Open-ward policy 
8. Security 
9. Training f:~cilitics 

10. Research 
11. Rapid turnovt:r 
12. Custodial care 
13. Use of outdoors 



1 1. 1-.<.onomy of cost; short-term, long
tt·rm 

I'•. \laintenance 
• ,, J-lcX"ibility of design 

f,. ()iuwnsions 
1. Single and multiple bedroom~ 
·• Ceiling height 
:s. Office size 
1. Nursing unit size 
.'t, Day rooms on ward 
li. Rooms for large gatherings 
1 • Conference rooms 
~- Usc of basements, ceiling heights 
!1. Degree of partitioning o[ OT area 

10. Public space, public la\·atorie' 
II. Centralized dining 

SPECIFIC DECISIO:\'S 

.\. Chi'!cl care-cottage plan 
I. Bedrooms 
'' Dormitories 
3. Day rooms 
·1. Lavatories 
:;. Mud room 
fi. Cooking facilities 
i. Dining facilities 
8. Apartment for cottage pan:nt' 
9. Clothing storage 

Ill. Linen storage 
I I. Janitor supply storage 
1~. Recreation supply storag<: 

B. Physiological therapy 
I. Insulin therapy ward 
2. Shock treatment rooms 
3. Recovery rooms 

C. :\Iedical-surgical senices 
I. First aid dispensary. employees. 

patients 
2. Nursing units 
3. La bora tot v 
·1. Electroencephalograph 
:i. Electrocardiograph 
6. Radio-active isotopes storage ~ud 

diagnostic facilities 
7. .Maternity and t~ur,cry facilities 
8. Basal metabolism 
9. X-ray room 

10. X-ray storage 
II. X-ray developing 
12. X-ray reading 
13. Dental treatment suite 
H. :\lajor surgery, operating 
15. Recovery room 
16. .-\nesthesia room 
I 7. :\lin or surgery room 
18. Pharmacy 
19. Oxygen supply. storage 
20. Blood bank 
21. Refrigerators 
''" \\Theel chair, stretcher 'tor:~~c 
23. Waiting rooms 
2·1. Ear, nose and thrn<tt. diagno-;tic 

and treatment 
25. Drug storage vault 
2ti.' Patholo1,oy (morgue) 

'1.7. Sterilizing room 
28. Research laboratory 
29. Photography 
30. Dressing rooms 
31. Hydrotherapy pool 
32. Instrument storage 
33. Fracture room 
3<1. Housekeeping supply storage 
35. Linen storage 
36. Personnel lavatories 
37. Patient lavatories 
38. Patient baths 
39. ·waiting rooms 
·10. Doctors' offices 
·H. Examining rooms 
•12. Solarium 
43. Physiotherapy department 
4-1. Isolation room (contagion) 
45. Information 
46. Diet facilities 

D. Housekeeping 
l. Clean linen storage 
2. Dirty linen storage 
3. Janitor supply storage 
4. Equipment storage 
5. Materials transportation 
6. Linen issue room 
7. Office, records 
8. Personnel locker room 
9. Personnel lavatories 

10. Sewing room and equipment 

E. Psychiatric staff 

l. Medical director's ot1i.ct 
2. Secretarial offices 
3. Clinical director's office 
4. vVard doctors· offices 
5. Consultation rooms 
6. Examining rooms 
7. Staff conference room 
8. Classwoms 
9. l\Iedic tl library 

10. Staff hmnge. lavatories 
n. O.D. room 
12. Group therapy room 
13. Observation rooms 

F. Psychology staff 
I. Office, staff 
2. Secretarial office 
3. Records storage 
4. Consultation room.-
5. ~ms fo:· remedial education 

G. Social service 
l. Dep~mment office 
2. Secrec'll"}'-records 
3. Consultation rooms 
4. 'Vaiting room 

H. Nursing service 
I. Supervisor's onice 
2. Locker room 
3. Loun::;e 
-!. Secretary-recorcb 
3. Uniform stora~e. clc<tlt. soiled • 

I. Outdoor areas 
I. Landscapin~ 
' 1 Driveways 

3. Parking 
·1. Gardening, patients 
5. Baseball, patients 
6. Picnic area, patients 
7. Small games area 
8. Swimming pool 
9. Tennis courts 

10. Greenhouse, patiCJlls 
II. Incinerator 

J . Transportation 
I. Buses 
2. Station wagons 
3. Garages 
•1. Laundry carts 
5. Food carts 
fi. Janitor supply carts 
7. Garbage collection 

K. Religion 
I. Chaplains' offices 
2. Chapels 

L. Out-patient departme\U 
I. "'aiting rooms 
9 Receptionist 
3. Secn:tary 
-!. Social service 
5. Doctors' offices 
6. Psychologists' offices 
i. Public lavatories 
8. Drinking fountain 
9. Record storage 

10. Janitor supply storage 
II. Examining rooms 
12. First aid dispensary 

~i. Administration 
I. Main entrance 
2 .. Main lobby-public waiting room 
~- Stairways-elevators 
·!. Public telephone 
5. Drinking water 
6. Bulletin board 
i. Visitors' room 
8. Public toilets, male-female 
9. Information office 

10. Medical director's office 
11. Assistant medical director's office 
12. Business manager's office 
13. Vault for storage of patients' valu-

ables 
H. Secretary-bookkeeper's office 
15. Interview room 
16. Examination room 
17. Chief nurse's office 
18. Personnel office (inten·ie\1", testirfg 

rooms) 
19. Record room-filing 
20. Janitor closet 
21. General supply closet 
22. Delivery entrance 
23. Outdoor parking
~4. Conference room 
25. ~fedical record librarian 
2G. .-\dmissions-discharge office 
27. Nurses' locker room 
28. Maid locker room 
29. Patient-clothing stora~c 
30. Employees' loun;;e 
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Space: A Fundamental Concept 111 Design 

Vincent G. Kling, AlA 

1
' 'vr c shape our buihlings and later they shape us." 

H This is the way one prominent layman, \Vinston 
Churchill, succinctly expressed the compelling effect of 
man's physical environment on his behavior and outlook. 
. \~ an architect, I find in this aphorism not only a pro· 
f1)und truth, but an implicit charge: to consider at'chi
tt:cwre always in terms of the human responses it 
prO\·okes. 

But instead of "buildings" or "architecture" I would 
talk about "space," for it is space, in all its dimensions 
and aspects, that man experiences and perceives in his 
daily life. Just what physical and mental processes are 
im olved in his perceptions is a subject better known to 
the behavioral sciences than to my profession. Yet more 
am! more we architects are becoming aware that good 
design is a matter of creating not just pleasing images. 
butv.(atisfactory spaces, and that satisfactory spaces have 
many more dimensions than depth and width and height. 
The sensitive architect knows that there arc happy spaces 
and gloomy ones, exciting spaces and quiet ones. en
nobling spaces and humbling ones. He becomes great 
when he can translate his understanding, whether hy 
·intuition or calculation, through his work. 

When I speak of space I do not mean only ·what is 
cPdosed by walls or roof; there is also the space outside. 
In our present day preoccupation with the carefully 
rvntrollecl interior environment we often neglect t ~1e 
fo1 ce of a building as a total composition. ~fany of the 
sp<.ces we build today are merely well-dothed, when with 
careful design they could also be well-composed, to im
part power and joy-at no greater cost! 

If ·we are to create spaces to satisfy specific needs for 
excitement or serenity, grandeur or intimacy, produc
tiveitess or abandon, then what elements mmt we con
si(ler? ·what are the factors that define space? T will 
~uggest a few. 

I. CoLOR. Re.ds and vcllows, we kno11·, come forward 
and tend to reduce sp'ace; blue recedes. Colors have 
other powers, too: as workers with depressed patic: !ts 
know, "the blues" is no mere figure of speech. Combina
tions of colors can activate a plain surface. just as mono
chrorites can simplify an irregular surface. 

~- LIGHT. · Light, shade, and shadow arc. of course. the 
clues to depth perception. Our moderu means of illu 
mination have given us the chance to learn some \·aluablc 

Mr. Kling presented this paper at the Second Mental 
Hospital Design Clinic. His architectural firm is located 
in Philadelphia. 

lessons about "over-lighting," and how a prodigal use of 
general light can result in a flat, dimensionless space. 
The source of light is important; a home-like atmosphere, 
for example, is usually the result of small, local light 
sources, rather than overhead "diffusers." Outside, day
light has nrying effects: a sun-bathed fac;acle is rich. 
palpable, inviting; an entrance bathed in north light i> 
often cold and elusive because it seems to float in span.:. 

3. Cu.\IATE. The temperature and humi<.lity of a ,pan: 
are major factors in its comfort. A chilly or torrid space, 
no matter how beautifully conceived, will not attract and 
hold people. A living room or aUtlitoriurn can lose all ih 
visual charm if it is drafty or stuffy. 

4. ;'\ois£. A high noise level, a deadly silence, or an 
acoustical hush in which small sounds become shockin~. 
can destroy the esthetics of space. The architect mu\t 
bear irt mind the effects of typewriter sounds in an execu
tive suite, rain on a metal roof, and fan noises in an 
auditorium. 

5. OooR. This is an often-overlooked dimension uf 
space . . -\romas can be pleasant, but frequently ugly smell, 
pre\·ail. Human odors that destroy potentially plcasam 
experiences in space can be eliminated by good hou~<· 
keeping and adequate air movement. Nature's bouquer, 
of sea and feld and good n)okiug are complements tr,. 
and should ~;e embraced b·;r at·chir ected space. 

6. :\foTIO'i. Space becon'P' alive and real only as o~; ·· 
moves throL;i:;n it, either by foot or by vehicle. "Lin: .. 
spaces itwolve paradox and change ; straight-line sequenn> 
are usually !ead. Approach roads to buildings offer :: 
good exam!-':-.:: curvell ones make a good introducti(J fl. 
for they help to produce pleasant experiences in spaC':. 
The relarion ben\·een indoor and outdoor spaces i, 
significant: it can be one of sharp distinction or a subtlr: 
merger. 

7. TEXTCRE. I use this word to describe the conu·;, r, 
that set the "tone" and "scale" of a space. The varirJ'.:· 
l{Ua!ities of brick, stone, t"1l1 :1, glas-; ::md fabric can m:t~: · 
for richness or austerity, int::'lacy or monumentality .. \ n : 
they contribute to scale-the elusive hut all-import;t ::· 
l{Uality by which a man instinctil·ely measures himself ::. 
space. \\'itncss the Gothic cathedral, where structure :1' : 

texture take the l<::atl in creating an :ttrnosphcn: in 1rh i, :_ 
man is humbled before the authority of Church and C' 

~- FoR\£ .\.'iO STRt"CITRF. These are the "llesh :~: 

bones" tha t ddinc sp:H-es rhythmic:tll~ . ponderothly, p! . 
tic::tlly. transparently. gayly . etc. Thev are tn.the qu:il > 
nf space \\'hat th e hum<~n anatomy is tn hun1:111 p· -. 
sonality. 

\\'hat [ :tm sa y in~ in dti~ rccir;d is that we mu~t t'. 



sider the total perceptory apparatus of ::uman t :-ings 
when we create architecture. Architectur:o.~ "style'' i~ not 
our concern; that is the language of the ;·')urnali<: J.nd 
the archeologist. It is the response of V :·pic w!! .. li\'e 
in and usc our buildings that matters uhi:::.ltc:ly. 1: .-. ,: the 
response of the critic. 

All of this has particular relevance trJ the design of 
mental hospitals, for here we are challeng:::d to C\'o:.-t:: all 
the therapeutic powers of space-po\rcrs i..hat han.: long 
been ignored by the builders of institutic•ns. Tim::: was 
when we designed and judged mental hrhpitals :~; for
tresses, out of our own need to be protected from the 
threat represented by the "insane." As our concept of 
care broadened, we became occupied with clinical \':tlues, 
and efficiency of mass operations. Tocby, a ne\\' goal 
beckons-that of "cure"-and asks us to think of the 
mental institution not merely as a neutral setting- for 
custodial care, but as a positive and significant elcinent 
in a total program of therapy. To design and create this 
kind of environment requires extreme ptrspicaciLy by 
both the architect and the psychiatrist and a close rap
port between the two. \Ve architects will do our best to 
shape spaces that are best for the emotionally disturbed, 
hut the psychiatrists must write the program and ~ell us 

what the best may be for each type of illness. \\'e will 
_both be dealing with an enormous number of variables 
(one of which is, inevitably, budget), but our experience, 
I am sure, will tc;~ch liS lessons of wide and enduring 
application. 

I would like to sugge.-;t ancnhcr area in 1dlich the 
psychiatrist and the architect need to work more closely. 
The search for cures, in any branch of medicine, inevi
tably leads to the development of programs for preven
tion. \Vhile we arc busy perfecting environments for 
the mentally ill, we must stop and look with the same 
scrutiny at the living and working environments thttt arc 
being created every day for the vast majority of so-called 
normal people. The home-builder, the businessman, and 
the manufacturer can assess our new buildings in terms 
of marketability, efficiency, and durability; the art critic 
can judge their esthetic value. But we need the help of 
the beha\'ioral scientists to fincl out just how our house, 
offices, and factories measure up in their contriuution 
to human stability, creativity, and self-respect. '\'e might 
find some interesting (ancl distressing) things about fish
bowl office builtling> ami peas-in-a-pod housing develop
ments . .-\ncl we had better be about it, for our buildings, 
e\·en now, are shaping liS. 



Materials and Textures 

In the designing of a psychiatric clinic there are 

certain prerequisits which seem to be self evident in de

cisions of material selections. 

First, the use of massive or cold materials would seem 

to be a detriment to the patients attitude. The use of 

these massive and cold materials would tend to give the 

building an overpowering aspect and the patient would feel 

a hostility. Many times the use of the materials gives the 

cold aire to the building but also consider the scale and 

basic nature of the materials. 

For instance, take granite. One first associates 

granite with a monument or some great edifice. Innately 

this material would not be good in use for a building of 

this nature. 

Humanistic scale is of utmost importance as well as 

the ability to recognize a particular material and relate 

to it. This does not exclude the using of a material in 

a different design idea but it should give the designer 

the basic understanding that a material shouldn't be found 

out of context and thus disorient the patient upon sight. 

Also, the structure should not be imposing and over

powering. For example, a 10' cantilever might breed in

security for a patient especially one who is extremely 

sensitive and insecure in the first place. 



In reviewing the previous statements, one might get 

the impression that I am outli~ing a drap building for my

self but actually what I'm leading to is use of rich mate-

rials with good detailing. Examples may be marble (as is 

found on several of the buildings of the Medical Center} 

dark brick, rich woods (burl, rose wood, walnut etc} smoked 

glass, and other materials providng a very textured effect 

and producing a warm atmosphere. 

Also, the use of materials in interior space for other 

purposes than decoration is important. For example, the 

soundproofing of interview spaces and the use of carpet for 

walls as well as floors. The security of the spaces is of 

utmost importance because if conversations in two adjacent 

rooms are audible then the patients may be reluctant to 

talk and be extremely self-conscious. The use of carpet 

could also give a uniformity to the space thus creating a 

more volumetric impact and more spatial flow. 

Lighting too is a good catylst in doctor-patient rela

tions. It is my feeling that light should be very incon

spicuous in that if there is hard direct light the patient 

may feel that he is on stage and cause him to withdraw. 

Light could create the mood for rappart between the patient 

and doctor and its effective use is very important. 

In summarizing the conditions under which materials 

should be chosen for this psychiatric clinic, a list of 

guides is derived. They are: 



1. Scale 

2. Texture 

3. Detail 

4. Warmth · 

5. Richness 

6. Color 

7. Relation to site conditions 

·8. Structural · Validity 

9. Ability to be flexible 

10. Ease of. maintenance 



Site Considerations 

The proposed site for the Psychiatric Clinic is lo

cated at 1400 Holcomb Boulevard in Houston, Texas. 

This site was chosen for a variety of pertinent rea

sons, some of which are stated below . 

First and most important is that it is located directly 

across the street from the Medical Center in Houston, one of 

the largest and best known installations in the nation. The 

proximity to this center was imparative to successfully 

carrying on the work of the psychiatric clinic. 

Secondly, the natural beauty of the site was a tremen

dous asset to the clinic and the work involved. 

Third, the site is in a quiet location with the only 

access being from Holcomb Blvd. There is a ravine running 

through the front of the property which forces a natural 

setback from the street and added to this the multitude of 

trees for sound deadening gives a very placid setting. 

Fourth, located on the east side of the site is a 

large parking lot which is a part of the entire parcel of 

land. At the present, the ground for the parking lot is 

leased by the Medical Center, but upon acquisition the own

ers (clients) plan to put the parking lot on an individual 

space lease plan reserving a portion for their own use as 

patient parking. As an added possibility the clients are 

considering providing the lease spaces with cover and adding 



this to the contract with the architect as an additional 

design consideration. At the moment, the clients haven't 

decided whether it would be feasible to do this as it would 

add to the cost of the individual leases on the parking 

spaces. They see it as an additional source of revenue but 

also as a possible maintenance problem so the decision has 

yet to be made. 

Fifth, the parcel of land was availableat an attrac

tive price, especially for its location. On the parcel of 

land at the moment is a mansion which until several years 

ago was lived in by the family who owns the land. The 

house will be removed by the family as a part of the _making 

available the land as well as the fact that they wanted to 

save particular elements of the house (interior paneling, 

windows, doors, etc.) for their own use. 

Other information which is pertinent to the consider

ation of the site is as follows: 

1. The major axis of the property runs north and 

south (long axis) . The map included will verify 

this. 

2. The topography of the site consist of a gradual 

slope to the front of the property (Holcomb Blvd.) 

which terminates in a 12' deep ravine. 

3. The climate of Houston is a wet one with 1968 hav

ing 61.44 inches. The temperature averaged 68.7 



but take into consideration a hot, humid, rainy 

summer and a cool rainy winter. 

4. The site has a multitude of evergreen trees (pine, 

oak, etc.) and the turf consist of a thick pad of 

St. Augustine grass. 

5. The services (water, gas, electricity) are from 

the rear of the property from underground (elec

tricity) lines. Sewer lines are also from the 

rear of the property. 

6. Traffic is light to medium heavy in front of the 

property with Holcomb Blvd. having an esplanade 

and traffic being well controlled. There is 

already a break in the esplanade to give access 

from both directions to the property. 

7. The property lies within the hospital district 

allowing clinics, professional buildings, etc. to 

be located within the district so there is no 

"zoning" problems as far as the city is concerned. 

8. The only access to the property by the public is 

from the street running in front so this lends an 

air of privacy. The adjacent property to the 

west is a section of property owned by the Pruden

tial Life Insurance Company located some distance 

away. The land is screened by tall hedges as well 

as a 12' chain link fence. To the east is the 



Mayfair High Rise Apartments with its parking ga~ 

rage adjacent to the site. Between this parking 

garage and the usable portion of the site lies 

the parking lot already existing on the site 

which is somewhat of a shield to the site. 

From the information presented in the above paragraphs 

certain design criteria become available. 

First, from the location of the major street and park

ing lot the orientation of the facility becomes two fold. 

One direction is to the street for visual and aesthetic pur

poses and the other to the parking lot for convenience. 

Secondly, since the long axis of the property is per

pendicular to the street perhaps the building should be de

signed along this axis to make use of the property and the 

possibility that court yards could be placed within the 

building to create atmosphere. 

Thirdly, with the climate as it is in ,Houston (wet) 

a covered entry portico is almost mandi tory to provide a 

protected access to the facility. 

Fourth, with this heavy coverage of trees thus cutting 

the cooling load, more glass area could be used without 

significantly upping the overhead costs. 

Fifth, with services to the rear of the building the 

mechanical spaces could be located thusly and eliminating 



long runs for service and increased cost. This also gives 

the spa~9,e_s clq9est to tl}~ .front of . the building priority 

in patient use. 

All of these considerations lead up to an impetus for 

design and a nucleus around which (along with all the other 

information presented) to base the creative end~avor which 

is found in the design of the Psychiatric Clinic. 
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The references found in the bibliographywere used 

mostly as a reading guide for the architect in writing the 

program. The information available on clinics, especially 

psychiatric qlinics, is very limited. Thus it was neces

sary to read about and study psychiatric hospitals and 

psychiatric units of general hospitals in order· to under

stand the workings of these facilities and how it would 

relate to my clinic. 

The American Psychiatric Association periodical deals 

mostly with new findings in psychiatry and does not cover 

new facilities or institutions. 

The books that were of value to me were those dealing 

in the design of institutions and/or case studies and 

theoretical design. These books are indicated by astrics 

in the bibliography. 
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SOLUTION 

The solution, as well as the arrangement of the spaces 

involved in the psychiatric clinic, came about trhough a ra

tional approach in order to keep the designer from neglecting 

any important considerations which might affect the patients 

or the Doctors. This approach consisted of an outline of 

prime considerations pertinent to a successful building serv

ing both patient and doctor. The outline was arranged as 

follows: 

ACTIVITIES 

A. PATIENT 

1. Approach 

2. Arrival 

3. Relate to receptionist 

4. Waiting 

5. Transition to interview space 

6. Transition to activity spaces 

7. Relation to exits and exteriors 

B. DOCTORS 

1. Singular work (private quarters) 

2. Singular work (interviews) 

3. Singular work (activity observations) 

4. Group meetings--Review of visual aids 



5. Relate to lab space 

6. Relate to control space 

7. Access (relate) to group therapy area 

8. Access to administration area 

C. ADMINISTRATION 

1. Work areas (as relate to complex as a whole) 

2. Work areas as related doctors offices 

3. Work areas as related to like activities 

APPROACH 

The patients approach was derived as a carefully 

guided, protected path bringing the patient in closer 

rapport with the complex while maintaining his already 

established relationship with the site. This 

approach is also to be the patients first contact with 

the dominant material used in the building and is used 

as somewhat of an introduction to spacial quality. By 

the gradual stepping up of the levels of approach to 

the building the patient is comfortably led to the 

level of the entry and is made aware of the entry. 

The brick walls extend through the entrance glass 

plane to give a continuity of form and an interior

exterior relationship. The line of carpet starts at 

the end of the brick walls to give a softening affect 

to the interior spaces while introducing the individual 

to the reception space. 



RECEPTION 
SPACE 

The wall color of the surrounding walls related to 

the reception space (as well as throughout the complex) 

was de(cided upon as beige to give a good, rich feeling 

to the spaces while harmonizing with the color of the 

brick. 

The color of the carpet, olive, was chosen to re-

late to the outside green lliushness of the foliage and 

yet mix well with the other color~~used. 

The glass plane introduced was done ae to differ-

entiate the reception space from the administration 

area but also to not completely separate the two areas 

visually. 

Walnut veneered paneling was used also in these 

areas to give a warm, rich and personal feeling to the 

entire area. The paneling was placed in the areas in-

dicated in the perspective to give a focal point to the 

space and provide a darker background to the receptionist. 

ADMINISTRATION 

Spatially, the bookkeeping space, administrators of-

fice, and lounge/meeting room were located in conjunction 

with each other in order to facilitate the necessary cir-

culation between them. The viewing room can serve as a 



secondary meeting room for the doctors when it is needed 

thus relieving the need for a formal room of this type 

in the area of the suites. 

As far as the payments desk is concerned it was felt 

that since the majority of the patients (about 90%, the 

figure quoted me) were mailed A Jl>ill .it was. unnecessary ' to 

include a payments desk in the design. This would alle

viate the common presence of the desk or window and 

would help in patient relations considerably. 

WAITING 

The waiting areas were divided into two separate 

areas for two reasons. First, in order to keep from 

having an over load of people in one space thus creating 

an uneasiness for people unable to handle these condi

tions and secondly, in order that somewhat of a division 

of function may work. That is, if a patient has arrived 

for a visit that would put him directly in some space 

other than the suites he may be directed or taken there 

immediately. The predominant color in the waiting areas 

is beige with a continuation of the olive carpet color. 

A visual relief was given to each area in the way of 

the glass walls looking out on the site~. 



SUITES 

A great problem exists in many clinics when a number 

of doctors are involved. The problem is the one of cor-

ridors full of doors. ~qis is always a confusing situ-

ation for the patient and often as not>for anyone else 
~ 

who enters the building. Which way to go and what door 

to go through became the obstacle around which I found 

myself designing. A staggered arrangement was tried 

but it didn't effectively alter the problem. A corridor 

still existed and the doctors office-interview space 

arrangement was still difficult. This doctors,office 

arrangement mentioned was also a necessity due to the 

nature of the work in the complex, and a close relation-

ship of the two would be very advantageous. 

Finally, I sought to put the suites into a circle 

and use the corridor as an introductory element. In 

this manner the patient could be led through the glass 

corridor where rapport with the site was again estab

lished and into the rather closed-in round an~oom of 

the suites. Here, where a light yellow color was used 

on the curved partitions to give a brightness to the 

space, the patient could be oriented by the use of 

graphics on the partitions to indicate each doctors suite. 

By the placement of the graphics the patient, if unes-

corted, would be led to the interview room of the doctor 



he is to see. The round wall, where the doors are lo-

cated, is of brick to again introduce the patient to 

the predominant material used. The doors of the doc-

tors' offices are somewhat concealed behind the por-

truding partitions in order to alleviate the profusion 

of doors need for entry to each individual space. 

Upon entering the interview space from the tight 

an~oom the patient is made aware of somewhat of an ex

plosion of space by use of the glass wall in the area. 

This opens up immediately the interview space to the 

site and all the trees around the complex. This keeps 

the patient from feeling trapped as well as enables the 

doctor and the patient to have their conversation out 

of doors on good days. This in itself is very therapeu-

tic and makes the initial confrontation of the doctor 

and the patient much more agreeable. 

The other spaces related to the clinic were the 

group therapy space, controlled therapy space, lab, 

viewing room, and multipurpose space. The group room, 

controlled therapy room, viewing room and lab could be 

given the interior portions of the building for a number 

of reasons. 



GROUP 
THERAPY 

First, the g:lup room could be utilized here because 
• 

of<:the use of visual aids and the need for a relatively 

dark space and because the stepping down of the slab 

and allowing the patients to use this as seating could 

create an informal,: atmosphere. It was felt that a se-

eluded space void of out side stimulus could be very 

useful. The colors used were once again subdued but 

reversed from that in other spaces. The walls are olive 

green with a beige carpet. It was felt that this could 

give a little more impact to· .. the space yet keeping it 

from being completely out of character. A skylight, 

with a closure screen below it was provided so that 

natur~l light could be utilized but screened when slides 

or movies are shown. 

CONTROLLED 
THERAPY 

The controlled therapy space is void of all furniture 

with all walls being · retractaB\le: projection screens. In 

this space the patient is introduced to various stimuli 

by way of the projection screens. The ceiling and floor 

are of a color appropriately called "Psychological Gray." 

It is of a dead gray so as to not create any feelings 

within the patient due to color association. A four 



LAB 
SPACE 

unit projector case is suspended from the ceiling and 

is operated remotely thus allowing a diversity of tex-

tures and images to be projected on all four walls. 

The lab space was conceived as a working space with 

storage/counters along all four walls. A center island 

was also provided as additional work space. The space 

is used as a small experiment area. Be~g that this , 
clinic is not research oriented a larger space of this 

nature is not warranted. The walls as well as ceiling 

are beige in color. The floor is of a polished Mexican 

tile. A continuous electrical outlet strip is provided 

along the wall at the counter level. Also additional 

gas outlets are provided. An aluminum sink is provided 

also. 

VIEWING 
SPACE 

The viewing room is a space in which the doctors can 

view previously taped conversations with patients. The 

interview rooms are provided with cameras concealed in 

one of the recessed lighting troffers. The doctor may 

monitor the individual from his office while taping at 

the same time for later play back in the viewing room. 

Two permanent screens are provided in the viewing room 



as well as the control desk used in the monitoring sys-

tern. Slide projectors are located in the booth at the 

rear of the room and are controlled from the panel. The 

colors used are again the beige walls and ceiling along 

with the olive carpet. 

MULTIPURPOSE 
SPACE 

The multipurpose spaces were conceived as areas to 

be used in observing patients in various activities re-

quiring motor reflexes and other movements. Sufficient 

area was provided so as to facilitate more than one ac-

tivity at once. Direct access to the exterior of the 

complex was provided along with deck~ for conversation 

and other activities. Bright colors are used in these 

spaces because of the stimulation they provide. 

HALLWAYS 

Along the hallway facing the courts adjacent to the 

suites are colors used to stimulate the individual not 

only from the interior but from the exterior as well. 

Along the east hallway is used a dark moss green on the 

viewing room wall and a burnt orange used on the group 

room wall. The restroom exterior wall is brick reflecting 

the major building material. Along the west hallway is 

used phathalacyanine blue on the lab wall and mustard 

yellow on the controlled space wall. 



In all, the entire bU,ilding was .: cpnceived as a 'total 

experience. · The ~xterior massi,ng being a reflection of . .. : . . . .· . 

the inter:ior space·s 

ceived· as a n~turaT 

and the interior spaces being con-

fiP, . of movem~nt through the entire 

c.?mplex. The. patient does not retr~ce his footsteps . ~o 

exit but moves· througl:i .th.!=, space to · the exterior thus 

giving him the sense of.progression. · Thematerials 
' : '- .. . ·:· . ~ - . . . ' 

· chosen were so done ·· to give a feeling of warmth along 

with a sense of good s,cal.e. 

The building fits in with the site and works with 

the trees to give not only a feeling of being in a . pleas

ant environment but also being an i~t~ral part of. 

that environment. 



·· ·. · 
CODE REVIEW 

BUILDING CODE OF HOUSTON 

The building under consideration is of D
2 

occupancy, 

Type II construction in Fire zone 3 in Houston. 

OCCUPANCY D
2 

In type I or II construction, the 1 story floor area of 

the building is unlimited. 

Type II construction consist of steel, iron, concrete 

or masonry structural elements. 

EXTERIOR WALLS 

In fire zone 3 Exterior walls fronting on streets with 

30' of width or more may be of unprotected incombustible con

struction with all structural members protected under a 3 

hour fire rating. As to building elements the fire ratings 

are as follows: 

1. Exterior non bearing walls - 4 

2. Structural Frame - 2 

3. Partitions Permanent - 1 

4. Vertical openings 2 

5. Floors - 1 

6. Roofs - 1 

7. Exterior Doors - 3/4 

8. Inner courts - 3 



EXITS 

- Building in occupancy n2 of Type II construction shall 

not exceed 3 stories in height 

- When boilers or other types of heating facilities are 

used as grade level they may be separated by a one 

hour fire resistive construction. 

- Occupant Number - Under group n2 occupancy loads there 

should be 100 square feet per occupant of space avail-

able 

Group D occupan.Qf are required to have not less than 2 v 
remotely located exit doorways from each floor. The width 

of exits in feet serving any story or portion of a building 

shall not be less than the total occupant load divided by 50. 

Such exit widths shall be divided equally among separate 

exits. 

If only 2 exits are requireq they shall be placed a 

minimum of distance of 40' between closest jambs .. along · the . 

line of travel. In a building not equipped with an automatic 

:eire extinguishing system, no point shall be more than 150 

feet along the line of travel from an exterior exit, hori-

zontal exit or an enclosed stairway. If only two exits are 

required they shall be placed a distance apart equal to not 

less than 1/5 of the perimeter of the room. 

Exit doors shall swing in the direction of exit travel 

when serving any hazardous area and when serving an occupant 



load of 50 or" more~ No required doorway shall be less than 

36" in width. 

CORRIDORS 

Every required corridor shall be not less than 44" in 

width. Trim and handrails may project 3 1/2". Doors when 

fully opened may project 6". 

SKY LIGHTS 

All a~ylights shall be constructed with metal frames. 

Frames of skylights shall be designed to carry loads required 

for roofs. All skylights, the glass of which is set at an 

angle of 45° or less shall be set at least one foot above the 

roof. The curbs for such skylights shall be constructed as 

required for inner court walls or for masonry. 

LIGHT AND VENTILATION 

All portions of group D occupancy customarily used by 

human beings shall be provided with light and ventilation by 

means of windows or skylights with an area equal to 1/8 of 

the total floor area, 1/2 of which shall be openable or 

shall be provided with artificial light and mechanical ven

tillating system. 

PLUMBING 

Basic Principles: 

1. All premises intended for human habitation, occu

pancy, or use shall be provided with a supply of 



pure and wholesome water, neither connected with un

safe water s-upplies nor subject to dangerous back

flaws. 

2. Every building having plumbing fixtures installed 

and intended for human use and located on premises 

abutting on a stree.t, alley or easement in which 

there is a public sewer shall have a separate con

nection with such sewer. 

3. Plumbing fixtures shall be of smooth, nonabsorbent 

material, and shall be free from concealed fouling 

surfaces and shall be located in ventilated enclo

sures. 

4. Each fixture directly connected to the drainage 

system shall be equipped with a water sealed trap. 

5. No substance which will clog the pipes, produce ex

plosive mixtures, destroy pipes or thir joints or 

interfer unduly with the sewage-disposal process 

shall be allowed·' to enter the water supply. 

6. Proper protection shall be provided to prevent con

tamination of food, water, sterile goods, and similar 

materials by backflow of sewage. 

7. No water closet shall be located in a room not prop

erly lighted or ventilated. 

8. If water closets or other plumbing fixtures are in

stalled in buildings located on premises where there 



is no public sewer within 300', suitable provisions 

shall be made for disposing of the building sewage. 

9. Plumbing shall be installed with due regard to pres

ervation of strength of structural members and pre

vention of damage to walls and other surfaces 

through fixture usage. 

10. Sewage or other waste from a plumbing system which 

may be deleterious to surface or sub surface waters 

sgall not be discharged into the ground or into any 

waterway unless it has been first rendered innocuous 

through subjection to a form of treatment approved 

by the Director of Public Works. 

STRUCTURAL SAFETY 

Sec. 54-0408. (a) In the process of installing or repair

ing any part of a plumbing and drainage installation, the 

finished floors, walls, ceilings, tile work, or any other 

part of the building or premises which must be changed or re

placed shall be left in safe structural condition in accor~ 

dance with the requirements of this Code, or as approved by 

the Plumbing Review Board. 

(b) Protection of Walls, Piers and Foundation. No ex

cavating shall be done and no pipes shall be laid in such 

location or at such levels as to endanger the stability of 

any wall pier, foundation, or structure, or safety of the 

workmen engaged in the construction. 



PROTECTION OF PIPES 

Sec. (a) Breakage and Corrosion. Pipes passing under 

er through walls shall be protected from breakage. Pipes 

passing through or under cinder or concrete, or other corro-

sive material, shall be protected against external corrosion 

by protective coating, wrapping, or other approved means. 

(b) Cutting or Notching. No structural member shall be 

weakened or impaired by cutting, notching, or otherwise, ex-

cept to the extent permitted by the Plumbing or Building Of-

ficial. 

(c) Pipes Through Footings or Foundation Walls. No gas, 

water, or sewer lines ahll pass through any concrete beam 

unless such lines pass through pipe thimbles which provide 

one-half (1/2 11
) clearance at all points for such lines. Such 

thimbles shall be placed only at right angles to the beam and 

shall not interfere with beam reinforcement. No piping of 

any kind will be permitted to run lengthwise through a con-

crete beam. 

LAYOUT OF DRAINAGE AND 
PLUMBING SYSTEMS 

(a) Depth of Building Sewer and Water Service. (Outside 

of Building) Sewer and water service piping shall be installed 

below grade not less than one foot six inches for sewer and 

not less than one foot for water piping. 



PIPING IN RELATION TO FOOTING 

(~) P~rallel. No piping shall be laid parallel to foot

ings or outside bearing walls closer than 3 feet, except as 

may be a12proved by the Building Official. 

(b) Depth. Piping installed deeper than footings or 

bearing walls shall be 45 degrees therefrom except as may be 

approved by the Building Official. 

CHANGE IN DIRECTION 

(a) Fittings. Changes in direction in drainage piping 

shall be made by the appropriate use of forty-five degree 

wyes, long-or-short sweep quarter bends, sixt~, eight, or 

sixteenth bends, or by a combination of these or equivalent 

fittings. Single and double sanitary tees and quarter bends 

may be used in drainage lines only where the direction of 

flow is from the horizontal to the vertical. 

(b) Short Sweeps. Short sweeps not less than two 

inches in dameter may be used in soil and waste lines where 

the change in direction of flow is from the horizontal to the 

vertical, and may be used for making necessary offsets be

tween the ceiling and the next floor above. 

SEWER AND WATER PIPES 

(a) Separate Trenches. Water-service pipes or any under

ground water pipes shall not be run or laid in the same trench 

as the building sewer or drainage piping, and no gas piping 



shall be laid in the same trench with other piping unless 

elsewhere permitted in this Code (See Section 54-1206 (c) 

hereof.) 

TRENCHING, EXCAVATION AND BACKFILL 

(a) Support of Piping. All underground piping shall be 

installed so as to be firmly supported for its entire length, 

preferably on undisturbed soil. Where fill or backfill under 

piping is required, it shall be thoroughly tamped and com

pacted either by hand or by compressor. 

WATER CLOSETS 

Sec. (a) Public Use. Water-closet bowls for public use 

shall be of the elongated type. 

(b) Flushing Device. Water-closet tanks shall have a 

flushing capacity sufficient to properly flush the water

closet bowls with which they are connected. 

(c) Float Valves. Float valves in lowdown tanks shall 

close tight and provide water to properly refill the trap 

seal in the bowl, and shall be anti-water contamination type. 

URINALS 

(a) Automatic Flushing Tank. Tanks flushing more than 

one urinal shall be automatic in operation and of sufficient 

capacity to provide the necessary volume to flush and properly 

eleanse all urinals simultaneously. Flushing interval shall 

not exceed ten (10 minutes). 



1. When automatic tanks are used in toilet rooms for the 

general public they shall be kept in continuous op

eration. The use of loose key or spring key locks 

for this purpose is prohibited. 

LAVATORIES 

{a) Waste Outlets. Lavatories shall have waste outlets 

not less than 1 1/4 inches in diameter. Wastes may have open 

strainers or may be provided with stoppers. 

DRINKING FOUNTAINS 

{a) Design and Construction. Drinking fountains shall 

conform to American Standard Specifications for Drinking 

Fountains {ASA Z4,2-1942). 

{b) Protection of Water Supply. Stream projectors shall 

be so assembled as to provide an orifice elevation as speci

fied by American Standard Air Gaps in Plumbing Systems {ASA 

40,4-42) and American Standard Backflow Preventers in Plumb

ing Systems {ASA 40,6-43). 

VERTICAL PIPING 

{a) Attachment. Vertical piping shall be secured at suf

ficient close intervals to keep the pipe in alignment and 

carry the weight of the pipe and contents. 

{b) Cast-Iron Soil Pipe. Cast-iron shall be supported 

at the base and at each story level. 



. (.c) Screwed Pipe. Screwed pipe shall be supported at 

the base and at not less than every other story level. 

(d) Copper Pipe. Copper tube shall be supported at 

each story. 

(e) Lead Pipe. Vertical lines shall be supported at in

tervals of not more than three (3) feet by lead tags soldered 

to the pipe and securely fastened to the wall, or other ver

tical building member. 

(f) Other Materials. Shall be supported in accordance 

with the manufacturers' recommendations. 

HORIZONTAL PIPING 

(a) Supports, Horizontal piping shall be supported at 

sufficiently close intervals to keep it in alignment and pre

vent sagging. 

(b) Cast-Iron Soil Pipe. Cast-Iron soil pipe shall be 

supported at not more than 5-foot intervals. 

(c) Screwed Pipe and Copper Tubing. Screwed pipe shall 

be supported as per Table 54-F. 

FIXTURES BACK TO BACK 

(a) Distance. Two fixtures set back-to-back, within the 

distance allowed between a trap and its vent, may be served 

with one continuous soil or waste-vent pipe, provided that 

each fixture wastes separately into an approved double fitting 

having inlet openings at the same level. 



FIXTURE VENTS 

(a) Distance of Trap from Vent. Trap vents shall be con

tinuous where possible. Where the vent or revent pipes are 

continuous and traps are ventilated through the waste fittings, 

the center of the outlet of such fittings or lead "Y" branch 

shall not be set below the water seal of trap; and the trap 

shall not be more than the following distances from the 

waste fittings: 

1 1/4 Inch Trap 24 Inches 

1 1/2 Inch Trap 30 Inches 

2 Inch Trap 36 Inches 

3 Inch Trap 48 Inches 

4 Inch Trap 60 Inches 

VENT HEADERS 

Sec. 54-1413. (a) Connection of Vents. Stack-vents and 

vent stacks may be connected into a common vent header at the 

top of the stacks and then extended to the open air at one 

point. This header shall be sized in accordance with the re

quirements of Table No. 54-L, the number of units being the 

sum of all units on all stacks connected thereto and the de-

veloped length being the longest vent length from the inter

section at the base of the most distant stack to the vent 

terminal in the open air as a direct extension of one stack. 



SIZE' AND LENGTH OF VENTS 

Sec. 54-1414. (a) Length of Vent Stacks. The length of 

the vent stack or main vent shall be its developed length 

from the lowest connection of the vent system with the soil 

stack; waste stack, or building drain to the vent stack ter

minal, if it terminates separately in the open air 1 or to the 

connection. 

(b) Size of Individual Vents. The diameter of an indi

vidual vent shall be not less than 1 1/4 inches. 

ROOF DRAINS 

(a) Materials. Roof drains shall be of cast-iron, copper, 

lead or other acceptable corrosion-resiting material with ade

quate strainer area. 

(b) Strainers. All roof areas, except those draining to 

hanging gutters, shall be equipped with roof drains having 

strainers extending not less than four inches above the sur

face of the roof immediately adjacent to the roof drain. 

Strainers shall have an available inlet area, above roof 

level, of not less than 1 1/2 times the area of the conductor 

or: leader 'to which the drain is connected. 

(c) Drain Flashings. The connection between roofs and 

roof drains which pass through the roof and into the interior 

of the building shall be made water-tight by the use of proper 

flashing material. 



ELECTRICITY 

In general, Houston Codes refer to the "National Electri-

cal Code," dated June, 1962. It also complies with 1948 edi

tion of the "National Elestrical Safety Code" and the "Code 

for Protection Against Lighting." 

There are also certain conditions which must be met and 

are discussed below. 

TYPES OF WIRING: SWITCHES: 
LOCATION OF METERS, ETC. 

1. In General, any type of wiring or wiring systems may 

be used in the City Limits of Houston, as approved in the 

National Electrical Codes adopted in Section 5536, except 

where specifically prohibited herein. 
J\~ 

2. All Services and I~terior Feeders shall be installeq 

in rigid metal conduit, electric metallic tubing, approved 

metal sheath cable, or approved busways, except that under-

ground services, feeders and branch circuits may be in-

stalled in approved ducts or plastic conduit. Overhead ser-

vices or feeders between two buildings less than six feet 

apart shall be installed in rigid metal conduit, electric 

metallic tubing, approved busways or duct. Where wiring is 

installed in approved non-metallic duct or conduit, a continu-

ous ground wire of the same size as the branch circuit conduc-

tors shall be installed within the duct to insure continuity 

of ground and -the entire wiring system must be installed in a 
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3.o . ' In New Buildings( or New· Portions of -Buildings, Ali 

Knob and Tube; Non;..Metallic Sheat c :able and Armo.red Cabl~ 

shall be run through holes bored in joist, or insta.lle¢1 ·in 

furred s'p·aces in a manner not subject tb mechanical:. d,amage.· 
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Cables #10 o:r: larger may be installed across face of joist 

provided they are s~cured to guardstrips 1 1/2" high~ When 

non-metalli.c and armored cable are installed in attic area 
. . . 

where -.there is les·s than thirty..;..six .(36) inches head room, 

the cable may be run on top of joist. If there is less than 

thirty-six (36) inches at the highest part of the attic area, 

then there shall be left a portion of the attic at least 

forty-two (42) inches wide, free from .any cable on top of 

joist for the access of crawl space. 



CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS 

SITE WORK 

0210 C~~~ring of Site - The site shall stay in its present 

state with the exception of the trees so designated to 

be removed. All other trees shall be protected in such 

a manner as to preserve their root systems as well as 

trunks and low hanging limbs. They, shall be con-

structed 6f 2 11 x 4" lumber baracades around these trees 

of such safe distance as to protect the tree from damage 

from construction vehicles as heavy equipment. -· 

0250 Site Drainage - Site drainage shall remain as already 

provided by natural slope of the terrain~ and any damage 

to such slope by heavy equipment shall be repaired to 

bring the site back to its previous grade to insure 

proper drainage. In the southern~most section of the 

site where the contour:, intervals reach their lowest 

point shall be placed a covered collector drainage pipe 

which will lead to the ravine which is already provided 

with a drain to the city storm sewer. 

CONCRETE 

0310 Form Work - The forms used in all foundation work shall 

be of a cl;!r grade plywood with the clear face turned 
t 

to the concrete. The forms shall be" well oiled to 



insure uniformity of removal and that all grain marks 

are evenly revealed in the concrete. 

0320 Cortcrete Reinforcement - All reinforcing steel as speci-

fied in the drawings and delivered to the site shall be 

inspected to insure against brittleness and bends. Also 

the reinforcing steel shall be stored on the site in 

such a place as to insure against being run over or dam-

aged by heavy equipment. If any damage occurs the dam-

aged pieces shall not be used and will be replaced at 

the contractor's expense. 

0340 Cast-in-place concrete - All concrete used in foundation 

work shall be of uniform nature and all chips or damage 

in form removal shall be patched in a way as to not be 

noticeable or in cases of severe damage shall be re-

viewed by the architect for further decisions. 

0351 Poured Gypsum Deck - The g¥psum used for the roof deck 

shall be of uniform quality and poured in such a manner 

as to insure against vacant spots in the deck. 

MASONRY 

0410 Mortar - The mortar used in conjunction with the brick 

masonry shall be of uniform consis~~cy and of the same 

color as the brick. The joints shall be of such quality 



to give a strong bond. The joints will be 3/8" in width 

and set back 1/4" from the face of the brick. 

0422 Concrete Unit Masonry - Where noted on the plans the 

concrete unit shall be 2 11 x 1'6 11 x 3' set in redwood 

spacers. 

METALS 

0510 Structural Metal - Structural metal used shall be as 

specified in the drawings. 

CARPENTRY 

0620 Finish Carpentry - All fascia indicated on the drawings 

shall be of a light clear grade redwood 1 11 x 6" x 3' in 

dimension with 1 11 x 4 11 dimensioned red wood used as 

a soffit. 

0640 Finished Woodwork - When indicated in the plans or draw-

ings a walnut veneered plywood will be used. In the 

recept~on space as well as in each suite all cabinet 

work indica'ted will be finished in walnut, oiled 

finished wood. 

MOISTURE PROTECTION 

0711 Membrane water proofing - Above each sand bed prior to 
l.;:t~~'~,~ ·::·~ i.=7:"f";_, , .... .r ..... o;:- .... , . 

pouring of the slab shall be put a 2 ply (visqu§l.ne .. ,plas-
" .... ,..~, ·:.-~·-f~·:r -

tic mernbran~ to entirely cover all areas to be filled 

with concrete. 



0715 Damproofing - There shall be placed on the exterior 

face of the interior withe of brick a sufficient coat 

of mastic to insure against transfer of moisture. 

0720 Insulation - Above all interior spaces shall be used 

a 2" cover of fiberglass insulation. Also between all 

interior walls shall be placed a similar thickness of 

insulation. 

0750 r-1embrane Roofing - All roof areas shall include 3 plys 

of felt paper sufficiently mopped with tar to insure 

against any water leakage. 

0780 Wall Flashing - All areas indicated on the drawings 

shall be flashed with enough metal exposed to insure 

against any water seapage. 

DOORS, WINDOWS & GLASS 

0820 Wood Doors - ir1 interior and exterior doors shall be 

of a c1ear grade: .oak~ stained" to a deep finish ,~· 

0835 Folding Doors - Where indicated on the drawings (in all 

suites as well as in directors office) folding, vinyl 

doors shall be used as closet doors. 

0895 Storefront System - All glass as well as all sliding 

glass doors shall be Pella storefront metal trimmed in 

a bronze aluminum color. 



k . ~-r; 
,/ .... ~J'-l"'' 
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FINISHES / 
0910 

l 
Lath and Plaster - All interior wall~ and ceilings ex-

cept where brick is carried through f~m the exterior 

shall be of lath and plaster of the colors as indicated. 

1. Waiting Rooms - Beige 

2. Viewing Room - Interior Beige except on viewing 

wall where a charcoal gray is used. E~terior 

walls Beige except on wall facing court where a 

deep Moss Green is used. 

3. Lab - Interior - Beige - Exterior Beige except on 

wall facing court where a Phathalcyanine Blue is 

used. 

4. Storage and Restrooms - Beige on interior. Exterior 

walls facing court shall be of 1 withe of brick of 

same color as exterior brick. 

5. Group Therapy Space - Beige on interior walls. On 

exterior walls Beige is used except for the wall 

facing the court around the suites where a Burnt 

orange is used. 

6. In Controlled Therapy area Beige is used on the in-

terior. All exterior walls are Beige except on wall 

facing court around the suites where a Mustard 

Yellow is used. 

7. The round space adjacent to the suites is to be 

yellow (light) on the partitions and Brick of the 



·0959 

exterior color used elsewhere. The ceiling will 

be yellow also. 

8. Multipurpose Space - Burnt Orange is used on the 

wall adjacent to the central storage area. Brick 

is used on the common wall between the Mechanical 

area and M. P. Space. The sliding doors on the 

out-wall slide storage areas are to be covered in 

a Beige Formica surface. 

Resilient Flooring--Carpet is used throughout of an 

olive color. In the multipurpose spaces an indoor

outdoor quality carpet is used of an olive color. 

SPECIALITIES 

1066 Projection Screens - Screens used in the Group room as 

well as the Therapy room shall be of a retractable na

ture operated by 1/2 horsepower electric motors. By 

the viewing room the screens shall be of a permanently 

exposed type set in metal frames as designed by the 

architect. 

FURNISHINGS 

All furnishings shall be as chosen by the architect 

upon approval by the client. 

MECHANICAL 

All mechanical work shall conform to all conditions as 

set up in the codes. 



''i .. ~"~· s ·Hot, .Water " Heating · Sys'teh1(- Th'e boiler unit used shall 
_, ' . - "· ' ~-~ . ~· ... ·.- . 

. ·' . : . ' ' . . ... 'l 
be a gas fired • Arkla Mod~l~. ·· .. 
. . ' . ,: l' ' . 

lS7-s· ' Chilled Water System .,... The chiller used in this system 
·.-:· 

.· .... sJ:la~1 be ~ 1\,rkla, Model. Combination Boil~r~chiller. 

~1584 .· ·Air Handling Equipment - Carrier Model 40CB will be 

u~ed for ~11 air .haridling units. 

. ELECTRICAL 

·· All electrical equipment shall conform to conditions 

set up by the code. 

1640 Lighting Fixtures - All lighting · fixtures .shall be of 

recessed incondescent type un~ess otherwise indicated. 

by the ' drawingf:l. Eightolier t.Till be the supplier. 



SAMPLE SPECIFICATTON 

SECTION [6] CARPENTRY 

0642 CUSTOM WOODWORK 

Plywood shall be Plain sliced French Walnut 3/4" 

thick, of 5 ply wood particle core construction. The 

wood particle core shall be a single panel of 3 ply 

construction. Face plies shall consist of .010" 

thick flakes and a minimum of 14 per cent resip con-

tent. Face plies spall have a minimum density of 

47 lbs.jcu. ft. The inner core shall consist of wood 

core particles or flakes and shall have a minimum 
~· 

density of 25 lbs.jcu. ft. Under /~m~sion in water 
'· '\..,._..ri'' 

for 24 hrs., the increase in thickness in the 3 ply 

core shall be a maximum of 6 per cent. 

All panels shall be good one side, reject back, 

unless otherwise indicated on contract drawings. The 

veneers shall be bonded to the core with Type I. i: -:1Water-

proof glue plywood shall meet or exceed commercial 

standards CS35-61 for Premium Grade and in addition 

shall be of Specialty Grade. All veneers shall be 

book matched with no sapwood allowed. Panels shall 

be blueprint matched and numbered per contract draw-

ings and shall be 7'6" in height. 

doors shall be surfaced with clear 

All paneling and 
f ('' 
f>etrmagard, a .003" 
\/ 



p~lyester film roll laminated to the paneling and 

doors. All cabinets shall be blueprint matched per 

contract drawings with adjacent paneling. Cabinet 

doors shall have backs of veneer from the same 

flitch and shall be edge bonded four sides with 

matching hardwood lumber. 

When the paneling occurs in the reception space 

the plywood paneling shall be glued with an "A" type 

glue to the fiberboard backing which is nailed to 

the stud wall. There shall be, at the top and bottom 

of the paneling a 3" reveal which will be painted a 

flat black. 

SECTION [9] 

0910 LATH AND PLASTERING 

GENERAL: 

Includes plaster, metal lath for plaster and 

stucco, corner beads, wing casing beads, expansion 

joints, scaffolding and other materials and equipment 

to complete the work. 

MATERIALS: 

In general, the applicable materials listed in 

this section, namely; metal lathe, channel iron, tie 

wire, gypsum plaster, portland cement, lime, admixture, 



hair and fiber, sand, and Vermiculite; shall apply to 

this work. Additional materials shall be as follows: 

A. Corner Beads: Equal of USG 1-A and 10-A, 

expanded corner bead. 

B. Casing Beads: Equal of USG No. 66, square, 

expanded flange. 

C. Base Screeds: For edging at top of cement 

base, shall be flush type, zinc alloy, with 

1/8" thick exposed edge. 

D. Gauging Plaster: Shall be USG "Structo-Gage" 

or equal. 

METAL ACCESSORIES: 

A. Corner Beads: Shall be applied where and as 

specified in PART B of this section. 

B. Casing Beads: Shall be applied at all points 

where plaster abuts exposed masonry surfaces 

and elsewhere as noted. Installation methods 

shall be as specified for corner beads. 

C. Joinings. Lath shall not extend onto con

crete or masonry surface. Install a corner 

bead on the concrete or masonry and place a 

casing bead on the lath against the corner 

bead. 



AGGREGATE: 

Sand Aggregate. Shall be used on all surfaces. 

PLASTER: 

A. Gypsum Plaster: Shall be used for scratch 

and brown coats for all plaster (except port

land cement plaster) , and for the finish coat 

on gypsum sand finish, including gypsum sand 

finish over portland cement brown coat at in

terior surfaces of exterior walls. 

GYPSUM BASE COAT PLASTER PROPORTIONS: 

The porportions of aggregate specified below are 

the maximum quantities in cubic feet to be used with 

100 pounds of neat gypsum plaster. The amount of ag

gregate may be reduced if required to produce plaster 

of required strength and workability. 

A. · On Metal Lath: 

1. Scratch coat for gypsum plaster on metal 

lath shall be mixed in the proportions 

of 100 pounds gypsum plaster, two cubic 

feet aggregate, plus the proper amount 

of hair or fiber as recommended by the 

manufacturer of the plaster. 



2. Brown coat shall be mixed in proportions 

of 100 pounds gypsum plaster to three 

cubit feet aggregate. 

PORTLAND CEMENT BASE COAT PLASTER PROPORTIONS: 

A. Scratch Coat: 

1. On metal lath, the scratch coat for ap

plication on metal lath shall be propor

tioned as follows: 1 bag portland cement, 

3/4 pound "X-59," 2 to 2-;L/2 cubic feet 

of sand. 

~. Brown Coat: Brown coat shall be proportioned 

as follows: One bag portland cement, 3/4 

pound "X-59," 3 cubic feet sand (minimum}. 

FINISH COATS: 

Finish coats shall be as scheduled on the drawings 

and/or as specified herein. 

A. Gypsum Sand Float Finish: Shall be mixed in 

the proportion of one part by weight of gypsum 

neat fibered plaster to not more than two 

parts by weight of sand. Unless otherwise 

directed by the architect, the sand shall 

pass a No. 16 sieve. 

B. Gypsum Smooth Finish: Shall be medium hard 

"Structo-Gage" mixed in the proportions of 



GENERAL: 

100 pouhds of Structo-Gave to 200 pounds of 

dry lime. 

All lathing materials, as well as their means of 

attachment and application to the building structure, 

and plaster materials and their application to the 

lathing and other plaster bases, which are not specif

ically covered on the drawings or in the specifications, 

shall be in conformance with the applicable sections, 

articles, and paragraph~ of the Recommended Specifica

tions for Lathing, Furring and Plastering of the Con

tracting Plasterers' and Lathers' International 

Association, or reasonable adaptations therefrom to 

work to job conditions. 

MATERIALS: 

Where any of the following materials occur, and 

unless noted otherwise on the drawings or in PART A 

of this section, they shall comply with the following 

requirements. 

A. Metal Lath: Shall be made of copper-bearing 

sheet steel, expanded, ribbed, or sheet type, 

coated with rust inhibitive paint after fabri

cation, or cut from zinc-coated sheets. Mini

mum weight of metal lath shall be 2.5 pounds 



per square yard. Weights and types of lath 

will depend upon the spacing of the supports 

and shall be as hereinafter specified. 

B. Metal Accessories: Shall be fabricated from 

not lighter than No. 26 u.s. Standard gage, 

zinc-coated sheets. 

C. Corher Lath: Shall be fabricated from not 

lighter than No. 28 U.S. Standard gage copper

bearing steel sheets coated with rust inhibi

tive paint after fabrication, or cut from 

zinc-coated steel sheets. 

D. Channel Iron: For furring, suspended ceil

ings, partitions, and similar uses, shall 

have a minimum web thickness of No. 16 u.s. 

Standard gage, and shall be painted with rust 

inhibitive paint. Channels shall be hot- or 

cold-rolled 3/4-inch, weighing 300 pounds per 

thousand feet, 1-1/2-inch cold-rolled weighing 

at least 475 pounds per thousand feet, and 2-

inch cold-rolled weighing 590 pounds per thou

sand feet. 

The sizes and spacing of channels for var

ious purposes shall be as hereinafter speci

fied. Pencil rods shall not be used for these 

purposes unless specifically noted on the 



drawings, or where reverse curved sections 

preclude the use of channels. 

E. Tie Wire: Shall be galvanized annealed steel. 

F. Gypsum Plaster: ASTM C 28, Shall be gypsum 

near plaster. 

G. Portland cement type ASTM 150, Type I. 

a~· Lime: ASTM C6 Normal, type N and ASTM C 206 

Special, Type S with not more than 8% unhy-

drated oxides. 

I. Hair and Fiber: Shall be clean and vary from 

1/2 inch to 2 inches long. 

J. Sand: AST~ C 35. Clean, fine, natural sand, 

free from loam, silt, soluble salts, and veg-

etable matter or other foreign matter, graded 

in dry state from fine to coarse within the 

following limits: 

Sieve Size 

No. 8 
16 
30 
50 

_100 

Percentage Retained by 
We1ght on Each S1eve 

Max. Min. 

5 0 
30 5 
65 30 
95 65 

lOQ ' 90 

The amount of sand finer than No. 200 

sieve shall not exceed 5%. 



Sand for finish coats shall be screened through 

No. 16 mesh. The contractor shall furnish the 

architect current independent testing labora

tory reports from the supplier showing that 

the materials delivered to the job comply with 

the above ASTM specifications. 

K. Water: Clean, fresh and potable, and shall 

contain no dissolved chemicals in quantity 

sufficient to accelerate or retard set. 

LATHING AND PLASTERING 

APPLICATION OF METAL LATH: 

Where metal lath occurs it shall be applied 

with long dimension of sheet across supports; rib 

lath with ribs against supports. Where metal lath 

is applied over metal or other surfaces which will 

not permit plaster bonding, self-furring metal 

lath shall be used. Self-furring lath shall be 

standard diamond-mesh metal lath processed with 

evenly spaced indentations or dimples which will 

hold the lath 1/4" away from the surface over 

which it is placed. 

Sheets shall be secured wire ties at intervals 

not exceeding 6". Where sides lap at supports, 

place tie half-way between supports, except that 



ties £or side laps shall occur at not to exceed 

9 11 intervals. Sheets shall be lapped at sides 

at least 1/2 11 and at ends 1", with lower sheets 

lapped over preceding upper sheet. End laps 

should occur over supports; if between, ends 

shall be laced together with No. 18 gage galvan

ized annealed wire. Splices shall be staggered. 

Where suspended ceilings occur, the type, 

size, and spacing of hangers for main runners 

shall be as hereinbefore scheduled. Where hanger 

is of wire it shall be saddle-tied to the main 

runner, after which the wire shall be twisted 

around itself three times. 

Where steel supports are spaced more than ]4" 

o.c., 3/4 11 channels shall be applied at right 

angles to and attached to underside of steel sup

ports with four strands #16 ga. galvanized 

annealed wire or with other approved attachments 

of equivalent strength. Metal lath shall be at

tached to channels with #18 ga. galvanized annealed 

wire ties spaced not to exceed 6"o.c. 

Where splices occur in channels they shall be 

8-inch minimum in cross furring and 12-inch in 

main runners, set face to face with flanges inter

locked and tied at each end with a double loop 



of No. 16 gage wire. Ends of channels shall be 

held back from vertical surfaces. 

Hanger wires shall hang vertically or be 

wired with diagonals so that the grillage will 

hang free and not push against any vertical sur

face. 

In solid plaster partitions pierced by door, 

window, or similar openings, provide a 3/4-inch 

horizontal reinforcing channel across the top of 

door and at top and bottom of other openings 

which do not extend to the floor. The channel 

shall extend past the jamb of the opening and 

past the first channel stud away from the opening. 

Corners of openings in masonry or concrete 

shall be reinforced with 8" x 18" strips of lath 

set diagonally, attached over plaster base, at 

each corner of window openings, and at top corners 

of door openings. Reinforcement shall be placed 

on each side of the wall or partition where both 

sides receive plaster. 

JOB MIXED GYPSUM PLASTER 

Where job mixed plaster occurs it shall be 

mixed ~s ·follo*s: 

1. Put in approx. amount of water 



. :. • 2 '·~ Add approx. 1/2 the amount of sand aggregate 

3. Add the cementitious material 

4. Add remainder of aggregate 

5. Mix to proper consistency 

For machine application, the minimum allowable 

slump shall be: . 

At mixer ·· At nozzle 

Gypsum 3 11 - 4 1/2" 2 1/2" X 3 1/2 11 

WORKMANSHIP.: 

All labor shall be performed by skilled mechanics; 

all furring tested and made sufficiently strong before 

plastering started. All ceilings shall be proper 

height and accurately leveled or carefully formed to 

surfaces. All walls shall be plumb; all angles 

straight; all surfaces finished straight and smooth 

with a-uniform texture throughout; all work laid out 

accurately and done carefully; and all work completed 

and finished satisfactorily to architects acceptance. 

The plasterer shall work to grounds and to plaster 

screeds, spaced to work to the lenght of rod used, but 

in no event more than 8 feet apart. 

Plaster surfaces adjacent to applied trim, panel

ing, cabinets or fixtures shall be perfectly true so 

the applied materials will fit evenly against the 

plaster surface. 

. ··. · 



· ... ·· 
·, ~ ._ : 

:: ~ .. 

APPLIGATION OVER METAL LATH; , 
I • , , • ;~· . ~· • ~ •; I I ! • ' • • • : • ." • ' 

Wher.e gyps~ plaster 9ver . .rne·taL .. lath, occurs, the . ·-· . - ... · · - . 

ba'se ·coats shall be appl,ieg in 'two coats. 
~-: . 

' The scratch coat shall be: appro'ximately 3/16" 

thick, measured from the .face of the lath. : Before the 

scratch coat sets, it shall . be raked and cross raked 

and allowed to dry. 

Thebrown coat shall be applied to grounds, using 

screeds on large ~reas, with surfaces straightened 

with a rod • . Hollow and voids shall be filled and the 

surface again rodded and then compacted with a darby. 

The surface shall then be raked and cross raked and 

trimmed back at the grounds to allow finish coat to 

finish flush with the grounds. 
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